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Safety, diversity discussed at UGBC debates
By Christopher Stephen and
Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS EDITORS

In two debates last week, the
six candidates for UGBC president presented their platforms
and are now fine-tuning their
campaigns as the countdown
continues to the UGBC primary
elections on February 16 and 17.
The candidates are William
Dorcena, CSOM '95, Brendan
Hickey, CSOM '95, John
Mancini, A&S '95, Mike
Rozman, CSOM '95, John
Segrich, A&S '95, and Paul Shea,
A&S '95.
The main issues addressed by
the candidates were programming, campus safety and environmental concerns.
Dorcena, who was the first to
speak at last Tuesday's debate,
said, "I'm sick and tired of walking around this campus and seeing everyone with solemn faces.
I want to bring people together,
to expand their comfort zones,
and to bring unity to the cam-

pus."

Dorcena, with running-mate
Cecilia Gutierrez, A&S '95, said
he is only asking cabinet applicants "to have heart. If you are
willing to give your all to this
school, come on in and let's get
to work," Dorcena said.
Brendan Hickey, who has received the endorsement of the
BC College Republicans, is campaigning on the theme "we can
do better." Hickey, along with
running-mate Rosina Giuliante,
CSOM '95, intends to use his
experience to guide the team to
the executive office. "Experience, drive, and a commitment
to the students; that is what we
can and are promising the students of BC," Hickey said.
Mancini opened his remarks
by emphasizing his dedication
to BC. "I am devoted and determined to be the person to take
the course to the end," he said. "I
have proven to be efficient and
effective in the past, and I intend
on being that way in the future,"
Mancini said.
Current UGBC vice president
Rozman, with running-mateTara

McGrath, A&S '95, is hoping to
remain an integral part ofUGBC
as its next president. "I am proud
ofUGBC and what it has accomplished this year," Rozman said.
"We have done more than pro-

gramming, and this will continue."
Segrich, who is campaigning
with Todd Garman, A&S '95,
said, "The issues that face us
every day need to be looked at

with a new perspective."
Shea, running as the 'outsider'
candidate, criticized the current
student -government structure,
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(L to R) UGBC presidential candidates William Dorcena, Michael Rozman, Brendan Hickey,
John Segrich, Paul Shea and John Mancini shown here at the first debate last Tuesday.

Committees formed to find Monan successor

UGBC plans Olmos
lecture, Pub series
By Heather Lynch
HEIGHTS

STAFF

Upcoming

programming
events were the focus of last
night's UGBC cabinet meeting.
Actor Edward James Olmos,
unofficial spokesman for the
Hispanic community, will be on
the Heights on Thursday in the
Lyons cafeteria at 7:30 p.m. to
present a lecture on issues of
prejudice in education and current conditions of Latino

America.
Olmos is best known for his
role as Lieutenant Castillo on
"Miami Vice." He is also known
for his starring role in Stand and
Deliver.
The cabinet announced that the
next Pub will be held on February 24in theRat. BC's own Seven
With One Blow will be the opening act for Boston band Letters
to Cleo. The event will not feature alcoholic beverages.
"They are both great and up
and coming bands," UGBC Pub
Series co-Director Chris Van
Derslice said. "Everyone is invited."

Letters to Cleo is nominated
for best local album, "Aurora

Gory Alice," best local female
vocalist, and best song, "I See,"
in this year's WFNX Best Music

Poll.
The World Fiesta is being
planned for April 29 on the
Dustbowl. Ideas for events during that day are welcomed by
UGBC.
The issue of implementing a
University minor was also discussed. UGBC Director of University Issues Steve Deroian and
Director of Academics Fabio
Marciano recently presented the
idea to the academic committee
of the board of trustees.
"They thought it was a good
idea to pursue," Deroian said. "I
think it is important because a
lot of students are forced to
double major to get into classes
even though they don't want to
doit.
"This would alleviate that
pressure. The interdisciplinary
concentration system now in
place does not have the structure
that a minor system would provide," Deroian said.

Connors, Jr., Edward M.
O'Flaherty, 3d, Marianne D.
Short, Judith B. Krauss, Thomas
A. Vanderslice and David S.
Nelson.
Rector of the Jesuit Community, Fr. Joseph Appleyard, SJ,
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Fire leads to BC suspension
By Mike Hofman
HEIGHTS EDITOR

A male sophomore undergraduate has been suspended
from Boston College for one
year, effective immediately, after starting a fire in Walsh Hall
on January 21, 1994. The student set fire to a pillow in the
fourth floor hallway, which set
off the fire alarms. He then put
the fire out as the building's residents evacuated. Walsh Hall is
home to approximately 800 residents on its eight floors.
The fire occuned less than 24
hours after the Fenwick Hall
blaze, in which 52 residents of
the third floor were displaced
from their rooms for several
weeks.
According to Dean for Student Development Robert
Sherwood, the student's sanction was recommended by a panel
of three University administrators on February 2. Sherwood
then administered the punitive
action during a meeting with the
student and his parents the next
day.
"Among the panel, there was
serious contemplation that [the
student] be dismissed permanently," Sherwood said.
In addition to the University
suspension, Sherwood confirmed that the student has been
permanently dismissed from
University Housing. If he
chooses to return to BC, he will
not be permitted to reside on
campus. He will also be placed
under adeferred University sus-

pension from the date of his return until his graduation. If he is
involved in another serious incident, he will automatically be

expelled.
"I want to give him, and I want
to give everyone, the message
that this is a very dangerous offense, and, therefore, he received
a very serious sanction,"
Sherwood said. "Putting that
many other students at risk is
unconscionable, and that message should get out to the rest of
the community."
Sherwood noted that at Providence College a few years ago,
several students died from smoke
inhalation in a high-rise residence hall fire. That incident
made universities across the
country consider fire prevention,
education and student discipline
more seriously.
The Boston Fire Department
has filed criminal charges against
the student, and the first court
hearing is scheduled for February 24. The sophomore has been

charged with the "wanton destruction of a fire in excess of
$100." Sherwood stressed that
the monetary figure did not represent building damages, but
rather, the cost incurred by the
responding fire units.
"The fire department has been
very insistent that the University treat [students involved in
lighting fires or maliciously pulling fire alarms] seriously,"
Sherwood said.
Sherwoodcontinued, "The fire
department has put the University on notice that they will vigorously pursue felony and criminal charges if we are unwilling
to discipline students.
"We're also very concerned
about the situation, and we are
punishing him because the University feels that students who
put themselves and others at risk
by gratuitously lighting a fire,
particularly in the high-rise residence halls, should face serious
consequences as a result," he
said.
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' Monan announced his intention to resign on February 4 after
22 years in office.
The Executive Search Committee consists of 11 trustees and
one additional member. This

chard F. Syron were named chair
and vice chair, respectively, of
both the Executive Search Committee and the Advisory Committee. .
Other members of the Executive Search Committee are William F. Connell, Wayne A. Budd,
James F. Cleary, Joh.i M.

'

ees.

Public Affairs. "Essentially their
role is to assist in identifying
institutional priorities?what the
key issues that a new president
will have to deal with are, and
what the key characteristics of a
new president should be."
Trustees Geoffrey T. Boisi,
board of trustees chair, and Ri-

|

The process of finding a new
Boston College president to succeed J. Donald Monan, SJ, commenced last week with the formation of an Executive Search
Committee and an Advisory
Committeeby the board of trust-

committee will make the final
candidate selection after the
screening and interviewing process, and then present that candidate to the full board of trustees for a final vote.
The Advisory Committee,
comprised of faculty, students,
senior administrators and trustees, was created to aid the Executive Search Committee. The
Advisory committee will screen
and interview the candidates.
The Advisory Committee provides "a representative crosssection of the University," said
Doug Whiting, BC director of
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Holocaust debate addressed at town meeting
By Rebecca Marlis
HEIGHTS

EDITOR

Emotions flared, accusations
were made and strong convictions were expressed last Mon-

HEIGHTS PHOTO/PETE MANIS

Dana Brass, SOE '95, secretary of the BC Jewish Students
Association spoke at the town meeting last Monday.

day evening when over 70 members of the Boston College community attended this month's
town meeting to address the topic
of anti-Semitism, the Holocaust
and freedom of speech.
Robert Sherwood, dean of StudentDevelopment (ODSD), said
this was "the best turnout in the
past three years that the meetings have been held."
The town forum enabled all
persons concerned to exchange
their opinions. Anti-Semitism,
journalistic integrity, The
Heights' editorial decisions and
BC's general lack of sensitivity
were among theissues discussed.
In his opening remarks,
Sherwood recounted the initial
trigger which led to the controversy. The "lightening rod" for
the evening's discussion, he said,
was the paid advertisement from

the Committee for Open Debate
on the Holocaust (CODOH),
which was printed in the Decem-

ber 6 issue of The Heights.
CODOH is an independent
organization which was founded
"to promote a free exchange of
ideas about the Holocaust story."
The advertisement questioned
the validity of the Holocaust
story and criticized displays in
the Holocaust museum in Washington, D.C.
The advertisement, which The
Heights said was printed without prior knowledge of its content, spurred a rush of reaction.
Letters were sent to the editor,
and posters with the message
"6,000,000 Reasons Why it Was
Real" were posted across campus.
In their January 18 issue, the
first of the spring semester. The
Heights printed an editorial denying any Heights affiliation
with or support of CODOH and
stating that The Heights apologized for its oversight.
The editorial said, "The

[Heights] staff did not fully realize the content of the advertisement at the time of publication."
The Heights also stated it would
be donating the money received
from CODOH to the Holocaust
Museum in Washington, D.C.
Evidently in response to the
editorial, an unknown person or
persons, acting under the name
"Total War," stole issues of The
Heights, defaced them with slurs
against The Heights and assembled them in the shape of a
swastika in the center of the
Dustbowl on the night of January 9.
On January 24, Emily
Hancock, A&S '95, Heights
news editor, wrote both an article about the event and a personal commentary condemning
the act as an "atrocious hate
crime."
At this point, the controversy
reached its climax.
Sherwood began the town
meeting by asking the Heights
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Senate increases LaRocca wins national honor
club funding
By Diana Pisciotta

HEIGHTS

By Rosemary Ford
HEIGHTS STAFF

Last night, the UGBC senate
approved its budget, including
the $34,940 in revenues from the

previous year. The senate plans
to give additional funding to
AHANA, the Heights Boys and
Girls Club and Woman's Issues
with the profits. The senate also
proposed more funding for
Laughing Medusa, a publication
of UGBC Women's Issues.
The senate also resolved the
problem of organizations scheduling similar programming
events one day apart. The "Model
Mugging" self-defense seminars
were scheduled by the UGBC
senate and the Women's Resource Center (WRC). The senate agreed to give the WRC $225
to help offset the cost of the program.
The budgetary allocation for
the Loyola Scholarship, which
is given to students who want to

volunteerabroad, was proposed,
as well as the availability of funds
needed for the senate's B-Clean
project at St. Columskille
School.
The Bald Eagle Award, given
to an alumni who has exhibited
the ideal of a Boston College
education, which has been described as service in the Jesuit
tradition, will be given to Bob
Quinn, former Massachusetts
Attorney General.
The finance committeeco-vice
chairperson Mike Hurley, A&S
'96, delivered the budget report
of senate spending. They had
allocated $ 19,000 to themselves
for the year and have $10,844
remaining for this semester.
Next Sunday, the senate will
appoint people to fill vacant senate chairpositions. There are two
senior openings, one junior and
one sophomore.Applications for
these positions are available in
the senate office in the Lyons
Hall basement.

ASSISTANT NEWS

EDITOR

A grade point average of 3.98,
involvement in a variety of volunteer activities and a self-developed cross-curriculum focusing on slavery and the American
Civil War are among the achievements that earned Elizabeth
Laßocca. SOE '94, the honor of
being named to the 1994 AllUSA College Academic First
Team.
The All-USA College Academic First Team is an "academic
all-star team" sponsored by USA
Today, Laßocca said. She was
nominated for the team by a professor in the School of Education. Laßocca then had to complete an application, write an
essay and obtain four recommendations.
Laßocca was selected as one
of 20 first-team members from a
pool,of 1,183 applicants by
judges representing a variety of
national education organizations.

The 20 first-team members had
an average GPA of 3.84 and,
according to USA Today, all
"have a knack for building something from nothing."
Laßocca is no
exception. During her final year
at BC, Laßocca
has developed a
cross-curriculum
resource guide
that integrates
the Civil War history with literature, math, science, technology, music and

anything about the war. Eventually, the independent study grew
into a Scholar of the College
project," Laßocca said.

USA, page 19

art.

"I wanted to
take the Civil
War class that
BC offers, but I
couldn't get in. I
thought then that
I would do an
HEIGHTS PHOTO/KEVIN BREEN
independent
study since I re- Elizabeth Laßocca's high G.P.A. earned her
ally didn't know a place on the All-USA College Academic

First Team.

Voices from the Dustbowl

By Dan Levasseur

Earlier this week, I was walking out to the Dustbowl to perform the
ritual of asking random people annoying and irrelevant questions
which traditionally get me into a heap of trouble. Well, because of
all of the lovely snow we received this week, I slipped and fell on
my...you get the picture. And it suddenly occured to me as I was
cleaning the slush from my ears that I had not taken an opportunity
to say something nice about Fr. Monan. In my three years at BC, Fr.
Monan has been an instrumental figure in thrusting BC into the
limelight of nationally recognized universities. He has helped to
expand the University in physical size, if you couldn't tell by all the
cranes around campus, and in generating revenue, if you couldn't
tell by Alumni Stadium's temporary hiatus. In addition, Fr. Monan's
"subtle presence" in the greater Boston area has brought BC needed
respect. Fr. Monan's accomplishments over the last twenty years
cannot be measured in dollar signs, although the endowment has
grown by 12,000 percent, it can only be measured by the quality of
students and programs that BC has cultivated under his auspices.
Regardless of whether you think the sports programs have grown
too large or that BC is selling its soul to the television gods, Fr.
Monan has made BC a first-rate university with ample diversity. So,
here's to you Fr. Monan for making BC what it is today.
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Candidate Profiles

William Dorcena
"Building Bridges" is the focus of William Dorcena's, CSOM
'95, UGBC presidential campaign. "My whole agenda is
unity," Dorcena said. "I want BC
to be a microcosm for unity."
Dorcena's running mate is
Cecilia Gutierrez, A&S '95.
Dorcena, who is currently
president of the AHANA Caucus, was vice president of the
Boston College chapter of the
NAACP. He was also recently
appointed to the UGBC programming board. He said his role as
AHANA caucus president has

Brendan Hickey
If his campaign pays off, as
the new UGBC president,
Brendan Hickey, CSOM' 95, will
concentrate not only on politics,
but on the arts, athletics and business, as well. According to
Hickey, both he and his running
mate, Rosina Giuliante, CSOM
'95, are "committed to making
Boston College a better place."
Hickey and Giuliante have
both been a part of the Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC) since their first
year at the University. Hickey

John Mancini

Experience, new ideas and
character are the three reasons
John Mancini, A&S '95, cites as
the motivation behind his bid for
the UGBC presidency. Mancini
is currently UGBC senate president.
"I have not yet picked a vicepresidential running mate because I feel that the primaries
should be a test of the president,
not the ticket," Mancini said.
Mancini feels he has proven
his experience over the past three
years through a variety of activities.

Michael Rozman
"Building on experience" is
what Michael Rozman, CSOM
'95, current UGBC vice president, plans to do if elected as
next year's UGBC

president.

Rozman has chosen Tara
McGrath, A&S 95, the current
Lecture Series Coordinator, as
his running mate.
Rozmanfirst becameinvolved
in UGBC during his sophomore
year as Lecture Series coordinator. As UGBC executive vice
this year, Rozman has
had the opportunity to be in-

John Segrich
John Segrich, A&S '95, is
campaigning with running mate
Todd Garman, A&S '95, on the
idea that he does not need UGBC
experienceto be the next UGBC
president. It is what Segrich calls
"taking the brighter perspective."
"I don't think UGBC is such
an elite club that you have to
work your way through the ranks
to president. You can take leadership experience and skills from
other areas and make the transition to UGBC president." he said.
Segrich entered his freshman

Paul Shea

HEIGHTS
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Paul Shea, A&S '95, who calls
himself a "regular student," is
campaigning for the position of
UGBC president on the theory
that it is the regular student who
best knows what other students
want.

"I'm the regular student just
walking around campus, and I
decided to run for president so
the regular kid can have a say,"
Shea said.
Although he has no formal
experience in dealing with
UGBC, Shea said he is "trying to
prove it can be donewithout thai

given him experience dealing
with a budget, as well as initiating several co-sponsored programs. These programs have
brought speakers such as Gayle
Ross, Le Ly Hayslip and Chuck
D to campus this year.
As part of his effort to "build
bridges," Dorcena is hoping to
bring BC students closer together.
"I'm running for president because I see a need for a community here on campus," Dorcena
said.
In an effort to do this, Dorcena
hopes to hold one major concert
early in the year which would
attract of variety of students. In

order to ensure that the concert
would be well received by most
BC students, Dorcena said, "I
want students to come up with
an idea."
Dorcena said he feels that students' opinions are not adequately represented to University officials and would like to
form a committee of students
who would speak to members of
both the BC and surrounding
community. "I want to take the
administration head on," he said.
Dorcena plans to continue the
various multicultural and ethnic
celebrations that take place during the year, as well as attempt to
increase the attendance of non-

has served in both the UGBC
senate, including a term as senate! finance chair, and the cabinet
as director of legal assistance

and a member of the activities
funding committee. He has participated in the Jenks Leadership Program and Emerging
Leaders Program (ELP). Hickey
is currently a resident assistant
in Walsh Hall.
Hickey feels UGBC has ignored its primary responsibility?funding activities. If
elected, he intends to make a
commitment to budgeting these
funds. TREE and AHANA are

Hickey and Giuliante are not
focused on politics. They would
As for academics, Hickey like to run the UGBC like a comwould like to create a $5,000 to pany and institute a more formal
$6,000 fund in the form of credit relationship with the students.
at thebookstorefor students with
"It will be more like the relafinancial need. He would also tionship between a company and
lobby the board of trustees for its shareholders," Hickey said.
access to class evaluations in "We will print up a prospective
orderto publish a more accurate of what we're going to do and a
CLUE.
semiannual report with full fiHickey said women's issues nancial disclosure."
Hickey explains his motivaare an important part of his campaign. He feels the administra- tion to run for the office of president, "I love BC and want to be
tion needs to take greater measures to insure the safety of a part of it next year."
women on campus.
Barbara Restaino

As a freshman, he served as
the Residence Hall council president for Upper Campus. Sophomore year Mancini was elected
to the UGBC senate, where he
chaired the Committee of University andAcademicAffairs.At
that time, Mancini helped assemble the budget and initiate
various programs with an environmental focus.
During his junior year,
Mancini was elected president
of the UGBC senate.
Mancini's plans for the future
of UGBC include expanding already-established UGBC pro-

grams, providing more money
for student clubs and organizations and pushing for more student involvement.
On the issue of programming,
Mancini said, "It seems like such
a waste to spend $60,000 on a
major concert that very few
people attend," Mancini said.
Instead, Mancini feels that the
focus should be on getting more
small and local groups to perform at BC.
Campus safety is another major concern Mancini feels merits
a good deal of attention. Mancini
wants to create a bus stop in

front of O'Neill Library, increase
lighting on Higgins stairs, place
blue lights near Greycliff Hall

committees,
volved in
such as the Honorary Degree
Committeeand the Student Center Advisory Committee.
"After being vice president, I
can see what needs to be done
and what can be eliminated. I

ties.
One of Rozman's concerns is
establishing better communication between the students and
UGBC. By utilizing RHA in conjunction with UGBC, he plans to
take a survey of all students to

such as the Clothesline Project
and the Maya Angelou lecture.

have developedrelationships that
would help me next year,"

Rozman said.
Rozman emphasized that he
has already had the experience
of assisting current president
Nancy Drane, A&S '94, in choosing a cabinet and allocating a
$700,000 budget?twft. of the
president'sprimary responsibili-

year at BC as a Presidential
Scholar, which enabled Segrich
to attend various leadership

workshops, perform community
service and intern with a management firm.
Segrich, who does planning
and publicity as the director of
the comedy troupe, My Mother's
Fleabag, said he feels there are
too many clubs on campus who
fail to receive adequate and equitable funding.
On the issue of safety, Segrich
hopes to revive and expand programs, like the whistles campaign, which he believes adexperience.

While he may not be wellversed in every aspect of UGBC,
Shea said he believes the composition of his cabinet will compensate for his inexperience. "A
cabinet member would have to
be someone who is experienced
and is representative of all walks
of student life," Shea said.
Shea said his administration
would focus on two key issues:
campus diversity and safety.
"Basically, I'm solely concerned
with the. student body," he said.
"One thing I would like to do
is introduce more courses about

AHANA students

at those

events.

Dorcena's campaign also emphasizes the importanceofsafety
on campus. One of Dorcena's
goals is to insist that BC's current ban on mace be dropped so

that people can better protect
themselves.
If this is not approved,
Dorcena proposes carrying either noise devices or small paint
dispensers to mark attackers.
Dorcena would also like to
see increases in the number of
escort vans, blue lights, and
alarm systems on campus.
Diana Pisciotta

?

two activities for which he hopes
to increase financial backing.

?

and expand the number of selfdefense seminars.
In order to increase the focus
on recycling, Mancini wants to
create a position for a recycling
coordinator, as well as expand
the effort to educate the students
in the dorms.
"We need student involvement, we need UGBC to get out
there and work with the students
at this school; I want to make
that happen," Mancini said.
Dennis Goett
?

"One of the things I am most
confident about is my skill as a

programmer."
"If we have a large concert,
there's no reason why someone
find out what students want from from T.R.E.E. can't be there
UGBC and the administration. spreading the word" about recyHe would also like to ensure cling and the environment,
that students are involved with Rozman said.
Campus safety is another condecisions that affect the quality
of their daily lives, such as buscern for Rozman, whowould like
ing, parking, club sport funding to bring differentcampusgroups
together to more effectively to
and the new stadium.
Rozman would like to schedimprove security.
Kita Helmetag
ule events that affect students,
?

dresses the real problem that too
many students are still walking
alone at night.
Segrich plans to expand the
lecture series by bringing in
speakers from a cross-section of
society who "challenge our established perceptions, opinions
and ideas to make us look at
issues through someone else's

efforts on campus.
Segrich says his administration will explore new ways to
recycle. He hopes to make better
use of an on-line information
bulletin board in order to inform
students of upcoming events and

eyes."
With regard to environmental
issues, Segrich says he will empower an Environmental Coordinator to work with the various
environmental groups in directing and coordinating recycling

among all BC students.
"We need to realize that Women's
Issues are also human issues, and
that women's issues programming is not just for women,"
Segrich said.
Ratna Bindra

sexuality that are geared toward
making students aware of gay
needs and lesbian needs," Shea

that are going to inform?more
safety lectures, because it is a
male and female issue," Shea
said. He is considering proposing that students who are doing
community service after being
"written up" be used as walking
escorts. Shea said he thinks this
plan would increase the number
of walking escorts and decrease
safety problems on campus.
"I am not a busy, self-absorbed
politician. I want to better represent the Boston College student,"
Shea said.

said.

He would also like to promote
the idea of a cultural awareness
week on the Dustbowl. By having that sort of activity, "passersby will get involved," Shea
said. He said he hopes to utilize
AHANA and the Lesbian. Gay
and Bisexual Community
(LGBC) to carry out these
projects.
Improved student safety is also
a priority in Shea's campaign.
"I'd like to have more lectures

activities.

Segrich also hopes to increase
awareness of women's issues

?

?

Diana Pisciotta
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Malcolm X and King "wrestle" in The Meeting
By Stephanie Patafio
FOR THE HEIGHTS

In celebration of Black History Month, last week the UGBC
AHANA Caucus presented The
Meetings a play written by Jeff
Stenson. The show hypothesizes

what Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Malcolm X might have said
to each other had they the chance
to discuss their philosophies on
civil rights.
The play opened with a jazz
solo by Stan Strickland, who also
plays Rashad, Malcolm X's
bodyguard. King, portrayed by
John Spencer, and Malcolm X,
played by Thomas Grimes, then
delivered short speeches to set
the scene.
The story begins in February,
1965, in a Harlem hotel room
where Malcolm X awaits King's
arrival. Rashad makes it clear

he is against this meeting. Once
King enters, the distance between
the two leaders in their approaches to ending racism is
quite evident. Their intense conversations are filled with both
passion and humor.
The audience not only witnesses the verbal clash between
King and Malcom X , but also a
comical arm wrestle, used
throughout the production to
symbolize the struggle between
the two viewpoints. The arm
wrestle finally ends in a draw
expressing the realization of
King and Malcom X that they
are still working to achieve the
same end, despite their conflicting views philosophies.
In the end, King and Malcom
X part as friends and wish each
other the best.
?

HEIGHTS PHOTO/SHAWM

Diverse, page 19

MEAD

Thomas Grimes portrayed Malcom X and Stan Strickland portrayed Martin Luther King, Jr.,
in last week's play, The Meeting, sponsored by the AHANA Caucus.

BC-mandated drug tests keep Eagles clean
By Ed McLaughlin
HEIGHTS EDITOR

The California State Supreme
Court ruled on January 28 that
the NCAA has the right to test all
student athletes for illegal drug
use. This decision annuls a sevenyear exemption for Stanford
University athletes. The athletes
had previously refused testing
on the grounds of invasion of

privacy.
The decision will finally lay
to rest the controversy of student-athlete rights in random

drug testing. The Boston College Athletics Association
(BCAA) has used random drug
testing for the past seven years
as a deterrent for student-athletes who feel tempted to use
drugs.
BC drug testing began in 1986
as a part of a drug education
program. Schools started to test
their athletes in an attempt to
combat growing drug problems.
BCAA made the choice to privately test all varsity athletes on
a random basis.
Each varsity athlete must agree

to be tested, without warning, at

any time before participating in
intercollegiate athletics. A computer assigns each student a number, and a computer program
picks numbers at random each
week. The computer codes all
names with numbers to assure
complete anonymity to the athletes.
Dr. Arnold Mazur, who oversees all drug testing at BC, explained that the test exists first
and foremost as part of a total
education program.
"It is an ongoing program in

which prevention is most important," he said. "We try to use
drug testing and education, along
with pamphlets, as a deterrent."
The athletes whose numbers
are picked for testing must report to Conte Forum that day.
BC trainers administer the tests
to the athletes. The trainers must
watch the athletes to assure complete validity during the test. In
fairness to the athletes, the test
has a chain of custody to assure
that no one tampers with the test.
"We have a chain of custody
to assure fairness to all of the

COLLEGE

problems or mix-ups."
The athletic department tests
an average of 1,000 student-ath-

letes per year and have tested
over 6,000 total. Many studentathletes realize the seriousness
of the test and appreciate the
merits of the program.
"I think it is a good deterrent,"
basketball
Marc
player
Molinsky, CSOM '95, said. "It
Athletes, page 17

?
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athletes," Mazur said. "Each person who collects the tests must
sign along the way. There are no
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5:00-6:00 PM, Career Center Library

Each week, professionals will be on hand to talk about their career field:
What it's like to work in that field, how they got started, and ideas for finding a job.
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Chris Caggiano, '86. Editorial Manager. Inc. Magazine
David Pallai, '72, Vice President, Academic Press Inc.
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Careers in Public Relations

What can Ido this summer instead of mowing lawns?
How
do I lookfor a summer job in / ::
graduate?
Can a career-related summer job help me get a job after I
New York while I'm in Boston?
How can Ifind out about internships not listed at the Career Center?
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If you're plagued by these questions, attend the
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Summer Job/Internship Workshop
Thursday, February 17

2:00 PM OR 4:00 PM
Shea Function Room, Conte Forum
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Principals and personnel directors from New England
school districts talk about planning your teacher job search.
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f or %*&*&* Students
'Wednesday, February 16

\

4-00- e i-00 P cM
(

3:30-4:30 PM: Panel Discussion: What schools look for in a candidate"
4:30-6:00 PM: Personnel Director Information Fair
"

Wednesday, February 16
Belmont High School Auditorium, 221 Concord Aye.
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Career Center Internship Offiu

Looking for ideas for summer'opportunities??

Come learn about optlons specifically for ahana students.
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Harassment incidents
illustrate need for change
There is a prevailing theme among the Letters to the Editor and
the Police Blotter in this issue?sexual harassment, both emotional and
physical. It is a topic that continues to surface in issue after issue of The
Heights. Its occurrence seems to be increasing at a time when students
are continually asking the administration and UGBC to address safety
and its accompanying education.
There were at least nine reports of harassment and violence in this
week's police blotter. These incidents can not be prevented with more
blue lights or an expanded escort service. These issues are not a matter of
campus safety, per se. They are a matter of the administration's inadequate means of preventing these events and subsequently protecting and
supporting the victims.
The administration needs to standardize and strengthen its policies
and sanctions regarding rape and sexual harassment. BC is a private
institution and the administration has the ability to go beyond the state
laws and create regulations and sanctions in areas federal and state law
do not cover (as long as the federal and state laws are not violated).
Grounds for restraining orders (under both Massachusetts law and
BC regulations), sanctions for multiple restraining orders on any given
student, and punishments for harassing phone calls, to name a few, need
to be written and actively communicated throughout the campus, especially to freshmen. Students should be aware of the ramifications of their
actions. If students are aware, words would begin to speak louder than
actions and the number of incidents reported within these pages would
diminish.
If and when violence occurs, the BC administration must provide
support services for students involved. Again, The Heights would like to
see a rape crisis center established on campus. The Heights has called for
such a center in the past, yet the administration has not responded. The
rape crisis center should be not only a counseling center for victims, but
also an entity in which both victims and the accused have access to legal
information and Boston College policies.
The administration must present itself as a qualified and competent resource in which students can place their trust. As it stands now,
numerous BC agencies, BCPD, RA staff and BC counseling, are involved
and complicate the administration's response to rape and harassment
accusations. There is no single authority to handle every aspect of these
situations. One central facility to which both victims and the accused can
turn would streamline the process and make an already emotional situation less difficult on all parties involved.
A final note to UGBC presidential candidates: safety is one of the
priorities
in this election. However, the prevention of sexual harasstop
ment and date rape are not matters that an increase in blue lights and
escort services will solve. The administration has yet to take progressive
actions on the creation of a rape crisis center. As the voice for the student
body, UGBC officials must let the administration know that their past and
current endeavors in this area are fragmented and inadequate. Students
would be better served with a unified effort.

Accused hopes for
justice to prevail
To the Editor:

February 4th could change my
life forever. My life, as it stands,
could pivot in two directions:
one being freedom, the other interrogation. My heart sunk, my
eyes swelled, and only fear
poured forth, not simply saline
tears.

A peer of mine called me two
weeks previous to this date, his
voice anxious, disturbed. He was
trying to tell me that something
was going to stop my life dead in
its tracks?not physically, but
mentally and emotionally. I
thought he was a fool. What could
possibly stop my dreams from
coming true? I am a law-abiding
citizen wary of theconsequences
that the law enforces upon
wrongdoers. He always had this
knack for prophesying, but this
was all too specific. He called at
2 a.m. The thought left my mind;
it never bothered me again.
Now, I walk through campus
in pain, getting a glimpse of all
ofmy surroundings, admiring the
changes, admiring the people,
peers, friends. I pause and think;
it might not be possible next week
to do these simple actions. I am
counting my blessings, not taking anything for granted anymore. Rousseau, a great philosopher, once said, "Man is born
free, but everywhere he is in
chains." Those chains hold me

down, for she has the keys to my
freedom. One never realizes the
actual feeling of freedom until
another has wrongly endangered
that individual right.
There is no issue: rape... men
vs. women. How are we to resolve a crisis if there is no unity?
Why accuse wrongly? We must
make compromises, not further
problems. There are wrongdoers
on both sides. So we, the human
population, are not afraid of each
other; we are afraid of what one
can do to another via the justice
system. My own interpretation
of this individual charging me
with alleged rape is to manipulate the law to purposely scare
me into submission. I forgive
this individual spiritually, for it's
something that not many are capable of, being either man or
woman.
I am not guilty of this charge.
I only pray that justice will serve
me fairly. To note: some men

may

be afraid of women over-

taking the men's role, but I'm
not afraid of this revolution. This
is not fear she is imposing...
This is pure intimidation.
Anonymous
A&S '95
Editor's Note: The author's name
has been witheld to protect identity. The Heights has verified this
validity of this letter.

Generalizations
hinder movement
To the Editor:
I am not qualified to be writing this letter. I am, like Mr.
Blancato, a young, uppermiddle-class male, and according to Stephanie Simpson, I am
not able to understand the complexities of rape and oppression.
I haven't been raped, and I know
no one that has, and I certainly
have not studied the subject as
extensively as Ms. Simpson,
M.A.
I guess because of my immaturity and pampered status, I
must be ignorant, oppressive and
sexist in the eyes of my most
wise elder, Ms. Simpson. But, if
she is going to classify me in this
way without even knowing who
I am, isn't she doing exactly what
men have supposedly been doing to women throughout history, the root of her argument? If
this were her point, I salute her.
But since it isn't, I urge her to
consider her hypocrisy before
going out into the world and
teaching my children, who will
be raised to think for themselves.
I am tired of being labeled
because I am an upper-class
white male. It is particularly disheartening when the labeling
comes from someone whose gender has accused and vehemently
opposed this very practice of labeling. In making such an ignorant statement, Ms. Simpson took
away from my beliefs in the basic heart of the feminist movement. It is true that women were
treated disgustingly throughout
history, but I wasn't a part of it.
I didn't live in the Middle Ages

or accuse any woman of being

a

witch. How could I be guilty of a
crime if I weren't even there?
The answer Ms. Simpson wants
people to believe is that I am.
When I was born into this world,
was I born with the original sin
of being a male?
Of course, my whining now is
exactly what I hate the most.
Brooding and bickering are no
way to resolve a problem that
does exist. The opinion section
of The Heights is no forum for
this. I hate the fact that I have
sunk this low. However, I felt
that there were too many people
speaking for me and accusing
me without knowing me. Making generalities, associations and
labeling are the reasons why men
have not warmed to the feminist
ideal. If women, such as Ms.
Simpson, continue to speak for
their entire gender, a perfectly
good movement will continue to
take one step forward, two steps
back. Movements must involve
every member of society speaking not as a group, but as individuals, if it is expected to go
anywhere. That, history does tell.
I am sorry for being an upperclass white male. I am sorry if
other members of my gender
make you feel subordinate. I am
sorry if you were oppressed in
the past. I truly am. But, the
challenge then comes to you, will
you ever accept this? If you can,
let's go out to a bar and discuss
your beliefs over a cold beer, as

equals.
Ryan Phair
A&S '96
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Phones
distract
students

Chris Collins

"This

Column
Blows!"

First

To the Editor:
As I was reading in the Reserve section of O'Neill Library
the other day, I was interrupted
by a distinct ringing sound. The
noise camefrom a cellular phone
of a student sitting across from
me. All of the students in the
section stared in awe as this person received a phone call. I
waited for him to hang up on his
friend, but he continued to talk
at full volume for fifteen minutes.

In fact, many of my friends
have told me stories of students
receiving phone calls in class.
Cellular phones have become the
latest trend on the BC campus.
They are almost as prevalent as
J. Crew jackets, CD players and
Birkenstocks. Now, thanks to
technology, friends can call each
other in their cars, in between
classes, in the library and in boring classes.
If these people are not considerate enough to disable or leave
their phones outside of class and

the library, the University should
take immediate action to restrict
the use of cellular phones in inappropriate environments. Any
further delay of this action will
only encourage this abuse.

Christopher J. Costello
A&S '95

Reader asks,'Where
is my winter mail?'
To the Editor:
I assume the mail room throws
out the mail we get over winter
break. I assume this on the basis

only of personal experience. I
would like simply to make this
docile, concise, and yet slightly
perturbing assumption.
Should anyone like to dispute
this clearly worded and lamblike assumption, they may respond in kind. I do not wish to

pass judgment on anyone personally, or even on Boston College in general. I will leave that
as the sole responsibility of the
reader.
However, I would like to repeat, I assume from personal experience that the mail room
throws out the mail we get over
winter break. Period.
Erik Halvorsen
A&S '95

Correction: In the February 7 issue, the caption on
page 1 incorrectly stated the dance being performed.
It was a native Laotian dance being performed at
the AHANA 'Performance Arts Evening.'.

\u25a0

Write a
Letter to
the Editor

To the Editor:
It is clear to me that Ms.
Simpson's letter to The Heights
last week produced enough evidence to convict her of being
nothing but a militant feminist
whose views are as warped as
the statistics she presented. According to her, over 50 percent
of married women are beaten
and/or raped by their husbands.
As an educated, middle-class
male, I'm having a lot of trouble
accepting the validity of this statistic (I'd like to know from what
source she received this information). But if indeed this is
true, then these battered/raped
wives should come forward and
press charges against their husbands so that justice can be
served. Otherwise, this problem
will continue to plague our society and the criminals will continue to get away with their
crimes.
She claims that Mr. Blancato's
status as a "conservative, young
upper-middle-class male" hampers his ability to "understand
the complexity of the consequences of rape and oppression."
Is she claiming that all young,
upper-middle-class conservatives are too ignorant to understand what goes on in our own
society? It seems logical to me
that not only would Mr.
Blancato's educational background make him more capable
of understanding these consequences, but he would also be
less likely to commit such a heinous crime. Take a walk through
a maximum security prison one
day and count all the inmates
that have a college degree.
Ms. Simpson then claims that
"many men fear women and this

fear drives them to control what
they fear" and that "men have
always feared that women would
gain the upper hand psychologically and intellectually." She
obviously feels that men try to
control women through marital
abuse or rape. Well, Ms.
Simpson, rape and abuse are
crimes not committed by intelligent males that possess the "family values" that you tend to speak
out against, but rather by sick
individuals who are not of sound
mind. Do child molesters rape
children in order to keep them
from rising in power? No. They
molest the children because
they're mentally deficient. In
short, men don't rape women.
Sick men rape women.
She went on to say that "men
control the finances in government, law and social services"
and that they "do not view rape

prevention important enough to
invest large amounts of money."
An intelligent person might ask
how money can prevent rape
from occurring. Will we pay men
not to rape women? Probably
not. It seems logical to me that
the best way to invest money
into this problem would be to
educate young men so that they
may possess the same "family
values" that the decent members
of society exhibit.
To conclude, rape/abuse is not
some conspiracy by men to keep
women from becoming powerful. It's not a men versus women
issue. It's criminals versus society. And the sooner you stop

pointing the wrong finger, the
sooner you' 11 understand the real
problem.
Michael R. Kovacs
A&S '97

Letters

to the Editor Policy
Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation, and phone number

verification purposes only).
The editorreserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The
is responsible for all statements.
(for

The Heights is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

Rape not men vs.
women issue but
criminals vs. society

a confession.
I had every intention of
never writing about sports
in this space, a pledge I broke last
semester to call Lou Holtz a
weenie. Considering what happened in the week following the
publication of that column, I now
feel that it is not such a mortal sin
to address the topic of Boston
College athletics. Or more specifically, the topic of the fans of
BC athletics.
In one recent letter to the editor, a loyal BC basketball fan articulated his distress with the general lack of student support at
hoop games. In his opinion, the
fan support (or lack-there-of) created no real "home court" advantage for Eagle basketball. Unfortunately, he's right. That is why
is was so refreshing to see the
student section really involved in
last Wednesday's game against
UConn. Most , if not all, of the
BC student section was standing
for the entire game, cheering and
yelling with the best of them. That
was the good news.
The bad news, however, is that
not every BC student knows the
right way to cheer. There are good
ways to cheer and bad ways to
cheer, and if the handful of students sitting behind me last
Wednesday are any indication,
then far too many people have
forgotten how to do the better of
the two. Consider:
?When BC was in total control
of the game early on, the most
common cheer from the boys behind me was, "UConn?you
suck!" This chaTit was occasionally (and creatively) modified by
inserting a proper name, such as
"Kevin Ollie?you suck!" The
chant was repeated with such frequency that I had to remind myself I watching BC-UConn, and
not BC-USuck.
?As BC continued to dominate,
building an 18 point lead, the
chants gradually became more
abrasive and homophobic, such
as "Donyell Marshall is a faggot!" Again creativity would
reign, as the chant was modified
to suggest that the UConn player
(usually Marshall) enjoyed sexual
acts that, say, would not be possible in a male-female relation-

ship.

?When the Huskies began to
storm back on their way to a

double overtime victory, the
homophobic epithets continued,
but the staple "UConn?you

suck!" had lost some its fervor.
When Marshall hit a foul shot to
push the UConn lead to 94-91,
the crew behind me could respond
only with "Donyell Marshall ?
you still suck!"
Now yes, I was very bitter with
the loss to UConn ('bitter' is being kind), but I managed to vent
my frustrations without resorting
to such idiocy. In response to the
statements themselves: l)Any
team that can comeback from 18
points down to win a game, certainly does not suck. 2)And
though I would never want to
speculate on anyone else's sexual
orientation, if?as the gentlemen
behind me have suggested
Donyell Marshall is homosexual,
then he is quite possibly the best
college-basketball-playing homosexual in the country, and that's
all that should really matter."
But it appears that a few people
need to be reminded of the fact
that buying a ticket to a basketball game does not give them the
right to yell out anything they
want, for two important reasons.
First, BC basketball fans represent the school, and such verbal
stupidity does nothing to enhance
our standing within the community. Second, and more importantly, is the fact that any ignorant, insulting chants are a gross
indignity not just to the intended
targets, but to everyone.
Just something to think about
when you cheer on BC this week
?

against Syracuse.
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Financial aid changes increase loan availability
increase the funding for the
unsubsidized Stafford Loans, the
federal government eliminated
the SLS, a loan set up primarily
for independent students.
Currently, the only remaining
loan program offeredspecifically
to students is the Stafford loan,
with the other FFELs being for
parents.
Mary McGranahan, associate
director at the Financial Aid Office, said, "The aggregate limits
now are scary, though, because
they are so big. The limit gradu-

By Rosemary Ford
HEIGHTS

STAFF

The federal government's recent changes, effective as of
January 1, to the Federal Family
Education Loans (FFEL) have
resulted in an increase in funding eligibility for some students
and an increase in the amount of
money available to each student.
FFEL includes Stafford Loans,
Student Loan Supplements
(SLS), unsubsidized Stafford
Loans and the PLUS Loan. To

ate students can borrow through
FFEL in $138,000."
Other changes in the loan program include a decrease in loan
processing fees from 7.5 percent
to 4 percent of the loan amount.
For example, a freshman who
borrowed $2,625 for his or her
first year of college would only
see about $2300 credited to his
or her account. The remaining
money would go to the school,
the government and the lender to
pay for the processing fees for
all necessary forms.

Former BC night student
sentenced to life in prison
crowded Dorchester street almost three years ago.
Finkley, who eluded arrest for
nearly three years, was apprehended toy the Boston Police

By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Former Boston College nigfit
school student Michael Finkley,
Department's 'cold case squad'
22, was sentenced to life imprisonment last week after pleading during a class in Carney Hall at
guilty to second-degree murder BC in Novemberof 1992.
for the daytime shooting of
According to The
Frederick "Peanut" Brinson on a Globe, Finkley, who will be cli-

gible for parole in 15 years, was
accused of shooting Brinson in
the Four Corners neighborhood

ofDorchesteronMarch 21,1990,
but was not captured until 32
months later.
The jury in the trial of
Finkley's co-defendant Craig
Collins, 20, did not reach a ver-

dict.

STUDIO. ONE BED, in clean, quiet building, freshly painted,
eat-in kitchen, hardwood floors, balconies, cable TV,
washer/dryer, Building Superintendent Walking
distance to BC shuttle and stores, close to BC campus.

NO FEE!
RENT WHAT WE OWN
Call 227-5300 days, 964-0447 evenings

bWE

"Students had to repay the
entire amount of the loan, including the fees they never saw,"
McGranahan said.
McGranahan said that, in general, most students borrow the
maximum amount allowed
through the federal loan program.
Most student financial packages include Stafford andPerkins
loans, as well as Boston College
Grants and Scholarships and several parental loans.
Other changes for the 1994-1995 academic school year include new financial aid forms
common forms for many of the
FFELs. These new forms are the
continuation of efforts by Congress to standardize the financial aid process throughout the
U.S.
In 1992, Congress reenacted
the Higher Education Act of
1965, changing many of the regulations concerning loans and
work study. This is done every
four years to update the system,
though usually not many changes
are made. However, in 1992,
Congress created over 7,000 new
regulations for the whole process, for many of which the BC
Financial Aid Office is still waiting.
McGranahan said that last
year her office was swamped by
the new forms, such as the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA), that were created
through Congressional approval.
The BC Financial Aid Office
director, five counselors and their
assistants take on the financial
aid process for the entire
University. This includes going
through forms, defining need,
deciding the awards, dealing with
correspondence and questions,
?
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If you plan on taking some time before pursuing your
MBA, take a look at this opportunity from The Prudential.
This is a challenging 2-year internship program
where highly motivated BAs and BSs (who are planning
to apply to top business schools in 1996) with at least a
B+ or better undergraduate GPA and a strong mathematicat aptitude, gain valuable hands-on real estate investment experience. An intensive training program will help
prepare you for a variety of real estate modeling and
financial evaluation assignments.
As one of the nation's largest real estate investors, we
can offer you an attractive starting salary and outstanding
comprehensive benefits along with the opportunity to
work with top investment professionals.
To apply, send your resume and a copy of your college transcript by February 22, 1994 to: Jeannie
Mongiello, The Prudential Realty Group, Three Gateway Center, 100 Mulberry Street, 13th Floor, Newark,
NJ 07102-4077. An equal opportunity employer.
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processing loan applications, and
counseling students. The case
load usually averages between
I2ooand 1400studentsper counselor.
However, despite the recent
changes to the loan program,
McGranahan said, "The process
is going more smoothly than last
year, and we don't anticipate any
problems getting out the award
letters by early summer. There
will still be some shakeout from
reauthorization, but for the most
part we don't expect any student
to have any real problem."
"It is an extremely complex
process, and you can't know exactly what to do in all cases,"
McGranahan said.
Though tuition is increasing
next year, a Financial Aid Office
spokesman said that if a family
situation remains the same, new
aid could bridge the gap in funds.
This new aid comes from the
fact that the financial aid budget
is increased approximately
double the amount of tuition
raises.
"I think that shows a big commitment on the part of the institution to financial aid,"
McGranahan said.
"We do not meet the full need
of students; that is not our policy,
basically. We try to meet as much
of the need as we can. I think we
do a good job in getting the
money to the students who are
showing need and who are really
excelling academically," she
said.
If students have any problems
or questions about financial aid
forms, McGranahan said it is in
the student's best interest to clear
them up with the Financial Aid
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Crew starts season with fundraiser
By Philip Dujardin and
Ann Toohey
FOR THE HEIGHTS

The BC Crew team held its
annual fundraising dinner on Saturday night to kick off the 1994
spring season. Approximately
250 friends, family members and
teammates were on hand at the
event to show their support.
The Men's and Women's Crew
teams, which were founded in
1987, are officially regarded as
club sports by the University.
They have been improving
steadily, however, and are on the
verge of becoming competitive
Division 1 teams.
As Head Coach John Ciovacco
said at the dinner, the team is
"looking for new challenges every year and will be playing more

Division 1 teams this spring."
He also stated that within two to
four years, BC should have a
solid Division 1 schedule.
To remain competitive, the
team depends on a steady flow
of funds which is used to maintain and purchase equipment.
"The total equipment increase
this year, in terms of money, is
about $60,000, which is rather
tremendous," Ciovacco said.
There have been indications
that, within the next two to five
years, if funding permits, construction of a boathouse and
training tank may be possible.
Approximately 60 percent of
the organization's funding comes
from the students themselves.
The Friends' Organization, a
group of parents and other supporters, contributes another 25

BC Democrats host
state convention
By Emily Hancock
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

The College Democrats of
Boston College have resurrected
their club status after a dormant
year following the 1992 election
of President Bill Clinton.
The group has been holding
meetings since September and is
planning to host the College
Democrats of Massachusetts
state conference at Boston College next Saturday, February 19.
The state conference will begin Saturday morning at 9 a.m.
The opening speakers include
Adam Kriesel, president of the
College Democrats of America,
and Boston Mayor Thomas
Menino is tentatively scheduled
to appear.
In the morning, conference
attendees will attend workshops
on grassroots organization and
further College Democrats chap-

development.

Candidatesfor lieutenant governor and secretary of state will
also be available to answer questions during lunch.

training.
Although funding is important, both coaches and teammates
agree that attitude and dedication are the keys to success of
the organization.
John Hebert, A&S '95, coxswain of the men's varsity squad,
stressed cooperation as an important aspect of the sport,
"[Crew] is the ultimate team .
sport. If one person has a bad
day, the whole team has a bad
day."
Crew is open to all interested
students who are willing to dedi-

cate a lot of time to vigorous

training every day. Approximately 90 percent of the team
had no rowing experience prior
to attending BC.
Although there are no scholarships given to team members,
the coaches do keep in contact
with about 20 incoming freshmen who inquire about crew each
year.
BC Crew consists of four
teams: women's and men's novice and women's and men's varsity. Each team rows year-round.
In the fall season, teams compete in "head races," which are
basically individual time trials.
The spring season, however, is
when BC will directly compete
with opposing teams. In these
"sprint races," up to six boats
race at one time.
The BC Crew team is looking
forward to its first race on Saturday, March 26 versus Holy Cross
and Wesleyan in Worcester,
Mass.
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NEED SOME EKTRfI
MONEY??
BC Storage is looking for 4 responsible, energetic
undergraduates to work independently this spring..
Hours are part-time and flexible! Wages are great
with many opportunities for bonuses and
incentives! Great job experience too!! If interested,
contact Scott or Mark at 552-8635 or stop by our
office conveniently located in Carney 30.

Don't let this great opportunity
pass you by!
CALL NOW!

g^k

canvERSE
4:00 TO 7:OOPM

FLYNN REC PLEX

If a cash flow situation is keeping you from going abroad, consider the possibility of working
abroad. The nonprofit Council
on International Educational
Exchange (CIEE) administers a
unique Work Abroad program
which enables college students
and recent graduates to work for
three to six months in Britain,
Ireland, France, Germany, New
Zealand and Costa Rica. For a
$ 160 fee, CIEE provides the necessary legal documents, and
when they arrive, participants
receive an in-depth orientation
from CIEE's overseas office,
which also provides job and accommodations listings and general support services through the
stay. Most students do not find
their jobs until after they arrive
overseas. For more information
call (212) 661-1414.
Cure
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Exercise enthusiasts can dance
their way into spring while taking steps for a great cause at the
Diabetes
American
Association's "Dance for Diabetes." This three-hour aerobic
marathon takes place from 9 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturday, March
19, at the Suburban Athletic Club
in Framingham. The marathon
will feature both Power Stepping and Dance Aerobics, with a
new team of two certified instructors each hour. Participants
are asked to raise a minimum of
$50 each in pledges to receive a
Dance for Diabetes t-shirt. There
will also be additional prizes
based on the amount of money
raised in pledges. Proceeds from
the Dance for Diabetes will benefit the American Diabetes
Association's research and education programs, currently serving an estimated 400,000 people
with diabetes and their families
across Massachusetts. More than
13 million Americans suffer from
diabetes, the fourth leading cause
of death by disease in the U.S.
today. For more information on t
call (800) 229-2559.

W^^xf-

PRESENTED BY CONVERSE FACTORY OUTLET OF MALDEN AND THE BOSTON COLLEGE
INTRAMURAL SPORTS DEPARTMENT

SNEAKER SALE! For Basketball, Walking, Aerobics and Racquet Sports.
BUY 1 PAIR...GET A 2ND PAIR AT HALF PRICEI...BRING A FRIEND!
(2nd pair must be ot equal or lesser value)
ACTIVEWEAR SALE...T-Shlrts and Activewear at Great Prices!
FREE GIVEAWAYS BY CONVERSE...Posters, T-Shlrts etc.
SPECIAL EVENTCONVERSE BASKETBALL SHOOTOUT

Participants will have 60 seconds to shoot 20 basketballs. Four balls
will be placed at five designated spots around the key. Each spot will
have a designated point value.

Converse will provide prizes for the top 5 male and female finishers!
Register for event from 4:30 to s:3opm on February 15, In the
basketball fleldhouse
Shootout will take place from 5:30 to 6:3opm

Entry FREE to all Boston College Students and

Employees

(Current or previous college varsltyor |unlor varsity players Ineligible)

The first 40 entrants will get a Converse T-shirt!
Come on down and participateIn the Shootout, or just take advantage
of the great discounts offered to thr*3oston College Community!
MWIIMIBII

The Fulton Debating Society
reached elimination rounds in the
novice and junior varsity divisions at the 36th Annual United
States Naval Academy Debate
Tournament. The tournament
drew more than 70 teams from
over 25 schools. BC was represented by Leza Dißella and Kate
Welch and a second team composed of Brian Danforth and
Steve Bazyl in the junior varsity
division. Both teams reached the
elimination rounds, where
Danforth and Bazyl lost on a
contested 2-1 decision. Dißella
and Welch advanced to the second round, but were defeated in
the quarterfinals. The team was
represented in the novice division by sophomores Bill Macey
and Chris Giglia. Based on their
performance in the preliminary
rounds, Macey and Giglia received a bye in the first elimination round. They were defeated
in the quarterfinals on a 2-1 decision. In addition to team honors, two Fultonians received
awards for individual excellence.
In junior varsity, Steve Bazyl
earned third speaker honors. Bill
Macey was sixth speaker in the
novice division. The debaters
travel to tournaments at Northwestern University and George
Washington University during
the remaining weekends in February.

Taking "Power Steps" For A

FACTORY OUTLET NIGHT
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15

Fultonians Reach Elimination
Rounds at Navy Debate Tournament

Work Your Way Through An
International Adventure

'

ter

At 1 p.m., keynote speakers
State Senators Mike Barrett and
Mark Roosevelt, who are both
gubernatorial candidates, will be
speaking, as will a member of
Senator Edward Kennedy's campaign staff.
Later in the afternoon, workshops will include a health care
panel discussion, led by former
Massachusetts state Senator and
Chair of the Senate Ways and
Means Committee Patricia
McGovern, and workshops on
lobbying and politics and the
media.
Elections for the State College Democrats executive positions will be held at 3 p.m. Mark
Falzone, A&S '97, the current
vice president of the Boston
College chapter of College
Democrats, is running unopposed for the State College
Democrats vice presidential position.
The current president at BC is
Justin Lannen, A&S '96.
If anyone is interested in attending the conference, contact
Falzone at 558-8357.

percent to the team. This year,
the goal of the Friends is $25,000.
They have raised $14,000 thus
far.
Because the team is recognized
as a "funded activity," it does
receive some financial aid from
the University. But the biggest
benefitsreceivedfrom the school
are non-monetary. For example,
BC provides the facilities needed
by the team for both storage and

'
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Economics professor completes six year project
Tresch sticks to "principles"

By Dennis Goett
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Associate Professor Richard
W. Tresch is one of the most
popular teachers here at Boston
College. The word "closed" is
the only one that many students
see when they attempt to register
for one of his classes. Now, to
make it even more interesting.
Professor Tresch has written an
undergraduate textbook entitled,
Principles of Economics.
This is not Tresch's first book,
but according to him, it is the
most difficult to date. "My first
book was a graduate level textbook, it was a lot easier than this
one," Tresch said.
For the graduate text, primarily all Tresch had to do was
write the manuscript. From that
point on, the publisher took over
With the new book, there were
constant revisions and hundreds
of figures to coordinate with the

illustrators. Add onto that the
constantly changing world of
economics, examples including
the North Atlantic Free Trade
Agreement and the Deficit Reduction Bill, and the changes
never stop.

This book is split into two paperback editions, known as splits
in the publishing industry. The
split,

Principles

in

I would be around to help out
with any revised additions of the
text," Tresch said.
Tresch started his teaching

Macroeconomics, is pres-

ently being used for his
course Principles of

Macroeconomics.
Publishers use this sys-

In 1969, Tresch started
his academic career at
BC. Since that time, a
great deal has changed.

tem of splits in order to
save money and to make

money at the same time.

Many professors only
teach the information
from one halfof the book,
so the other half of the
book is less important.
Another problem is the
fairly new system of selling books back to the
bookstores and the used
book market.
With this system, the
book is split into two
texts. One can be used
for the microeconomics
course and the other for
the macroeconomics sections.
"The publisher allowed me to
write what I wanted, there was
very little pressure there,"Tresch
said. His age was also a bonus to
the publisher. "At the age of fifty
the publisher was pretty sure that

"I remember in the early
seventies when the student body went on
strike, the tuition had
been raised from $900
to $1600," Tresch explained.- The strange
part about this strike
was that at this time it
cost somewhere above
$3000 to attend MIT
and other private institutions.

career at Williams College. As

a
senior Economics major, he was
a discussion group leader. This
was not the first indication that
he was going to become an Eco-

nomics teacher. "I had the feeling that I wanted to teach eco-

Stock of the week
By John K. Dempsey
HEIGHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

PROMUS
INC.

COMPANIES

SYMBOL: PRI
EXCHANGE: NYSE
PRICE AS OF 2/11/94: $54 1/
4
52 WEEK HIGH-LOW: $54 1/
4-$l7 1/2

EPS 1992: $0.78
EPS 1991: $0.50
EPS 1990: $0.45
OUTSTANDING SHARES:
67,921,388
Promus Companies Inc. is a
company that has come a long
way in the past four years. Before 1990, Promus was known
as Holiday Corporation. In
1990, Holiday changed its
name to Promus and sold all of
its Holiday Inn holdings.
At that point, the management made a conscious decision to increase its profitability and become a leader in its
present markets, as well as
those new markets it chose to
enter.

Promus freed itself Of what
was turning out to be a more
draining than profitable subsidiary in Holiday Inn. It then
concentrated its efforts on its
other hotels by putting them
into more favorable positions

nomics while I was at Williams,"
Tresch said.
He later went on to receive his
doctorate in economics from the
Massachusetts Institute
of technology (MIT).

in their respective businesses.
has expanded in a very
lective manner. Ithas not overextended itself, but has merely
positioned itself in such a way as
to take advantage of demographic trends and expanding

RPRI

boom industry. Harrah's is a
well established and respected
casino in the traditional gaming
centers of Nevada and Atlantic

In addition to these areas,
Harrah's has made some very
markets.
significant inroads in the
Embassy Suites, like the name quickly-expanding gaming areas. One such venture is the
suggests, is a suite-oriented hotel. The two room suites cater to new casino that Harrah's has
the competitive upscale market.
gotten the go-ahead on in New
With two room suites, compliOrleans. Another example is the
mentary breakfast and evening
assortedcasino cruises Harrah's
cocktails. Embassy Suites goes is presently trying to develop.
to great lengths to attract and The first such example is the
fully serve its customers.
river boat casino centered in
Homewood Suites also caters Joliet, Illinois, a mere 30 miles
to the upscale market, but in a from downtown Chicago.
different manner than its sister
Some investors feel that
Promus is quite overpriced as it
brand. Homewoodoffers a combination of not only the tradipushes the envelop of its 52tional services, but also of in-week high. PRI will most likely
ventive extras such as on-site lose ground before it continues
convenience stores.
upward, but in the long run, that
Hampton Inns are tuned more promise will continue its upto the value-minded customers
ward swing.
who are interested in comfortable accommodationscombined Sources: Annual reports, and
with reasonable rates. This is investment reports form: C. i.
something that Hampton has LAWRENCE INC." NOV 8,
sought and achieved with un1993
matched commitmentto the cusTHE SEIDLER COMPANIES
tomer.
INC. NOV 8,1993"
Through Harrah's Promus has HANCOCK mSTTTOTjiONAL
made great strides into casino EQUITY SERVICES, NOV
gaming, which has become a 2,1993

There was, at this time,
no lectures in the economic
courses. They were not started
until the late '70s.
Once the transition from
classes to lectures was made,
there was improvement in the
system.

"The graduate students were
much happier with this setup."

Tresch said. This was due to the
fact that their first experience
with teaching came through these
discussion groups.
"There is less pressure to put
together lesson plans and organize classes in this setup,"Tresch
added.
There are many reasons why
students enjoy Tresch's classes.
One major reason is that his lectures keep students interested. "I
feel that it is very important that
professors knows what he is going to say before he lectures,"
Tresch said.
"I have to try and keep my
mind straight and focused when
I lecture, sometimes I just can
not answer a question in the
middle of a five-hundred person
lecture," Tresch said. Questions
often create problems in such a
large class because they can lead
the professor off on tangents.
Tresch feels that these questions are better left for the right
time to answer either in discussion groups or later on in the
lecture itself.
"The way I teach my class is
by explaining theories and ideas
to the students and then let them
think them over. It is more important to be analytical with students than constantly throw facts
and figures at them," Tresch concluded.

Business meetings
every Monday and
Wednesday at
5:00 in The
Heights office.
Come and express
yourself while
building your
resume. We are
always willing to
listen to your
input.
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The Heights Stock Contest first week update
This is a listing of all entries that
were received before February
2 at 5:00 and are eligible for the
contest. Any questions or clarifications should be directed to
The Heights Business Editor.

RULES:

1. Starting prices are based on
the market close of Wednesday,
February 2.
2. Stocks that closed below $5
on February 2 were disqualified.
3. Dividends are not a factor.
4. Stocks that did not appear in
the AMEX, NASDAQ or NYSE
exchanges were disqualified.
5. The winner will be the contestant whose stock shows the
highest percentage growth between the opening price of February 3 and the closing on March
22.
6. The winner will be announced
in The Heights on March 28 and
will receive a $ 100cash prize.ln
the event that the winning company is chosen by more than one
contestant the prize will be split
by the winners.
7. The winner or winner's will
be notified on or before Friday,
March 25 and will be asked to
come to The Heights office to
receive their check and to have
their picture on Saturday,March

26.

8. Contestants whose stocks split
during the contest must call The
Heights at 552-3512 and notify
the Business editor or theirstock
will be disqualified.
9. Any questions or comments
should be directed to the Business Editor at 552-3512.
10. Week to week prices are
based on the closing price of
either Wednesday or Thursday
of the preceding week.

(

Happy

Valentines

NAME
THOMAS CHILDS
DAVE PASQUANTONIO
DAVID SWEET
ALFREDO GARCIA
JOANNE FERDINAND
KATE ALDRICH
MORGEN MCLAUGHLIN
SETH ROWLAND
DAVE BUTLER
ANDY DIFEO
BARB FORSTER
DAVID WHALEN
PAT MACALEER
JASON MEYER
ANDREW KURZOIN
TARA SULLIVAN
TOM GALLAGHER
JAMES HAZARD
BILL BABER
MARK MARINO
BILL SHERMAN
CIARAN CASEY
ROB BALDINI
WILLIAM BURNS
MIMI SULLIVAN
MAURA GOLDING
ALBERTO DARCORTA
DESIREE BERNARDEZ
GRETCHEN MORRIS
ANDREW NOVELLINE
WILLIAM LEARY
DIANA GARCIA
FIONA JOHNSTON
MIKE JAMK
JOHN DUFOUR
CHRISTA PETERS
MELISSA MASTRIANI
DAVID FORTIN
TARA L. MORAN
ANTHONY MAUTZ
TOM BARRET
NEILL REYNOLDS
JAIME MORIARTY
CHRIS TWOOMEY
JAMES WOLTMANN
SAM DIFEO
ANTON ESTRADA
ENRIQUE VELA
STAN ORSZOLA
KAN KELLEY
BRIAN P. KELLY
MATT MCLAUGHLIN
MATT MARKIEWICZ
BRIAN SHANLEY
JONCOLVIN
FRANCESSCA AURICCHIO
TRICIA FALHERTY
KRISSY MURPHY
COLLEEN ADAMS
ROSHAN RAJKUMAR
JOHN WEBBER
HUGH F. MCGLONE
CHRISTOPHER HUNTER
TRAVIS KASSAY
LUKE CHETLEN
KATHY DAY
MATT GELB
JENNY WILSON
BRENDAN COLLINS
YVETTE GOLAY
JON MEYER
ANDREA LEBLOND
SUZETTE APPLEGATE
MICHAEL COPY
BRANPY DAVID
ALBERT DV
EMEKA ENU
CHARLES TRAFTON
VLAPAMIR NERI
ALLISON LEE SPUN
JASON KUNTZ
NIDE SCHAEFER
JOANNE TORAN
ZACH NELSON
CHRIS EKLUNP
GREG CHONG-HON
PEBORAHCRUZ
MIKE REGENYE
MARIE KORPI
RAYMOND MORENO
CHRISTOPHER BRODER
COURTNEY STEVENS
KEVIN MCGEE
TODD LAWRENCE
KRLSTIN KEATING
SCOTT SMITH

[COMPANY

[SYMBOL

COHU

COH
IgENOVEX DRUG STR.
GDX. A
MEDCO RESEARCH
MRE
PHILIPPIN LP.
PHI
SALOM H KWT96
SALKWT96
SHEFFIELD MAD
SHM
SHEFFIELD MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY SCH
THERMO VOLTEK
TLV
ECOGEN
ECOGEN
3DO CO.
THDO
ABIOMED
ABMD
AUTOCAM
ACAM
BELL SPORTS
BSPT
BMC SOFTWARE
BMCS
BOSTON CHICKEN
BOSTCHCK
CHESAPEAKE ENERGY
CSPK
CHIRON CORP
CHIR
CITIZENS BANCORP
CTZBCP
COBRA GOLF
COBRGLF
COBRA GOLF
CBRA
CYGNE DESIGNS
CYDS
;
DETREX
DTRX
DNA PLANT TECH
DNAPL
ENVOY CORP
ENVY
FIRST TEAM SPORT
FTSP
GILEAD SCIENCES
GILD
GUPTA
GPTA
HEALTH COMP.
HCCC
INTERFILM
IFLM
KOPIN
KOPN
NATIONAL TECHTEAM
TEAM
NETRIX
NTRX
NUCLR SPT
NSSI

lEXCH
jAMEX

~|aMEX~

QVC

QVC

SIERRA SEMI-CONDUCTOR CORP
SIGNAL TCH
SNAPPLE BEVERAGE
SNAPPLE BEVERAGE CO
SPECIAL DEVICES
SUNGLASS HUT
SYNOPTIC
TREADCO
VICAL
VEEWLOGIC
VISX. INC.
WASHINGTON BANK
ABITIBI
ALLIED SIGNAL
AMEVITECH
BALLY MANUFACTURING
BAUSH + LOMB
BLOCKBUSTER
BREED TECHNOLOGIES
CATALINA MRTG
CIRCUT CITY
COMP USA

SIERSM
STCX
SNAPBVS
SNAPBVS
SDLL
RAYS
SNPX
TRED
VICAL
VIEW
VISX
WBNC
ABY
ALP

AMEX
AMEX
AMEX

AMEX
AMEX
AMEX

NADSAQ

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ

NASDAQ
.NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ

, 2/3/941 2/11/941 % CHANGE
22 1/8
.12 1/8

14 3/8
76 3/8

-2.26%
-2.06%
-6.96%
1.64%
-100.00%
9.23%
9.23%
-5.00%
13.79%
-5.10%
-5.88%
3.85%
3.03%
1.01%
-2.42%
-3.85%
-12.26%

_Jl_
8 1/8
8 1/8
10
7 1/4
24 1/2
8 1/2
19 1/2
33
62
46 1/2
6 1/2
92 3/4
29 1/2
32 1/4
32 1/4
16 1/4
111/4
5 3/8
21
7 3/4
12
26 1/4
25 1/2
6 3/4
17
7
,7
5 1/2
46 3/4
8
5 5/8

28_

28
3/4
3/4
1/4
NASDAQ
1/4
NASDAQ
16
NASDAQ
NASDAQ 24 3/4
NASDAQ 27 1/4
12 7/8
NASDAQ
NYSE
12 5/8
NYSE
79 1/4
NYSE
41 3/4
AIT;
BLY
NYSE
9
BOL
NYSE
52 1/2
BY
NYSE
26 7/8
BRT
NYSE
26 3/4
NYSE
52 1/4
POS
<X
NYSE
19 1/2
20 1/8
COMP USA NYSE
NYSE
87 3/4
COMPAQ
CPQ
COUNTRY WIRE CREDIT
CCR
NYSE
27 1/8
CYR
NYSE
30 3/4
CRAY RESEARCH INDUSTRIES
CYPRESS SEMI-CONDUCTOR
CV
NYSE
16
NYSE
44 7/8
EASTMAN KODAK
__iyL
EMC CORP. EMC
EMC
NYSE
211/4
NYSE
10 7/8
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS. INC.
EBP
' 67 3/4
FORD MOTOR CO.
FMC
NYSE
NYSE
6 1/4
GENRAP INC
GEN
GEORGA PACIFIC
GAPA
NYSE
76 7/8
HARLEY-PAVIPSON
HPL
NYSE
47 1/8
HSY
NYSE
48 1/4
HERSHEY'S
HILTON
\u25a0 HLT
NYSE
70
NYSE
39 1/4
HOME DEPOT
FID
INDIA GROWTH FUND
NYSE
29
_IGF
IHS
NYSE
34 5/8
INTERGRATED HEALTH SERVICES
LAC MINERALS LTP, NEW
LAC
NYSE
9 3/8
7 1/8
NYSE
LAMGON SES
LMS
LOGICON
LGN
NYSE
27
NYSE
46 1/2
LOUISIANA PACIFIC
LPX
MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT
MARVEL
NYSE
28 3/4
NYSE
39 1/2
MEXICO FUNP EQT INC.
MXE
8 1/4
MGN
NYSE
MORGAN PROPUDY
101 1/8
MOTOROLA
MOT
NYSE
14 1/2
NAF
NYSE
NEW AGE MEPIA
NYSE
115/8
OWENS
OL
PARCOM
NYSE
78
PARAMOUNT
44
PITNEY BOWES
PITNY BW NYSE
34 1/2
RBK
NYSE
REEBOK
RCL
NYSE
27 1/8
ROYAL CARIBBEAN
S
NYSE
51 1/4
SEARS
'__
SEITAL
NYSE
14 7/8
SEITAL
NYSE
115/8
SHOPKO
SHOPKO
SOC
NYSE
211/4
SUNBEAM-OSTER
17 1/2
SYMBOL TECHNOLOGIES
SYBLTC
NYSE
GPS
NYSE
411/4
THE GAP.INC
9
TYCOTOYS
TTI
NYSE
GRACEWR NYSE
45 1/4
W.R. GRACLE + CO.
WAC
NYSE
27 7/8
WARNACO
[NYSE
[XRX
| 96
8
36
28
18

~

JXEROX

21 5/8
11 7/8
13 3/8
77 5/8

5/81

8 7/8
8 7/8
9 1/2
8 1/4
23 1/4

8_
20 1/4
34
62 5/8
45 3/8
6 1/4
813/8
29 3/4
33 1/2
33 1/2

0,85%

I_B
5 1/2
21 1/2
9 1/2
12
29 5/8
23 1/8
7 1/4
17
7 3/8
6 3/8
45 5/8
7 7/8
5 1/4
30
30
9 3/8
33 1/4
26 3/4

I_B
13 1/4
26 1/2
24 3/j
12 5/8
12 7/8
78 7/8
40 1/2
9 1/8
51 3/8
25 7/8
313/4
50

I_9
I_9
89
26
29
17
42

5/8
7/8
3/4
1/4
7/8
20
10 1/4
66
6 1/4
74 1/4
47 1/2
48 5/8
69 1/4
39 5/8
27 3/8
33
8 7/8
7 1/8
26 3/4
43 1/4
28
38 1/4
8 5/8
99 1/4
13 1/4
.13 1/2
76 7/8
44 1/2
33 1/8
28
49
15 1/4
111/8
20 3/4
16 7/8
40 3/4
9 1/2
46 1/2
29
95

7/81

.

3.88%
3.88%
10.77%
-100.00%
2.33%
2.38%
22.58%
0.00%
12.86%
-9.31%
7.41%
0.00%
5.36%
-8.93%
-100.00%
-2.41%
-1.56%
-6.67%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
-9.52%
; -5.31%
-1.37%
-17.19%
7.07%
-9.17%
-1.94%
1.98%
-0.47%
-2.99%
1.39%
-2.14%
-3.72%
18.69%
-4.31%
-2.56%
-5.59%
2.14%
-0.92%
-3.25%
7.81%
-4.46%
-5.88%
-5.75%
-2.58%
0.00%
-3.41%
0.80%
0.78%
-1.07%
0.96%
-5.60%
-4.69%
-5.33%
0.00%
-0.93%
-6.99%
-2.61%
-3.16%
4.55%
-1.85%
-8.62%
16.13%
-1.44%
1.14%
-3.99%
3.23%
-4.39%
2.52%
-4.30%
-2.35%
-3.57%
-1.21%
5.56%
2.76%
4.04%
-0.78%
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Journalistic integrity questioned at town meeting
Continued

from page 3

editorial board "if they would
like to take a position in regard
to their editorial decision" and
"what their decision would be if
they were offered the same advertisement next week."
Brian Mcßrearity, A&S '95,
Heights editor-in-chief, responded that the printing of the
advertisement was "an oversight
of the board." He stated that the
present board had decided not to
take a vote on the previous
board's decision, because the
"present editorial board is already aware of the consequences
of running the ad."
Mcßrearity revealed that there
"are mixed feelings on the
board," as to whether they would
run the ad again. He said the
board does not agree with or support the views expressed in the

I

ad. At the same time, he also felt
The Heights "had a responsibility to inform the community that
these types of organizations do
exist."
Judy McMorrow, assistant
dean for Academic Affairs at the
Boston College Law School,
commented that "although The
Heights does.have a responsibility to bring information to the
community, they must also exercise their power to decide. The
power of free speech means we
must also take responsibility for
the impact of our decisions."
Michael Duffy, A&S '96, who
spoke frequently throughout the
evening, said after the meeting,
"what troubled me the most, was
the sentiment that we have to
suppress the dissenting voice of
Bradley Smith [author of the
CODOH ad] as if it were a random opinion. [CODOH] is an

organization, and at a University, we must be willing to confront these issues."
Robert Lafferty, A&S '97, expressed an opinion shared by
many who spoke at the meeting,
that it was important to "print
for open debate." He referred to
the maxim, "You shall know the
truth, and then it shall set you
free."

Lafferty also emphasized the
importance of journalistic integrity.
Hancock responded to frequently expressed skepticism
regarding The Heights' journalistic responsibility.
"I agree with what everyone is
saying about journalistic
integrity...but in this instance,
because this was a complete accident, it is not an issue of journalistic integrity. I can't speak
for all of us on the board, but in

I

WORKSHOP FOR MEN

MEN!!

I

If you are interested in knowing more about a workshop to
consider issues of concern to young adult men, please contact the following member of the Counseling Services staff:
David J. Smith
Associate Director
Gasson 108
552-3310
The workshop sessions probably will be
scheduled for late on Tuesday afternoon
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future instances we would take a
vote," she explained.
Navyn Datoo, A&S '94, the
1993 advertising manager of The
Heights, attempted to put the issue of The Heights' integrity to
rest. She apologized to those offended and said, "Obviously we
have learned a lesson from this.
It has never happened before,
but now we are definitely going
to be more careful."
There were recommendations
that an editorial policy should be
established to prevent further
"accidents." Datoo explained
that she believed it to be more
efficient and advantageous to
"judge each case as they arise."
One student introduced a discussion on the group "Total War,"
who had claimed responsibility
for the swastika protest on January 9. The group also posted flyers on campus condemning The
Heights' decision to run the
CODOH advertisement and the
content of the paper's coverage
of the swastika incident.
Lan Thai, GA&S, said, "It is
hard for me to talk rationally,
because most of my family died
in the Holocaust."
Thai felt "Total War's" protest
was appropriate and said, "I do
feel 'Total War' speaks for me in
many ways."
Dan Rosen, a Jewish BC law
student, said it was "an act of
cowardice to put a swastika [on
the Dustbowl] and not claim responsibility for it..., to not openly
discuss why they feel the ad

should not have been printed.
Professor Paul Breines of the
history department said that although one may not agree with
"Total War's" method, their ini-

tiative was commendable. He
said that perhaps students should
not simply depend on the faculty
and administration to defend and
educate them, but to make their
own independent efforts.
Students also attacked what
they saw as the administration's
lack of sensitivity to both the
issues at hand and the diversity
on campus, in general.
Dana Brass, SOE '95, proclaimed, "The publishing of this
ad, I think, the Jewish community is willing to accept as a
mistake. Unfortunately, it mirrors the general attitude of the
BC community, always presenting half issues. There is hardly
any dialogue on campus about
religious diversity."
The forum ended on a constructive note, with a brief mention of programs for the future.
Lectures by Holocaust survivors
and programs for Holocaust
Awareness week were discussed.
Bill Lyons, the UGBC town
forum coordinator, was pleased
with the high attendance at the
forum. He said that "there was a
strong point that we shouldn't
rely on The Heights for all of our
information."
Adam Winthrop, A&S '95,
president of the Jewish Students
Association, although initially
skeptical, "was very happy with
the turn of events. There was so
much desire to help and educate
about the Holocaust."
"It was a fantastic discussion.
Everyone spoke eloquently, from
the freshmen speakers to the faculty. It is unfortunate that it took
something so controversial to
cause such a large turnout,"
Sherwood said.

ATTENTION
CLASS OF 1994

Please check your
diploma name in
the foyer of Lyons
Hall. If your name
is missing or
incorrect you
should contact
your recorder in
room 112 Lyons
Hall immediately.

I
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inside BC

"All the news that fits, we print."

St. Valentine's Day kissing at O'Connell House
plained in a lecture
Tuesday
presented

By Stephanie Millette
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Have you ever wondered
why your partner was sucking the air out of your mouth
while you kissed, or if it is
acceptable to keep your
eyes open while kissing?
Everything you ever wanted
to know about kissing but
were afraid to ask was ex-

last
by
Michael Christian, author of
two books exclusively about
this fine art.
In front of a mixed crowd
of enthusiastic
kissingseekers
at
technique
O'Connell House. Christian
and his group of student
demonstrators outlined the
several types of kisses fea-
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Young lovers at... Robsham!?!?! This is actually a photo from
last spring's production of Einstein and the Polar Bear, but it
seemed appropriate for this occasion.

tured in his first book, The Art of

Christian's advice to long-time
couples who want to re-live the

became fascinated by the techniques of
kissing when a partner once
told him that he should not
open his eyes during the
Repassionate moment.
search for what eventually
became an entire book on
the subject of kissing informed Christian that two
out of three people prefer
keeping their eyes closed
during a kiss.
Christian found out several other interesting facts
concerning kissing, and he
received a variety of responses while interviewing
people and taking surveys
for his books. When asked
"What goes through your
head when you kiss someone?"
one
woman
responded, "I like to see how
turned on he gets." A man
said, "I like to get lost in the
moment,"
while another
man said, "I just think about
how far I'll get with a girl."
Others
said
they enjoy
evaluating their partner's
kissing ability.
One of the topics dealt
with in The Art of Kissing is the
experimental (and perhaps detrimental) "first kiss." The book
provides guidance and advice for
those awaiting their first lip-locking encounter. Some suggestions for the "first kiss" include
finding the mistletoe at a holiday party, or simply getting very
close to your date and allowing a
passionate energy to develop
between you until the urge to
kiss him or her is overwhelming.

sensation of the "first kiss" is to
find a new location in which to
share the special moment. He
suggests that the new dining hall
would be a choice spot on campus.
For those who are looking for innovation in kissing, Christian explained different
of kisses,
types
which his eager volunteers
gladly demonstrated for the
roaring audience. Some of
Christian's favorite kisses

Kissing.
Christian

are:

?The
lip kiss.
This is simply an innocent
smooch or peck on the lips.
eye kiss.
?The
Described as the staple
of all kisses, this is a soft
kiss on your partner's eye
(preferably on the eye lid).
Personally, I think this is
very cute!
?The ear kiss.
This is a real turn-on for
some people. Nibbling (not
gnawing) is recommended.
?The
nose kiss.
This is a sequence which
starts by kissing on the lips;
you gently move up, kiss
the nose, then return to
the lips.
?The neck bite / kiss.
This is known to be the
woman's favorite spot to
be kissed. (Description of
this kiss even prompted an
"Oh my God!" from a young
Over
lady in the audience)
90 percent of women find the
neck to be a highly erotic zone.
Some people are turned on by
being bitten on the neck, as well.

?The electric kiss.
Ideal during the dry winter time, this kiss is made
possible by rubbing your
feet on the rug to build up
static, and kissing your
The
partner on the lips.
mild electric shock will pass
between the lips making
both partners jump a little.
As Christian said, it "adds a
little extra zing to the kiss."
?The biting kiss.
Many people say they like
to bite or be bitten (ouch!).
Make sure that it is more
like a gentle love nibble,
however.
"Just don't do it so you
blood,"
draw
Christian
warned. Good advice!
?The tease kiss.
Lean towards your partner and pull back just as
they lean in to kiss you. Do
this about three times or
until they become very annoyed. After having to wait,
they will really appreciate
the next kiss.
?The candy kiss.
For this kiss, partners
exchange life savers, gum,
or any type of candy during
the kiss.
When
Christian asked
people how. long their kisses
usually last, the responses
varied from 3-4 seconds to
minutes,
4-5
and
one
woman claimed that her
record-breaking kiss lasted a
half-hour. He concluded that if
you hold one constant kiss for
longer that one minute, you are
doing better that 90 percent of
all other smoochers. This led to
Art, page 15

Is the School of Education really S-O-Easy?
By Nicolette Manahan
HEIGHT STAFF

"No respect. I get no respect."
This is a phrase that can often be
heard from the mouth of Rodney
Dangerfield. On the campus of
Boston College, however, you
may hear it from the mouth of a
student in the School of Education.
Along with all the other BC
lingo that is picked up by being
a student here, the phrase "S.O.
Easy" is probably one of them.
Somehow, the School of Education has been given this negative
label. Many would argue that it
is a mislabel; the debate rages on
over whether or not the School
of Education is any easier than
the other schools within the University.
The curriculum of the School
of Education differsgreatly from
the other schools. The 708 students enrolled in SOE are required to choose between two
different program tracks ?one
leading to a degree in human
development, the other to teacher
certification. Both programs require fulfilling the University
core, but from that point on the
programs diverge.
Graduating with a degree in
human development is an easier
path than attaining leachercertification. It requires completing
a general education requirement,
a major in human development

and a minor in the School ofArts
and Sciences. However, to become certified, a student must
complete a major in SOE, as well
as a complete major in A&S.

Essentially, he or she is required
to take a double major and teach
for a full semester. Fulfilling all
of these requirements often
leaves SOE students with a

choice of only three or four electives.
The classes in SOE do not
seem to be any harder or easier
than those of the other schools.
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Michelle Cambria, SOE '95, studies in Campion Hall, the home of the School of Education. Just
how much educating goes on within t'.ese walls?

Those who disagree and feel that
they are easier often base their
judgments on mere assumptions.
Claire Reilly, SOE '96, said,
"[Students] shouldn't say it's
easier without being in the school
directly."
Rather, it is the SOE students
who have the advantage of determining the strength of their
own curriculum. Since they are
required to take classes in A&S,
they have experience of both
schools' curricula. Reilly said,
"The workload is, a lot of the
times, the same, but we do a lot
more practical stuff?hands-on
work?and group projects."
SOE students cite several reasons for the misconception that
the School of Education is easier
than the others. Beth La Rocca,
SOE '94, said, "They think that
we just make things out of construction paper or that teaching
is easy. It's not, especially if you
want to be good at it."
Reilly said, "I don't think [the
classes] are any easier. I enjoy it
more, it's more meaningful and,
therefore, I'm more motivated.
Also, a lot of the stuff we learn
has to do with real life rather
than just subjects like history, so
it may seem easier."
There is also a debate over
whether or not it is easier to get
into the School of Education.
Karen Pellegrino, advisor for the
Student Admissions Program,
Hard earned diploma, page 16
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Best
Bets
for the
Week:
By The Heights Features Staff

WHAT: Hand-feed sharks dur-

ing feeding hours
WHERE: New England
Aquarium. Boston
WHEN: Aquarium is open
Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m. to
6:00 p:m., Wednesday and
Thursday until 8:00 p.m., Saturday and Sunday until 7:00

p.m.

Just when you thought it was

safe

to

visit the aquarium....

For those with strong stomachs and quick reflexes, the
public can feed sharks by hand.
Just make sure what you are
feeding themis not attached to
your anatomy, and make sure
they don't have seconds.

WHAT: Theatre of Electricity
with indoor thunder and lightening shows
WHERE: Museum of Science, Science Park Boston
,

WHEN: Demonstrations ev-

ery Saturday and Sunday. The
museum is open from 9:00 a.m.

tos:Qop.m.

As if the weather hasn't been
the center of everybody's attention this we«k, the Museum
of Science is bringing the

Wrath ofGod inside. Just don't

sit ne'xVto anybody drinking
out

of an aluminum can.

WHAT: Frank Santos, the Rrated hypnotist
WHERE: The Comedy Connection at Faneuil Hall
WHEN: This Thursday, February 17 at 8:30 p.m.
He's done Walsh, he's done
the Cabaret, now he does
Faneuil Hall! If you are looking to be completely out of
control (no drinking necessary,
for a change), you'll definitely
lose your inhibitions at this
spectacle, so don't be surprised
if you "come to" sitting on the
lap of a large man in the front
row with a bra on your head.
WHAT: Ladies Night

WHERE:

Boston Billiard

Club, Brqokline Aye, Boston
WHEN: Every Wednesday

This special incentive lets
women have their men by the
balls, so to speak. The club
will give 25 percent off the
price of the table for each female player. If there are four
women in the group, the table
is free. Call 536-POOL for
more details.

WHAT: Mardi Gras Party with
Boogaloo Swamis
WHERE: House of Blues on
Winthrop Street in Harvard
Square

WHEN:

Tuesday, February

15

Admission is $5 and includes

a free buffet of Cajun dishes

(in other words, bring breath
mints). The show starts at 7:00

p.m. with Cajun dance lessons
at 9:00 p.m.
Sorry, youngsters?it is 21+.

HEIGHTS

An off-campus brush with realty
By Jeff Przech
HEIGHTS STAFF

FOR RENT: Beautiful, spacious apartment; four bedrooms,
modern bath, wall-to-wall carpeting, quietneighborhood, great
neighbors, $1000 including heat
and hot water, no deposit re-

quired.
Wow! Where is this place?
For more info contact E-Z
Realty, 407 Main St., Dubuque,
lowa.
Doesn't that just figure?
Exactly where is my perfect
apartment? I'm sure most ofyou
faithful readers know just what I
mean. My fellow sophomores are
riding this very same ship of
fools, most juniors and seniors
have already taken the ride, and
freshmen? Well let's say that any
questions you may have will be
answered in approximately 365
days.
Why does finding the perfect
apartment have to be such an
ordeal? I have to believe that
people trying to find Atlantis are
having better luck with their
quest.
Perhaps a better question
would be what constitutes the
perfect apartment? Hmmm... a
question for the gods. Well, what
is it that everyone is looking for?
As Frasier Crane once said, "The
three most important things to
look for are location, location,
location."Then Woody said "But
Dr. Crane, that's only one thing."
Then everyone laughed. I wonder if maybe there's a nice, little
loft übove Cheers that would run
cheap. But I digress.
So what else does everybody
want that none can have? We've
decided on location (so we can
be close to that ultra-consistent
BC bus line), so now what? Well
I suppose price could be another
rather important factor, at least
in our camp.
In case you didn't know (or
didn't care) student-reporters
around here don't make much of
a salary. Actually, we don't make
any salary. The joy of writing is
more than enough though (haha). Has anyone ever noticed that

all the really cool places cost
about the same as a student loan?
Granted, I'm not about to attempt a restructuring of the real
estate system, but why on Earth
do we have to pay finders fees to
these leeches? What are they
finding anyway? As if we have
money to burn. If I'm not mistaken, landlords go to them, not
vice versa. And why exactly is it
necessary to pay two months'worth of rent to guarantee that
we are going to show up on September 1? I suppose maybe they
are under the impression that
good ol' BC is going to call us
during the summer and offer us
housing for our junior year. If
only they knew...

In addition to all of these wonderful elements, as if we needed
any more crap piled on top, each
group has to come to some sort
of agreement on which apartment is the "best." That's always
fun. Either the bedrooms are too
small in this one, or this one is
too far away, or the toilet is too
small in this one, or there's no
place to put the keg in this one.
What's the difference? After put-

ting yourself through some
twisted sort of Roman torture,
shouldn't the nicest apartment
win out? So what if you have to
walk up some stairs. Deal with
it. If I, the laziest human being
ever created, can do it, anyone

can. [Editor's

note: Sense

some

roommate friction?]

I guess the point is that all of
(?) sophomores will
indeed find a place to live next
year. It may not be the Breakers
Mansion, but it will be home.
Your own place.
I think we all owe the powers
that be a sincere showing of appreciation for allowing us the
privilege of living off campus.
Commuting, the bus, the T, cooking for ourselves, paying for electricity; it's a dream come true!
No, I'm not serious, but make
the most of it. As for me? I'll be
living in a spacious, luxurious
Maytag box at the train station
down on the corner. Stop by
sometime; we'll party.

us lucky

ii-
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The familiar locale of Lower Campus will soon be replaced by this off-campus scene when this
year's sophomores become next year's juniors.

Viewpoints.
Opinions from students on current issues.
By Becky Yang

What changes would you like UGBC candidates
to push for if they are elected?
Kristen Hennessy,
Erik Storz,
CSOM '97
I wish we had
social
more
events, such as
concerts, to bring
school spirit to
students. To get
more people involved would
make BC a more
exciting place to
go-

A&S '97
I would like to see
more concerts

with betterbands.
Comedians are
also a great idea!
I think UGBC
needs to advertise
themselves more
and explain to
EVERYONE
who they are and
what they do.

THE HEIGHTS
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Sick of snow and psyched for spring break
By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Snow. This one element of
mother nature can wreak havoc
on people's lives, destroying
travel plans and basically ending any thoughts of leaving
home. If you are somebody from
a warmer area, all of this snow
may have been more than you

for much besides carrying food.
At first, this may sound like a
really good idea, but you really
don't go very far on a tray, so
don't be fooled into this one.
If sledding is what you want to

So, you don't have a sled or trash
bag handy? Never fear; you can
still have fun with snow. This
may seem like one of the more
immature options, but whoever
said that BC students were ma-

ski resort? Well, you were wrong.
Some creative Upper Campus
residences have seen the possibilities that the surrounding hills
can have. Strap on the skis and
forget about going to Killington

mate.

Many of those students who
are taking a trip are on a lose-20-

expected.
With the onslaught of recent
storms battering the East Coast,
snow has been literally dumped
onto the campus. With over a
foot and a half of snow falling in
less than 24 hours, BC was practically paralyzed. Many classes
were canceled, and facilities,
such as the library, were forced
to shut down early.
With this ridiculous amount
of snow, you may have felt
stranded on campus. Unless you
were one of the people who were
brave enough to venture into
Boston and trek through the
mess, you were stuck.
How do BC students deal with
the harsh New England winters
and still keep their lives exciting
and action-packed? This is where
imagination and creativity come
into play.
Here is a possible option from
which you should steer clear.
Some students steal?well, no,
not steal...urn, borrow, yeah,
that's it?borrow trays from the
dining facilities. The trays are
rumored to be good for sledding,
but, actually, they are not good

the symptoms:
If you have already packed
your bags and find yourself
counting the days?nay, the
hours?until your flight leaves,
then you are suffering a bad case
of the disease that can only be
cured by a trip to a warmer cli-

-pounds-in-three-weeks-so--

I-can-look-decent-in-my-bathingsuit-diet. Visiting

There was so much snow this past week you could mistake BC for
in the Jell-o).
ture?
do, then stick to the more traditional methods. You may be
Throwing your friends into a
lucky enough to own (or know foot and a half of fresh powder
somebody who does) own a real or attacking innocent bystanders
sled. However, if you cannot find
with an onslaught of snow balls
the genuine thing then garbage can brighten up your day.
Did you think that in order to
bags seem to work well for sledski you had to drive to an actual
ding.
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Moscow (except our vodka was
or Mt. Snow. Maybe after you
take a few slalom runs on Upper
Campus, you can head over to
"The Lodge" for a bite to eat.

Ifall of this white stuff is maklong for Spring Break,
then you are probably suffering
from Spring Breakitis. Here are

ing'you

the Plex at least
three times a day in hopes that a
fellow beach-goer will mistake
you for somebody in the Sports
Illustrated swimsuit edition is
another sign of Spring Breakitis.
While you are stuck in the
snow for a couple of weeks
longer, you may want to prepare
yourself mentally for your trip
south. Actually, walking through
the snow is much like walking
through the sand.
Pretending you are actually on
a beach instead of walking
through the Dustbowl is always
a good way to forget about the
cold. When the snow starts to
blow against your face, just remember that it is actually the
spray from the surf.
There is a light at the end of
the tunnel. Once you dig out from
the recent storms, justremember
that Spring Break is just around
the corner. This writer will be
going to Florida to soak up the
sun. Hey, only 453 hours until
the flight takes off. Time to start
packing!

"Art of Kissing" is on display at O'Connell
Continued from page 13
the demonstration of another
Christian kiss.
?The
1-minute kiss.
This self-explanatory kiss
should be done with caution. Do not try to perform
consecutive, one minute
kisses without coming up
for air in between. If your

partner's face

begins to
turn cold and blue, this is a

good indication that you
should take a break.
Christian noted that 90
percent of people enjoy a
surprise kiss. So, if you are
looking to surprise your significant other, try the following:
?The vacuum kiss.
Make your mouth a tight
seal and suck the air out of
your partner's mouth (until
it hurts a little), then let
go. Christian warns to be
aware of the loud noise
made when the seal is broken.
?The role-playing kiss.
Try this kiss out to put a little
drama in the experience. Many
people like to pretend they are a

slave, master, criminal, prostitute, gangster or even the illustrious Madonna.
?The
Butterfly kiss.
This cute kiss is from
Christian's second book, The
Book of Kisses. Get close to your
partner's face and blink so that
your eyelashes brush his or her
cheek.
?The lip-o-suction kiss.
The man sucks the woman's
upper lip while she sucks on his
lower lip. Then they switch.
Whatever?!?!
Christian mentioned some
techniques for kissing which also
answer some frequently asked
questions about proper kissing

ing kissed! A little wetness is
acceptable, however, when the
situation starts to heat up.
Talking. Two out of three
people said it was okay to talk
while kissing. The proper technique for this is to move your
mouth up to your partner's ear
while kissing, nibble on the ear
and start whispering. Christian
guarantees that "they'll love it!"
Laughing. Don't be insulted if
your partner giggles a little while
you are kissing. Usually a little
laughter signifies joy and plea-

etiquette.

ater

Wetness. For help with "toowet kisses" Christian suggested
swallowing some of your own

saliva or simply not engulfing
your partner's entire mouth and
naif of their face with your
mouth. People usually likekisses
to be a little moist, however, being slobbered all over is just not
a turn-on. You should not have

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
Meet the person of your dreams
at features meetings, which
are on Mondays at 3pm in
McElroy 113.

Birthday^^
three favorite
Aquariuses from your
favorite Virgo. Enjoy having
the run of the house!
t° m y
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to squeegee your face after be-

sure.
Kissing in the movie theis a toss up.
Some
people don't like to kiss
during a movie because they feel
it is not at all private, others
think it is rude, and others don't
want to miss the film on which
they wasted so much money. For
those who enjoy making out at
the movies, a fun game to play is
the copy cat game. Simply watch
the film and kiss whenever the
actors and actresses kiss. (For
horror flicks, you may have to
change this so that you kiss every time someone is killed.) In
order to be considerate to those
people who don't care to watch
you with your face glued to your
date's, please sit in the back row.
Christian's books also contain
a cultural section on kisses from
around the world. The most well
known, the French kiss, is very
popular and widely practiced in
the United States. One woman
commented that it is like "playing chase with tongues." People
have been known to chew lots of
gum to get their tongues in shape
for French kissing. Christian's
advice to French kissers: do not
French kiss on the first date, do
not do it so often and learn how
to put some finesse in it.
Another worldly kiss, the Eskimo kiss, is a little different
than what Americans are probably used to. Because Eskimos
consider it bizarre to kiss lip to
lip, they prefer to get close and

rub noses and cheeks together.
The Japanese characteristically do not like to kiss, therefore the Japanese kiss is also
called the "shy kiss." To do this,
they move closer and closer to
their partner and look each other
in the eyes, but they don't kiss
they just feel the energy.
Hailing from an island in the
Pacific is a highly unusual and
somewhat violent kiss. On this
island, the natives sit on a grass
mat, hug, embrace and suck on
each others' lips?even fight
with each others' lips?until they
bleed. They have also been
known to nibble offeach others'
eye lashes. Personally, I would
not even want to witness this
display, let alone participate in
it.
?

As far as kissing and telling
goes, Christian did not mention
proper etiquette here... I guess it
is up to personal preference.
The main point of Christian's
books and lecture is that kissing
can be an intimate encounter and
also lots offun. If you are looking to improve your smooching
skills or to pick up a few pointers
on puckering up, check out
Michael Christian's two books
The Art of Kissing and The Book
of Kisses /Editor's note: The
Heights is uncertain as to whether
or not these books are available
at O'Neill or Bapst libraries].
With the proper etiquette and
techniques, you can become an
expert kisser! So, surprise your
partner with a new and innovative kiss tonight!

Oddest News Item
of the Week
This item appeared courtesy of the KnightRidder News Service in The Boston Globe
MARATHON, FLORIDA- A2l -year old Cuban
windsurfer who waded ashore on the Florida
Keys on Tuesday night said he had gone for a
spin around the Varadero beach resort nine hours
earlier and headed north on a whim. "I went
surfing to catch some air, to have fun," Eugenio
Maderal Roman said yesterday after the 110-mile crossing. Look where I ended up." Roman, who said he windsurfed daily in Cuba,
commented that he had wanted to come to the
United States for a long time. But he did not plan
for it to happen this way. He said he oriented
himself by the sun, and later by the North Star.
Winds from the east blew steadily until he was
about 5 miles off Marathon, about 50 miles
north of Key West. He rowed the rest of the way
with the bottom of his sail.
"
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Enjoying your oral fixation, SKOAL-style
By Laura W. Tholen
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES

EDITOR

Dip, tobacco, snuff, Uppers,
bandits.
Yes, everyone on the Boston
College campus has heard these
terms at one point or another in
their experience here. The fact
is, guys at BC happen to find
pleasure in sticking shredded bits
of fiberglass into their mouths,
forming small goobers of tobacco-infested saliva and spontaneously shooting these balls of
spit into unsuspecting cups to
meet their brothers and sisters of
dipdom.
If you're lucky, you can see
these dippers in class, at a party,

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR

/
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A lot of guys love chewing it...

Why

in your dorm, on the dustbowl,
or...yikes!?it could be your boyfriend or girlfriend for that matter!
Dipping is everywhere. The
question is: why? Why would a
person be so inclined as to put
globs of brown wilted plants into
their mouth? Does it taste good?
Does it give you power? Money?
Euphoria?
The impression I got from
most of the dippers I talked to
was that, if used at the proper

time, it gives a slight buzz. It
also is quite a potent soothant.
Why do guys dip at BC? Probably for a variety of reasons, but
there's this strange rumor going
around campus that back in 1913
there was a young boy named
Fred whose father dipped and
gave Fred his first dip at the
tender age of eight to commence
his first year of Little League.
Fred, the handsome young stud
that he was, proudly took the
wad and placed it in his lower lip
between his lip and gums and
trotted off to practice with a new
small tin of Skoal and showed it
to all of his friends. They all
took a small portion and did what
Fred instructed them to do. Some
swallowed the tobacco, some spit
out the whole wad trying to form
the spit they saw Fred producing, some even vomited.
But, soon enough, the entire
team of the Savannah Sizzlers
had these tins protruding from
their back pockets, all of them
expert spitters in their own right.
The Sizzlers went on to win
the Little League World Series
that year. Coach McFee attributed their victories to the male
bonding power of the dip. Need-

less to say, the addiction spread.
West of the Mississippi, cowboys took up the habit. East of
the Mississippi, tobacco farms
started mass-producing the
plants for Skoal, Redwood,
Hawkeu and Kodiak. Soldier's
food rations during World War II
included these tasteless little
treats.

Males everywhere knew that
the only way to bond was to dip.
Men dipped after meals, during
classes, in the shower.
Flavors like spearmint, wintergreen and cherry all sprung
out of the farms of the Deep
South.
Now, in the year 1994, people
are still dipping, despite discoveries of its carcinogenic properties.
BC men are dipping, too. Perhaps because of Coach McFee's
theory of bonding, perhaps because of Jeffrey Gibbon's, A&S
'97, belief that, if he has a dip in,
he can "avoid kissing girls" he
does not like.
Nevertheless, this fad will not
soon go away. So, girlfriends,
get used to it, and don't ever let
a guy kiss you with a dip in his
mouth. That's not a good thing.
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...And what do their girlfriends
think?

do fools fall in love at Boston College?

By Eileen P. Brown

relationships that contain all of

HEIGHTS STAFF

the emotional element, yet we
are not physically attracted to
the other person. This, no matter

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR
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Champagne, Harry Connick and roses... all that BCer's hope to receive this Valentine's Day.
sons, and that's not to say that other person. The physical is
were split, the "other half they
sought out was one of the same we haven't experiencedtrue love what makes us tingle from the
in some sense, but few of us are other person's touch.
gender.)
The Judeo-Christian tradition ready for true, permanent love at
Too often, relationships are
carried on with only the physical
establishes its notion of romaneighteen, nineteen or twenty.
tic love in the dual creation stoThere are two important sides element present, although both
parties often convince themries. In Genesis 1, God goes to a loving relationship?the
through the six days of creating emotional, orpsychological, and selves that the romantic element
is there, as well. This is not love;
the world, and, at the end, crethe physical, or sexual. The emoates man and woman. God tells
tional side is what makes us feel it is merely sex.
Other times, we experience
them to be fertile, multiply and that we'd do anything for the
fill the earth.
In Genesis 2, God creates Man
and gives him the earth, plants
and animals to watch over. Man
is lonely because there is no other
who is like himself. So God
casts a sleep over Man, takes one
of his ribs, and makes Woman
Continued from page 13
Diana C. Pullin, Esq., dean of
out of the rib. When Man awakes,
said, "It's a little less competiSOE, said, "A lot of individuals
he is overjoyed to have a companion who is "flesh of my flesh tiye-becausethereare less people" think that it's not respectable to
applyingtothe spaces available." have a career, jn teaching. Parand bone of my bone." This, according to the tradition, is why This year 1500 to 2000 students, -ents are concerned that it's not*
going to be lucrative enough.
Man and Woman cling to each applied for these 1 imi ted amount
Students struggle with that as
of Slots.
other and become one.
Tf it is any easierto get into the they come to college, but then
According to this tradition, the
purpose of romantic love is for School of Education,rone>rnight realize they are committed to
assume that: students Who had becoming a teacher. They hear
two people to unite, become one
and bring children into the world poorer academic records might from the other [SOE] students
try to gain acceptance into SOE andrealize how much they enjoy
as the fruit of their love.
and then transfer to another it."
What is love in the '90s?
Pullin blames society for inIt seems that we can seek love school later. On the contrary, it
seems that more students are stilling negative impressions
for many reasons. We can be
transferring into SOE than those about the teaching profession.
lonely, looking for companionout.
Sister She said, "The unfortunate myth
ship. We can be scared, looking transferring
Maryalyce Gilfeather, SOE unfor security. We can be hormonecontinues to exist because socidergraduate assistant dean, of- ety doesn't have a lot of respect
crazy, looking for sex. Or, in
for teachers and work that they
some cases, we are plain crazy. fers one reason for this occurThese are reasons that many rence. She said, "It isbecause of do. The students feel badly, and
of us seek love at this point in
what [students] have heardfrom it is because ofho w society views
theirfriendsorroommates.They teachers. It makes me very sad,
our lives. They are not bad realike what we have to offer" .
because I wish they had the same

how intense the emotional part
is, is not romantic love. It is
friendship, and it can be destroyed by trying to force the
physical part.
Here is what some students
had to say about this love thing.
Mary Alice Duthie, SON '95,
on what makes us attracted to
other people in the first place:
"It's like chocolate ice cream;
you don't know why you like it,
you just do."
Diane Bronowicz, A&S '96,
on why, no matter how many
times her heart is broken, she
keeps going back for more: "Because I'm human. No matter
what, you always hope next time
will be different, that you'll find
that one special person and live
happily ever after. The more
time I get my heart broken, the
more cynical I become, but I'm
still a romantic at heart."
Marian Tanglaw, CSOM '96,
on what makes us attracted to
particular people: "We all can't
be right for each other. There is
maybe one person you may learn
to love for a lifetime. We all
have our own uniquenesses, and
some people's uniquenesses ap-

peal to us."
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Hard-earned diplomas or
an easy "A"from SOE?

'

"You know, I could never really quite understand this whole
boyfriend-girlfriend thing."
This comment, innocently delivered by a male acquaintance,
set the wheels in my head aturnin'.
In the past week I have spent
several hours and a small fortune in telephone bills comforting a friend back in Pennsylvania who just had hisieartbroken
very badly. I havealso been coming to terms with what started
out as an innocent crush on my
part and ended up becoming hurtful to both the other person and
myself.
It would seem that the stakes
are pretty high when one allows
oneself to become romantically
attracted to a member of the opposite gender (or of the same
gender; whatever fries your egg).
So, why do fools fall in love?
Why are we willing to take the
risks? In honor of Black Monday (a.k.a. Valentine's Day) I
thought I'd look into an answer
to the time-worn question,"What
is this whole romance thing
about, anyway!?"
Looking at it from a scientific
perspective, the answer is simple.
Animals?including humans?
are attracted to each other so
they can pair up, have sex and
reproduce, thereby preserving
the species.
This answer suffices to explain why you keep your female
cat inside when you see her rolling on the floor, but for us it is a
little different. We are attracted
to each other all month, not just
during a fertile period. Ergo,
there must be some higher purpose for falling in love.
Ancient myths had an explanation for the phenomenon of
romantic love.
The ancients believed that man
was originally created as an androgynous creature, possessing
both sets of genitalia. At some
point, the gods split the creatures in half, creating two distinct beings that were named man
and woman, and ever after, each
human being has been searching
for his "other half."(Some versions of the myth explain that
there were, amid these androgynous creatures, certain ones who
possessed two sets of the same
genitalia. Therefore, when these

opportunity to gain the respect
they deserve."
Overall, the quality of the students and teachers.help to overcome the, negative stigmas that
remain. i,Gilfeather said, "[SOE
students] are well-focused and
see their goals tp completion.
There is a real professionalism
about them."
Reilly said, "There is a certain
pride that comes with SOE. Itis
a directway of helping the community. Students should disregard the remarks, because we're
affecting people positively and
helping kids."
Obviously, it takes a special
person to dedicate their life to
the profession of teaching.
Rather than being stigmatized as
"S.O. Easy," the School of Educationshould be honored as "Students Obtaining Excellence."
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Search committee
includes students
Continued from page 1

Boisi and Syron will visit the
BC campus this week from February 16-19 on a fact-finding
mission. They will meet with
various individuals and groups,
including University vice presidents, deans and faculty members, to discover what people
want in a new president.
"They are going to solicit opinions from the BC community on
the University's greatest needs
and priorities," Whiting said.
The committees are seeking
nominations for prospectivecandidates. According to Whiting,
anyone can submit names to
Chairman Boisi in care of the
University Secretary. Candidate
names will be confidential, and
Whiting asks that one does not
contact a potential candidate
before nominating them.
"This is a time of monumental
change," Whiting said. "The
hope is that a new president will
be named for next September.
That would be desirable, but we
are not feeling any time pressure."

was also appointed to the com-

mittee.
Members of the Advisory
Committee were chosen based
on the recommendations of trustees and deans. They are School
of Education Associate Dean
Mary M. Brabeck; Jesuit Institute Director Michael Buckley,
SJ; Graduate School of Social
Work Dean June Gary Hopps;
theology Professor Lisa Sowle
Cahill; law Professor Daniel
Coquillette; Vanderslice Professor of Chemistry T. Ross Kelly;
Trustee Richard T. Horan;
TrusteeAssociate Yen-Tsai Feng;
Trustee Associate Robert A.
Mitchell, SJ; University Vice
President Margaret A. Dwyer;
Human Resources Employment
Manager Bernard R. O'Kane;
Boston College Alumni Association president Richard W.
Renehan; UGBC president
Nancy Drane, A&S '94; and
Pericles Thanopoulos CSOM
'95.

Athletes subject
to random tests
Continued from page 5

The first time an athlete fails,
there is no penalty. However, that
athlete must meet with his or her
coach, BC Athletic Director Chet
Gladchuk, Mazur and BC Head
Trainer Randy Shrout. The second time an athlete fails, he or
she incurs a two-week suspension from playing. A third failure carries a year suspension
from playing.
"It is not a punitive program,"
Mazur said.
He added that the low rate of
positive tests proves the success
of the program.
According to Maser, few athletes ever fail a second test and
no one has ever failed a third

has team benefits because the
team performs better drug-free.
It's nice to know that your teammates are performing at their
peak level."
Molinsky does not believe that
the tests have any disadvantages.
He feels no invasion of privacy
in the testing process, and acknowledges the random selection system as beneficial.
"I don't think it is an invasion
of privacy," he said. "We are
working for the school, so they
have a right to know what's going on with the players. It's random, and you never know when
you're going to get called, so it
is foolish to take the chance."
Since BC conducts the tests
privately, it designed its own set
of punishments for those who
fail tests. If an athlete fails a test,
the school has the right to mandate additional tests at any time.

test.

"It's tough to avoid, but we
only get a couple of positive
tests each year," Mazur said. "A
student rarely fails two times.
The low rate seems positive but
there's no way for knowing for
sure."

Spring Break

Cancun
College Tours still has reserved spots for
many Cancun locations!

Call immediately for information, there is
still time left!
College Tours has the best to offer in
Cancun

Lent at Boston College

Daily schedules for:

*

Drink specials, no cover charges, no wait
lines, two for one drinks, booz cruises, at
least two locations per night every day
of the week! (Call to hear about last year's

Ash Wednesday Special Mass
12:05 PM Gasson 100, Feb. 16, 1994

Newton Chapel:
St. Joseph's Chapel:
Manresa House:
St. Ignatius:
St. Mary's Chapel:

Other Masses:
Noon & 9:00 PM
8:00 PM
10:00PM
12:15,4, 5:30, & 7:30 PM (all upstairs)
11:00 AM, Noon, & 5:00 PM

-

schedule!)

IMAGES OF JESUS:
6 Invitations to Intimacy

Mexico

Gasson 100, 12:05 P.M.

February 16
February 23
March 2

:

18 +to drink, no ID's, no worries

Mass and Distribution of Ashes
Robert Braunreuther, S.J.
Assistant Chaplain

Call today for more information, we can set
up appojntments to show you all details
including a College Tours Cancun video!

Prayer Services of Word and Music
Jesus as Savior
David Hollenbach, S.J.
Prof., Theology Dept.

Jesus as Healer

March 16

Jesus as Mentor

March 23

Jesus as Servant

March 30

Jesus as Friend

Violence Among

Pat DeLeeuw
Assoc. Dean, Grad. A&S
Mary Boys, S.N.J.M.
Assoc. Prof., Theology Dept.
Frank Sullivan, S.J.

Adj. Assoc. Prof., Theology Dept.

Frank Clooney, S.J.
Assoc. Prof., Theology Dept.

Special Services

Us: A Prayer Service for Healing and
Wed., February 23. 5:30 PM, St. Mary's Chapel

Communal Reconciliation Service

Wed., March 23, 7:30 PM, St. Mary's Chapel

(with opportunity

for individual sacrament of reconciliation)

Jim or Scott: 558-9158 or ask for Leif

Hope
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Six candidates vie for presidency at debates
Continued from page 1

saying, "I want to change
'U.G.B.S.' back to UGBC." Shea
is campaigning on the idea that
he is a regular student who wants
to give UGBC back to the students.
The largest portion of the
UGBC annual budget is allocated
for programming, and all of the
candidates addressed the issue
of what they would do to improve that department.
Mancini looked toward the
Programming Board for help
with events. "I want to see better
and more programming, not less
and big," Mancini said, referring to the suggestion of some
that UGBC should sponsor a
single "event of the year," which
would use the majority of the
total programming budget.
With the exceptionof Dorcena,
the other candidates also emphasized the need to use programming dollars to pay for more
than just one large-scale event.
Rozman, Hickey, Shea and
Segrich emphasized the need to
bring smaller groups, including
more diverse lectures, to campus.
The candidates also discussed
the way in which they would

focus on Women's Issues and
AHANA programs. All candidates emphasized the importance
of promoting campus diversity
and realized the need to utilize
groups like Women's Issues and
AHANA to fulfill that goal.
"One of the major problems is
ignorance. I need to know how
everyone thinks in this University. Women's Issues helps me
see where you are coming from,"
Dorcena said, responding to a
question from Julie Muniz, director ofUGBC Women's Issues.
"College is supposed to be a
microcosm of the real world,"
Shea said. "BC is supposed to be
a place where kids come and
learn." He suggested increased
numbers of classes promoting
cultural diversity.
Rozman cited the many programs that his cabinet has cosponsored with Women's Issues
and AHANA in the past year. He
said he would like to see that
type of programming continue
and try to broaden the sphere of
people who attend these events.
"I attended the Multicultural
Celebration and it was a great
event. I would have liked to have
seen more non-AHANA students
there though," he said.
Mancini spoke of his experi-

at BC, Rozman said, "We need

grams, and said he "would like
to see more men going to these
events." Mancini said he feels

place of diversity. If we're going

men are a minority at some
Women's Issues events due to
harassment from a few female
audience members at select
events. Mancini used the example of his experience at a

Hickey said, "BC's primary
responsibility must be to represent those people who do not
have advantages from birth. We
should go into the cities and bring
good students here."
Mancini agreed saying "A lot
of [AHANA] students don't have
the advantage we do...We need
to say, take my hand and I'll help
you."
Dorcena disagreed with the
generalization that all AHANA
students need to be helped into
BC. "Not all AHANA students
are poor and from the inner city."
The six candidates cited that
there is room for improvement
in the area of campus safety. "The
blue lights should flash when
used and have a siren," Dorcena
said. "Instead of mace, which I
just found out in The Heights is
illegal on campus, students
should carry an ink spray that
would enable the victim to identify the attacker at a later date."
Rozman said that he has shown
his dedication to increasing the
safety of students through his
experiences as part of the Student Life Committee of theboard
of trustees. "When we want
something changed in the area
of safety, we have to remind administrators why they are here?
to serve us," Rozman said.
"Some people have three restraining orders against them on
this campus. They must go, now,"
Hickey said.
Segrich said the other
candidate's answers were not
solutions to campus safety problems. "What we have heard are
not solutions to the problem, but
a cure to a symptom," Segrich
said. Stressing preventative steps
such as not walking alone at
night, Segrich advocated instituting student programs to ensure safety in a proactive, rather
than defensive manner.

Linda Lovelace lecture last year.
He noted that at the lecture, a
small group of women were tripping the men as they walked into
the lecture hall. While he related
this, a female audience member
called out, "Why are you so
afraid of women?" Mancini did
not directly respond to the
woman's question, but went on
to say, "the idea is to show respect" to everyone on this campus.
Hickey proposed that the
UGBC utilize theresources made
available by Women's Issues and
AHANA. "They are the first to
call out when something is being
done wrong," Hickey said. By
using specialized groups to speak
to dorm residents and co-sponsor programs, the work being
done by UGBC would become
more effective, Hickey said.
In response to the question of
decreased AHANA enrollment

to get AHANA students, we have
to make BC a better place."
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In addition to considering the
safety needs of students on campus, Mancini pointed out that
off-campus students also face a
security problem. "Believe it or
not, there is a city out there called
Boston. We are not immune to
problems," he said.
Environmental concerns were
addressed, and each candidate
admitted that, in the past, recycling on campus has been a problem. Hickey and Segrich both
suggested the formation of an
environmental coordinator (EC).
Segrich wanted to get the funding from the trustees for the EC
position, while Shea suggested
hiring work-study students to act
as monitors.
Mancini said, "I want to see
two new things at the freshman
orientation ?a pamphlet on recycling and distribution of the
cups from the [PURE] program
started by UGBC last year."
Mancini also cited the extension of the B-Clean program as a
source of showing students'
dedication to cleaning up the
neighborhood. "Charity begins
at home. We should focus on
cleaning and recycling on campus before we can reach out,"
Mancini said.
Rozman said, "Adding environmental tips to the back of the
[PURE mugs] would save paper
waste from flyers and get the
point across."
Dorcena suggested implementing a "bomb squad," a setup in which each campus organization would help clean up after
an event at least once a year.
Various ways in which the candidates would increase student
involvement in UGBC were also
addressed.
During the first debate, members of T.R.E.E. and The Heights
questioned the candidates. The
candidates were questioned during the second debate by members of UGBC Women's Issues,
UGBC AHANA affairs, and The
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USA Today honors LaRocca's achievements
Continued from page 3
Laßocca found the program
ideal because it allowed her to
integrate her two majors, history
and elementary education. At
present, she is using her own
curriculum as a student teacher.

as the factor that set her apart

"The program was originally
developed for fifth grade, but I
have adapted it to the third-grade
level," Laßocca said. She also
uses her cross-curriculum while
teaching a fifth-grade computer
class.
Laßocca credited her project

Diverse turnout for
MLK and X play
Continued from page 5
"It stimulated my mind benever took the time to
realize how radically different
Malcolm X's and Martin Luther
King's views were," Jennifer
Laiacona, CSOM '97, said.
Tina Ellis, SON '95, director
of UGBC AHANA student affairs, said she hoped "the audience would be able to see the
Martin they hear a lot about and
the Malcolm they don't hear that
much about, and be able to com-

cause I

pare."
Portraying the two influential
leaders in history was not an easy
task for either actor. "[ln] one
word, it's a challenge" Grime
said, reflecting on his portrayal
.of Malcolm X. In order to capture Malcolm's persona, Grime
had to approach the part with a

spiritual perspective.
Spencer also commented on
the challenge of portraying King.
"Once you can put yourself into
such a man [King], you can feel

his power and realize what a man
he was," he said.
According to Eva Castaing,
A&S '97, Grime and Spencer
came close to the real thing.
"That's exactly how I imagined
Martin Luther King and Malcolm
X to be," she said.
Both actors conducted extensive research, such as reading
books and listening to speeches,
before taking on their roles.
Grimes even spoke with
Malcolm X's nephew.
Ellis was excited about the
large and diverse turnout at the
production. The play had previously sparked her own interest
in the two leaders, and with
Bonney Chan, A&S '94, assistant director of AHANA affairs,
Ellis was able to bring the production to BC, despiteAHANA's
limited budget.
Chan said overall the play was
a success in spite of the snow
and regardless of the stage light
bulbs which exploded during the
performance.

from the other applicants. "I
think my Civil War project was
unique. It was a combination of
my two majors, and it was a
teacher doing something related
to another major," she said.
In addition to a high GPA and
her Civil War project, Laßocca
has also participated in a variety
of community-service activities.
She has worked at the Campus
School and a shelter for battered
women, directed a children's theater and participated in early intervention for homeless children.
Laßocca felt that being a part

of the team was an honor for
both her and the BC School of
Education. As a member of the
first team, Laßocca went to
Washington, D.C. the first weekend in February, where she met
the 20 other team members.
"The trip to D.C. was amazing. The other people who won
were incredible people, very
down to earth. Everyone seemed
really oriented toward service
and doing things for other
people," Laßocca said.
During the trip, Laßocca attended an award luncheon, during which she and the other team

...

Civil Rights: Civil Wrongs
A Boston-Irish Police Officer Explores the
Sources of Hate Crime

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 16th.
Mc Guinn Lecture Hall 121
3:30 pm

a conversation with

maintain funding to more than 200
local health and human care agencies.

Your local United Way may soon be

faced with some very painful dccisions. We are currently $3 million
short of the funds needed to just
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"I love what I'm doing. I love
school. I love being a student. I
love learning about history. I find
my classes fascinating, whether
the teachers are bad or the reading is boring. When you like what
you do, it's easier to do, to remember and to study for,"
Laßocca said.

....

Could you deny a family a warm nutritious meal?
An elderly man care in his home?
A battered woman a haven from abuse?

Real needs.

$2,500.
Laßocca hopes to teach next
year and eventually go on to
graduate school. At present, she
is enjoying her final months at
BC.

Gay bashing anti-Semitism ...sexual
assault racially motivated attacks
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members received trophies. She
also received a cash award of
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The Princeton Review
asks, are you ready for the
MCAT?
Take a

FREE MCAT

&

and find out!

The ATTIC BAR

BC'S NEW #1 CHOICE
Great Food
Great Drinks

Free Diagnostic MCAT
Saturday, February 1 9 9am-spm

Great Service!

AT BOSTON COLLEGE

COOL LIVE MUSIC!
Mondays 9 11pm
10 CENT WINGS!!

Call our offices for building and room number.

\u25a0*'???

MCAT Courses Now Meeting On B.Q. Campus

-

First we'll administer a full-length MCAT. Then at the end of the session,
you will receive your score and-a detailed analysis of your performance.

$1 Drafts everyday!

Know where you stand without having an "official" score on your record.

To reserve a spot for the free test, call TODAY:
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Heights Sports
Week of ups and downs for Eagle athletes
Men's hoop falls to UConn as men's hockey moves to 'Pot Final
By John Mclnerney

By Michael Civille

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Beanpot was invented for
games like these.
Fierce hitting. Gorgeous

goals. Eye-poppinggoaltending.
Overtime. Double overtime.
Boston College senior tri-captain John Joyce took a little pass
in front of the net from fellow
tri-captain Jack Callahan,
stepped back, and shot the puck
into the ceiling of the Northeastern goal with slightly over three
minutes left in the second overtime to lift BC over the tenthranked Huskies, 5-4, and into
the Beanpot finals for the first
time in three years.
This game was so even that
it's too bad both teams could not
play in the finals. Both deserve
to be there, but BC will be the
team in the finals against #3
Harvard, who manhandled #2
4-2,
Boston
University,
outshooting the Terriers, 36-17.
BC opened the scoring in the
first period as Joyce came down
the wing two-on-two with Jack
Callahan, made a tremendous

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF PHOTO/ MATTHEW WEST

Freshman goaltender Greg Taylor makes one of his forty saves during the Eagles' 5-4 OT
victory over the Northeastern Huskies in the first round of the Beanpot.

With 15:49 to play in
Wednesday's BIG EAST showdown against the University of
Connecticut, Boston College
held a 51-33 advantage, and the
only suspense left seemed to be
the margin of the Eagles victory
Fifteen minutes, forty nine
seconds and two overtimes later,
the lead had vanished and the
Huskies of Connecticut, ranked
#6 in the nation, had escaped
sold out Conte Forum with a 94-91 triumph that left many a BC
faithful, including Head Coach
Jim O'Brien, speechless.
"I am really at a shortage to
even say anything," O'Brien
said. "This is very disappointing."
"I have been at UConn for
eight years, and this would have
to be one of the top 2 or 3 wins
we have had," Connecticut head
coach Jim Calhoun said.
After building a 45-33 halftime lead behind 15 points from

See Beanpot, p. 26

See UConn, p. 25

Inglese's squad
wins back to back

points and Porter added 26.

By Steve Cannella
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Boston College women's
basketball team geared up for
the final stage of their season
this past week by hitting the
road and coming back with two
big victories. The Lady Eagles
defeated Syracuse Wednesday
night, and on Sunday afternoon
they traveled to Providence and
gained a 90-84 victory over the
Lady Friars. BC's record now
stands at 12-10 (8-6 in the BIG
EAST) with four games to play
before the BIG EAST tournament March 4-7.
"I was real pleased with the
way we played at both ends of
the court today," BC Head
Coach Cathy Inglese said after
the Providence game. "We executed better today than we have
all season, and we did a super
job of keeping up with them on
defense, which is tough because
they are a running, transition
type of team. Their five starters
all average in double figures in
scoring, but today we did a
decent defensive job. We held
them to 29 of 69 shooting, and
we managed to keep them from
getting out and running too
much."
Senior guard Kerry Curran
and freshman Holly Porter combined for 58 points to lead the
Lady Eagles past Providence.
Curran led the team with 32

EDITOR

BC built a45-37 halftime lead
and never trailed in the second
half. Providence cut the Lady
Eagle lead to two, 50-48, as Stefanie Goettsche hit two free
throws at the 16:05 mark. BC's
biggest lead was 12 points, 77-65, when BC sophomore guard
Jennifer Passonno connected on
alayup. Providence (11-11, 9-5 BIG EAST) scored just five
points and committed six fouls
in the final three minutes of play.
The Eagles connected on a
season-high 57.1 percent of their
field goal attempts (32 of 56)
including and 8 of 17 performance from three-point range.
Porter registered 26 points on 8
of 13 field goal attempts and 8
of 10 free throws. She collected
seven rebounds and grabbed five
steals, as well. Sophomore forward Cecilee Campbell pulled
down a game-high 13 rebounds
for the Eagles.
BC got a huge contribution
from sophomore Jennifer
Passonno. Passonno came off
the bench to score eight points
in 22 minutes of action to fill
the void left on the BC bench by
recent injuries.
"Jen did exactly what you
would want from a bench player
today," said Inglese. "She held
her own on defense, contributed on offense, and just did a
great job of helping out the

See Women's hoop, p. 23

A St. Valentine's Day love
affair with the Eagle teams
Ed

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/

DAN LEVASSEUR

Bill Curley (1) and Howard Eisley (r) box out Connecticut's
Donyell Marshall in BC's 94-91 loss to the Huskies.

Mclaughlin

A wise yet jiltedold manonce
said, '"Tis better to have loved
and lost than never to have loved
at all." Boston College loves
and loses more times than do
the characters on "Melrose
Place" and appropriately know
the heartache so close to
Valentine's Day, a.k.a. Black
Monday. How many times do
they have to break our hearts?
Many fans asked the same
question after the Eagles' emotionally draining 94-91 loss to
the UConn Huskies BC came
screaming out of the gates, taking a 45-33 half-time lead. The
Eagles upped their lead to 18
points in the second halfbefore
UConn scratched and clawed
its way back into the game.
Two chances to win the game
came and went after Howard
Eisley got stripped (and fouled)
at the end of regulation and Bill
Curley's jump shot would not
fall. Curley played manoamano
Donyell
with
UConn's
Marshall, arguably the best
player in the country, to the tune
of 32 points, 16 rebounds and
six assists. The mark of a true
superstar, Curley played the final 15-plus minutes with four
fouls without playing soft dc

See McLaughlin, p. 23
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Lady Pucksters win Bowdoin
Burden of season lifted with victory

The Week that Was
By Anthony Monaco

B'nai B 'rith run
for charity
The Twelfth Annual Eastern Massachusetts Championship 10 km
Road Race will be run on Sunday, March 13,1994. The event, which
features computerized finish line timing, two and four mile water
stops and splits provided at each mile, is sponsored by the B'nai
B'rith Sports Lodge and is open to all runners.
Award divisions include male and female winners in theYouth (19
and under), Open (20 to 39) and Masters (40 and over) categories.
Current race records are held by Paul Plissey of Boston College
(30:58) and Lorna Eddy (36:40).
The race will kick off at 1:00 p.m. at Memorial Park in Needham.
Entry fees are $7.00 pre-entry and $9.00 on the day of the race with
all proceeds benefiting B'nai B'rith Youth Organization and B'nai
B'rith Elderly. Free T-Shirts will go to the first one hundred entrants.
For further information, please contact B'nai B'rith at (617) 969-8455.

Louisville game
moved to ESPN
Boston College Athletic Director Chet Gladchuk today announced the Eagles' 1994 football sche lule has been changed so
that the Boston College-Louisville game will be played on November 3 as the part of ESPN's Thursday Night College Football
Association (CFA) series.
Kickoff time for this prime-time CFA contest will be 8 p.m. EST.
(The Eagles and the Cardinals had originally scheduled to meet in
Louisville on September 10.)
This game marks the Eagles' second appearance on the popular
Thursday night ESPN broadcast. The first was against Southern Cal
in the 1988 season opener.
Other game times have not yet been determined, due to pending
television commitments.

HEIGHTS

HEIGHTS STAFF

Tom O'Malley loves Boston
College hockey. He played for
legendary coach Len Ceglarski
over a decade ago. Today, he
proudly coaches the Boston
College Women's Ice Hockey
team. "When I took on the roll

(T Women's hockey J)
of being the (women's) hockey
coach, we didn't have much to
work with," O'Malley said. Ten
years later, O' Malley leads one
of the most up-and-coming programs in the country. Last
weekend, the impressive Eagle
women captured their first
championship in the illustrious Bowdoin Invitational.
As the tournament approached, O' Malley told his
players that he was confident
the team could win. "We've
already won two club national
championships. There was no
reason we could not accomplish this goal." There were a
few teams that would disagree
withO'Malley though. Forone,
Colby lost to the Eagle's already twice this year. They
were tired of always falling
short to BC. The Eagles road to
victory would be a tough one.
In the first game, BC met the

angered, revenge-filled team

I

from Colby. Colby chose a very
physical method of playing, one
which is not usually found in
women's hockey. The game was
close. In the end BC would come
out victorious 6-5. Junior Sue
Compson scored the game winning goal. It was her second goal
of the game, assisted by senior
captain Amy Tiernan. In the
Colby game, freshman Laura
Traynham and junior Kate Antos
each had three assists. Junior
defenseman Kathleen Garvin
scored her first career goal in a

Middlebury net. Again it was a
two-goal game for Compton as
well as a three assist game for
Tulimieri. The drained Eagles
had finally won the Bowdoin
Tournament .
At a loss for words, Coach
O'Malley could not describe the
feeling of winning the Bowdoin
Invitational. Later, he would describe the championships "...as
if they had lifted the Zamboni
off of our back. It is a great
feeling to walk out of this rink
winners." The Eagles showed

"It is a greatfeeling to walk
out of this rink winners"
Lady Eagles Hockey Coach
Tom O'Malley
?

Maroon & Gold uniform.
The finals against the women
from Middlebury College proved
to be one of the most exciting
games in college hockey history.
The teams traded goals, no team
leading by more than one. At the
end of regulation, the score was
tied 3-3 thanks to Traynham's
goal with :51 to go in the third

period.
It took over fifteen minutes of
overtime to decide a winner. At
:11 in the fourth OT, Compton
received a pass from Lisa
Tulimieri and jammed it into the

great determination and spirit
throughout the tourney. Although
they were tired, they saved
enough energy to come out victorious.
Defenseman Tobin Dominick
was crowned MVP of the
Bowdoin team. She had two
goals in the tournament. For senior captains Tulimieri and
Tiernan, the victories had to be
special. After losing three years
in a row, they finally went out in
style. The Eagles can now hold
their heads up high.

I

STUDENTS:

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
drive
BC food
for
HOOPS:
Food Bank
The Student-Athlete Advisory Board will sponsor a canned
food drive on Saturday, February 19, 1994. A faction of the Learning
Resources for Student-Athletes Center, the board will sponsor the
food drive during the BC vs. Syracuse Men's basketball game.
The board asks all fans to bring cans of food or non-perishable
food items to Conte Forum before the game. Drop-off boxes will be
located at the entrances to Conte.
All of your support will be greatly appreciated and put to a worthy
cause. Donations will be distributed to the hungry by the Boston
Food Bank.
The Lady Eagle indoor track team pulled out a victory on Saturday

Track and Field
splits at UNH

in a tri-meet with New Hampshire and Vermont. Boston College
finished first with 76 points, followed by UVM with 62 and UNH
with 31.
Andrea Melton and Kirn Facey led the Lady Eagles, winning two
events each. Melton won the long jump with a distance of 17' 6.5"
and the 55 m in a time of 7.4 seconds. Facey won the 200 m race,
finishing in 27 seconds. She also won the triple jump with a best of
36' 5". The Lady Eagles won the 4 x 400 and the 4 x 800 relays.
The men's team finished in second place, with 74 points in its trimeet, behind UNH's 77. Vermont finished third with 30.
Mark and Scan McGehearty took first and second in the 35 lb
weight and Mark won the Shot put with a throw of 49' 7". The Eagles
faltered in the sprints but nearly made up the difference in the
distance races. Darren Keenan won the 800 m, finishing in 1:56.4.
The Eagles took first in the 1000 m and swept the 1500 m race. John
Wassenar won the race with a time of 4:04.9, and Brendan Ring
and Larry Keating placed second and third. The Eagles won the
3000 m race and the 4 x 800 relay. The relay team finished with a
time of 8:07.5.

WOMEN : VS. SETON HALL
SAT. 2/19 IPM AT CONTE
MEN: VS. SYRACUSE
SAT. 2/19 BPM AT CONTE
HOCKEY:
BEANPOT: MON. 2/14
2/18: VS. UNH
7PM AT CONTE

j

COME SUPPORT THE
EAGLES!

|
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To love and lose in Chestnut Hill

Lady
Eagles
winning
week

And to keep loving after they break your heart
McLaughlin, from p. 21

UConn loss, Coach

fense.

team played its best basketball
in weeks, including the run of
seven wins ineightgames. Don't

EAST as freshmen to a top team
in the conference made us fall in
love. Wins against Georgetown
and Seton Hall the past two years
made us fall in love. A late season stumble last year broke our
hearts. So did the UConn game.
Don't blame the Eagles for
breaking your hearts. In the

blame the fans. The student section responded to ESPN and a
Top 10 team by hooting,
hollering and yelling until the
final buzzer. The fans braved the
elements as their cheers sent
chills down many a spine.
Blame the referees for a performance not worthy of a CYO
game. Explain how the BC starting five had four players with
four fouls. The fifth foul called
on Howard Eisley ranked among
the worst calls of the season,
quite a feat in the BIG EAST.
Blame bad luck, a bad bounce, a
bad pregame meal. Blame the
Huskies for coming back; do not
blame the coach or the team.
The emotionally taxing game
showed on Coach O'Brien's face
after the UConn game. He knew
his team had played its heart out
and battled a great team to the
end.
"I'm at a shortage to say anything," he said. "We really didn't
do a whole lot wrong. We just
have to keep coaxing this type of
effort out of our kids for the rest
of the season."
Senior linebacker Mike Panos
gave a moving speech about love
and marriage as he accepted the
Scanlon Award at the football
banquet. He asked the people in
the audience to love what they
did, love it with their whole heart.
No matter what happens, such as
a West Virginia loss, a UConnloss or a Beanpot win, love your
team.

Valentine's Day reminds us of
the ones we love even if the holiday exists for the sole purpose of
generating revenue during a

HEIGHTS ASSOC PHOTO

EDITOR/ BECKY

YANG

Freshman Danya Abrams puts back two of his twenty against
the Huskies.
'

Everybody thought luck would
change. BC broke last year's
ESPN jinx with wins over Syracuse and Georgetown. The
hockey Eagles beat Northeastern, ranked 10th in the country,
in overtime to advance to the
Beanpot finals tonight. The planets aligned in the correct order,
biorhythms had peaked and BC
had its lucky rabbit's foot. What
could go wrong?
The Eagle Nation has seen disappointment and anguish as
Cupid's arrow has struck fans in
the derriere. Take for instance,
Coach Tom Coughlin's Eagles.
The West Virginia loss after BC
kicked the Mountaineers up and
down the field for 57 minutes
immediately comes to mind.
Fans felt like a groom jilted at
the Sugar Bowl altar as West
Virginia marched down the field
to score. So close and yet so far.
The Notre Dame fiasco of a
yearago also broke many hearts.
The Eagles went to South Bend
undefeated as the number nine
team in the country and got
spanked by the Irish. Heartbreak
changed to euphoria last November when the Eagles upset Notre
Dame, ranked number one, 41--39, and fans fell in love again?
for a week.
Coach Jim O'Brien's Eagles
broke our hearts on more than
one occasion. 1-15 in the BIG

O'Brien's

down time in the holiday season.
However, BC sports no longer
experience down times. Don't
lose faith, no matter how many
times the Eagles break your heart
and make it up with a win. As
John, Paul, George and Ringo

said, "And in the end, the love
you take is equal to the love
you make." Happy Valentine's
Day.
Ed McLaughlin, A&S '95, is
the Heights Sports Editor

Women's hoop, from p. 21
team."
The Lady Eagles recent success comes at a critical point in
the season. The road victories
have come on the heels of last
Saturday's heartbreaking overtime loss to Georgetown, and
they are part of the team's
toughest stretch of the season.
After having traveled to Syracuse and Providence, the Lady
Eagles must now journey to
play at the University of Connecticut on Wednesday night.
BC will be trying to avenge its
80-62 loss to BIG EAST-leading UConn back in December.
The Eagles then return to Conte
Forum to play BIG EAST foe
Seton Hall (12-2) on February
19.
In addition to the tough
schedule, BC must deal with a
few injuries to key players. The
Eagles' top two players off the
bench in recent weeks, Tia
Manhardt and Lori Kasten, are
both out with knee injuries,
leaving BC with a shortened
substitution rotation.
"We' re taking each game one
at a time now," said Inglese.
"We're playing some tough
teams and we have a hard
schedule, but we did very well
this week. We are a much better team now thaji we were the
last time we saw UConn, and
playing UConn and Seton Hall
back-to-back will be a good
test for us."

BOSTON COLLEGE SCOREBOARD
Men's BIG EAST

1. Connecticut
2. Syracuse

HOCKEY EAST

BIG EAST

11-1
8-4

3. Georgetown

7-4

4. Eagles

7-5

5. Pittsburgh

7-6

6. Villanova

6-6

7. Providence

5-6

8. St. John's
9. Seton Hall

5-7

10. Miami

Women's

4-9
..0-12

1. BU
13-4
2. UMass-Lowell ....9-4-5
3. Northeastern
8-6-5
4. Providence
9-7-2
5. UNH
7-10-1
6. Maine
6-9-2
7. Eagles
4-10-3
8. Merrimack
5-11-2

1. UConn

13-1

2. Seton Hall ..12-2

3. Pitt

11-3

4. Providence.. 9-5
5. Eagles

8-6

6. GTown

5-9

Miami

5-9

'Nova

5-9

9. St. John's

...

2-12

10. Syracuse.. 0-14
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McGehearty twins writing BC record books
mer is heavier, so you're forced
to change your technique a bit.
Also, it's hard to adapt to the

By John T Nash
HEIGHTS

STAFF

Freshman hammer thrower
Mark McGehearty will represent
Boston College at the NCAA
Track and Field Championships
being held next month at the
Hoosierdome in Indianapolis,
IN. He is the first freshman in
the history of BC Track and Field
to do so.
Freshman hammer thrower
Scan McGehearty will represent
Boston College at the NCAA
Track and Field Championships
being held next month at the
Hoosierdome in Indianapolis,
IN. He is the first freshman in
the history ofBC Track and Field
to do so.
The McGehearty brothers are
twins on the BC track team, and
they will both be making the trip
to Indiana in March, with hopes
of continuing the success that
they have earned over the course
of their freshman campaign.
Opposing throwers must have
thought that they were simply
seeing double as they competed
against the pair of frosh
phenoms. When that pair racked
up the top two places in the hammerthrow, as they've done many
times this past season, it became
clear that there are two of them.
For example, this past weekend
at a meet in Vermont, Mark took
first place followed closely by
brother Scan.
Both of the McGehearty's
agree that their success comes

HEIGHTS STAFF
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The McGeheartys are the first BC freshmen to qualify for the NCAA Championships.
somewhat surprisingly. Scan
stated, "I immediately realized
that the competition was much
better than we faced in high
school. Now we're competing
against the nation's best athletes. All we can do is go into
every competition with a positive attitude and try to do our
best."
Although they didn't always
plan to attend the same college,
the fact that both of them are
here has turned out to be very
positive for them, because quite
often the only competition that

they each face comes in the form
of the other.
"We're very competitive with
each other, but it's very positive
competition," Scan said. "It just
serves to make both of us stronger. When one of us is beaten by
the other, it makes us want to
win all the more the next time."
Mark agrees with his brother.
He said, "Going into every meet,
whether or not the opponent is
very good or not, I know that I'll
have good competition with my
brother. It forces me to train
constantly. He really pushes me

to the limit."

Coming into the season, Mark
set his goal at qualifying for the

NCAA's as a freshman.
"I just wanted to come in and
shock all the people who said
that my brother and I couldn't
compete at the college level." he
said. "Now I want to go there
and prove that I'm not a joke and
I can throw with the big boys."
Mark explained the difficulties involved with making the
jump from high school to college hammerthrowing. "It's very
difficult. First of all, the ham-

Logue fights real battles off the ice

Goalie coach bravely wards off rare form of cancer
By Gavin Skillman
FOR THE HEIGHTS

A Beanpot win at the Boston
Garden tonight would be icing
on the cake for first-year assistant coach and former Boston
College standout Jim Logue. Of
course, the Beanpot trophy
would be a bright spot in a rebuilding year for Logue and his
young Eagle squad, but Logue
already won his biggest victory
of the 1993-94 season on December 24. That day marked his
return home after doctors told
Logue he had laid to rest Hairy
Cell Leukemia, a disease that
had plagued him since September.
"I was in shock," recalls
Logue, of the' initial diagnosis.
"Three years ago, when I ruptured my appendix, the doctors
told me that I had a low white
blood cell count. I started to
have annual exams, but the doctors couldn't diagnose the problem."
Finally, in September, a day
after he met the team, the doctors informed Logue that he had
a rare case of Hairy Cell Leukemia, a condition which infects
your white blood cells and makes
you susceptible to sickness and
infection.
"I was fortunate because with
the type of adult leukemia I had,
there was an 85 percent chance
of full recovery," he says.
Logue was forced to take a
few months away from the team,
and his insurance business, to

undergo treatment at the Texas
Medical Center in Houston, a
research hospital which utilized
a drug that was approved by the
Food and Drug Administration.
His first treatment spanned
seven days and was not easy.
"I was given very toxic medication intravenously," he recalls. "It was almost like chemotherapy, except my hair
didn't fall out."
After the doctors concluded
that more treatment was needed,
the most grueling part of the
ordeal began. For a 30 day
period, Logue lived out of a
hotel while taking medication
that killed all of his white blood
cells, even the healthy ones. At
one point the medication caused
Logue's temperature to rise to
105 degrees.
"Living in the hotel was like
living in a prison," he says.
"Luckily, I found a hotel after
about two weeks that had a living room and a kitchen."
Logue's wife, who stayed
with him through the whole
process in Houston, was a major source of support for the
Eagle coach. She helped him
stay positive during a time in
which he was unable to see his
three of his five kids for 90
days.
"During times like that you
need your family support, and
my wife was there for me since
September," he says. "Two of
my kids were able to come to
see me and that meant a lot. My
family was behind me 120 percent."

Logue also received support
from family friends and the
hockey community. He was
stunned at the 500 get-well cards
that came pouring in.
"It was surprising to me at
how wide spread the response
was," he admits. "The hockey
community is a close knit one,
butldidn'texpectthis. Of course
it make you feel good. It really
puts your priorities into perspective. Always have your family
first, then God and then your
job, which is last."
Eagles' Head Coach Steve
Cedorchuck can still remember
the infamous day when Logue
told him the news.
"The day I found out about
Jim was the same day I found out
that freshman goalieGreg Hampton had a heart problem. Itwasn't
a good day for me," Cedorchuk

said.
Cedorchuck is glad to have a
man with such a long list of credentials on his staff.
Logue is a Class of'6l graduate and one of only two BC

goaltenders in the Boston College Athletics Hall Of Fame. He
earned All-American honors as
a sophomore, when he led the
Eagles to the Final Four, before
losing to Michigan State in overtime. He has two Beanpot victories under his belt and he was
lucky enough to represent his
country in the 1968 Olympics at
Grenoble, France. He has spent
the last 15 years coaching at Salem State and Merrimack, until
Cedorchuck brought him home
to the Heights.

"Jim comes to the program
with Division One and Olympic
experience," says Cedorchuck.
He understands that Hockey is a
game of emotion, and he understands winning."
Logue explains that it was
tough on himselfand the players
when he rejoined the team after
Christmas, but everything has
worked out and he has enjoyed
his first year behind the bench.
"Coming in during the middle
of the season can be difficult,
and there was a period of adjustment for both myself and the
players," he says, "but it wasn't
a problem."

"When he came back, the team
really liked him because he has a
good perspective on the game of
hockey," adds Cedorchuck.
Freshman goalie Greg Taylor,
who shined last week in the 5-4
win over Northeastern in the first
round of the Beanpot, agrees with
Cedorchuck and says the team
was very glad that Logue was
able to join the club.
"He talks to the team on a
level that we understand," says
Taylor. "He's our teacher and
our friend."

Logue hopes to be a part of the
BC hockey program for years to
come. He believes that recruiter
Mark Leach is doing a fine job
and he likes the incoming freshmen class.
"The incoming freshmen are
strong, and we will have a core
of veterans next year," says
Logue. "I'm very happy to be
here."

size of the meets."
Mark continued, "High school
meets aren't really that big of a
deal, but when we went to our
first major meet here, there were
like thousands of top-notch athletes. It was quite a shock."
Scan and Mark have similar
feelings about their success that
has come so early in their careers: they've felt like they continually have to prove that they
belong. Mark states that, "The
coaches really took a chance on
us, because it's so hard to tell
how a high school thrower will
develop in college. We just want
to show them that it was worth
the risk." Well, it can be safely
assumed that the coaches are
pretty glad they took the gamble.
As the McGehearty brothers
prepare to face the nation's best
athletes in Indianapolis, they are
on a mission to make a name for
themselves on a national level.
In Mark's words, "I really want
to get in there and shock people
and let them know thatI'm coming in as a freshman. I belong
there and can compete with the
best of the best. I hope to make
myself known, while also gaining some recognition for Boston
College."
If there's still anyone out there
who in any way doubts these
guys, you just better get used to
their names. They'll be around
for quite a while.
For this weekend's Track and
Field results, see p. 22

Listen
to all
the
Beanpot
action
at 8
p.m.
on

90.3
WZBC.
Regime
starts
at 7:45
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Heights Young Lammon leads by example
No sophomore jinx for women's swimming superstar
Sports
Mxfrgs
Monday
at
4:30
p.m.
in
Mflrcy
113.
New
writers
TOfeoma
son last year, I've

By Azim Nakhooda
HEIGHTS STAFF

The Eagle swimmers headed
north to the New England Championships this past weekend with
a pretty talented squad. Indeed,
Coach Tom Groden's teams
looked to make their mark in
many events.
Perhaps their best shot is
sophomore Megan Lammon.
Lammon, who swims the 100,
200 and 500 free-style events, as
well as the 200IM, is enjoying a
second great season in the pool
and is winning accolades here
reminiscent of her high-school
career. A four-time all-state
swimmer and state champion at
Cumberland High School in
Rhode Island, Megan has made a
smooth transition to 1A athletics. She already holds the school
record in the 200 IM and 200
free, was named BC athlete of
the week, New England swimmer of the week, and was last
year's team MVP.
Obviously a leader in the water, Megan sees her role on the
team as "to do the best I can,
have a good attitude towards
swimming, and hope that my
teammates look up to the example I set in the pool."
Lammon isn't complacent
with her success, as evidenced
with her long-term goal of being
New England Team Champs next
year. "After a disappointing sea-

seen a com-

plete change because of a strong
freshman class. Hopefully next
year will provide even more new
talent," she says. For now, she

hopes for a strong showing in

the ECAC and BIG EAST meets,
and wants to always improve.
Lammon obviously enjoys the
team atmosphere and feels a
closeness with the squad. "We've
spent so much time together since
January, that we're all really
close." Her teammates concur,
including roommate Christen
English who says of Megan,
"She's a very dedicated and determined person, and when she's
in the pool you know that she
will win." Men's team member
Scott Cornick says, "Megan's a
lot of fun. She's really made an
effort to get to know the team."
She also really appreciates her
fan support, especially her roommates who loyally attend her
meets. Indeed, with two more
years ahead of her, and with
women's swimming on the rise,
it's safe to say that Megan
Lammon will do some considerable damage to the record books
at Boston College.

Lammon again soared at the
New England Championships in
Springfield. She won the 100 m
backstroke in 1:02.23 and the
200 free style in 1:55.22.
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Sophomore Megan Lammon has established herself as BC's
top swimmer.

Huskies outlast Eagles in double overtime
Marshall and Co. comeback from big deficit to knock off BC
UConn, from p. 21
Bill Curley, things looked bright
for the Eagles. Curley, finishing
with a career high 32 points, and
also matching his career highs
with 16 rebounds and six assists,
established himself on the inside. Malcolm Huckaby had
"held" Connecticut All-American Donyell Marshall to 12
points and BC out rebounded the
Huskies 17 to 12. The 6-0 run to
start the second half should have
been enough to put away UConn.
But Calhoun saw something in
his players that impressed him.
"Donyell, Ray Allen, Kevin
Ollie were not going to let us
lose," Calhoun said.
The Huskies cut the lead to
eight, 57-49, on a jumper by
freshman Doron Sheffer, who
finished with 15 points. A three
by Howard Eisley, who had 13,
brought the lead back to 11, but
the Huskie onslaught continued.
Every BC score was matched,
and UConn was scoring more
often. BC was hanging on for
their lives, and all UConn needed
was a knockout punch.
That punch came with 6:30
left, as Connecticut embarked
on an 11-0 run, including seven
from freshman sensation Ray
Allen, to take a 74-71 lead with
four minutes left in regulation.
Curley quickly tied it with a
three-point play, and after two
Huskie free throws, Gerrod
Abram stole a Travis Knight pass
and dunked it at the other end,
tieing the game at 76 with 2:03
remaining.

Curley put victory in sight with
50 seconds remaining, on another three-point play, this time
as the shot clock was expiring.
Sheffer countered with a three
with :35 seconds left, tieing the
score at 79-79, giving BC what
appeared to be the last shot. As
the time ticked off, Eisley drove
the lane, had the ball stripped,
and could do nothing but watch
as Donyell Marshall missed a
layup as time expired. The Eagles
had dodged a bullet.
As overtime began, BC had
four starters, Eisley, Curley,
Huckaby, and Danya Abrams,
with four fouls. It appeared the
Eagles would make it without
losing any of them when Abrams,
who had 20 points and 9 rebounds, banked home a shot with
under three minutes left to give
BC an 83-81 lead.
Less than a minute later, Eisley
fouled out on a reach-in against
Huskie guard Kevin Ollie. Even
without Eisley, BC closed in on
a win with under a minute to
play on a three-pointer by
Huckaby that gave the maroon
and gold an 86-83 lead. It would
be their last lead of the game.
After missing once from three
point range, Marshall, who had
33 points, tied the game on a
three with 35 seconds left Again
BC had a chance for the last shot
and the win, but this time, a
Curley jumper bounced off the
rim.
In double OT, Connecticut
never trailed, although BC hung
tough. Curley brought BC within

one

at 91-90 on a Marshall
goaltending, but then only converted one of two free throws
with 20 seconds left. Connecticut lead 93-91, and BC was
forced to foul Marshall. Marshall
only made one of two, and with
nine seconds left, the Eagles had

one last chance to tic. For the
third straight time, BC could not
convert, as Marc Molinsky's shot
at the buzzerbounced harmlessly

off the rim.
"I just thought they made some
shots when they had to," O'Brien
said of the Huskies.

Calhoun also showed BC respect in his post game comments.
"Boston College played more
then well enough to win," he
said.

Hoop
This
Week::
Women's
vs. Seton
Hall
Saturday
1 p.m.
Men's
vs.

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/ DAN LEVASSEUR

Gerrod Abram drives to the hoop for two in the Eagles' loss to

Connecticut.

Syracuse
Saturday
8 p.m.
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Eagles move to Beanpot Final with OT win
Stunning win over Northeastern leaves Crimson as next BC foe
Beanpot, from p. 21

move around Northeastern
defenseman # 1, drew the second
over to him, and dropped a blind,

pass
behind-the-back
to
Callahan, who was all alone then
against Husky goalie Todd
Reynolds. A snap shot through
the pads later, it was 1-0, BC.
The Eagles dominated the first
half of the first period, playing
aggressive defense, and successfully killing off a Northeastern
power play, limiting the Huskies
to one shot.
But the momentum shifted
with just undereight minutes left
in the first when NU sniper J.F
Aube took a pass across the
crease from Jordan Shields and
one-timed it into the net for a
power play goal, tying the game
at one

apiece.

The rest of the period was all
Northeastern, as BC was having
trouble offensively, worried
mostly about clearing the puck
out of their own zone. Were it
not for freshman netminder Greg
Taylor, who made several stunning stops in the waning minutes
of the period, the game might
have been over early.
The second period, always
BC's best this season, started out
with the Eagle offense fired up
as Rob Canavan sent a shot ringing off thecrossbar with only ten
seconds gone in the second.
BC did not let up, and a
frazzled Northeastern defense
left Eagle forward Don Chase in
front of the net all alone.
Linemate Rob Laferriere found
Chase there with a nice cross ice
pass and Chase banged it in past
Reynolds for a 2-1 BC lead.
A few minutes later, Reynolds
was forced to leave the game
with back spasms and was replaced by Mike Veisor.
Veisor looked nervous under
the BC attack, letting several
shots get through in the early
going, none of which found their
way to the back of the net. But
with nine minutes gone in the
second, BC built on their lead
when Greg Callahan scored a
power play goal with a slap shot
through Veisor's pads.
BC could only celebrate its
two-goal lead for 36 seconds as
Darryl MacNair came streaking
down the left wing boards and
fired a bullet of a wrist shot
through Taylor's legs, pulling
Northeastern to within one.
The second closed with BC on
top 3-2, and the sold-out crowd
of 14,448 in Boston Garden prepared themselves for the third,
notoriously BC's worst, and unfortunately, NU's best.
But BC surprisingly scored
first as freshman Jeff Connolly
proved that he is one of the best
rookies in the country by coming down the right wing boards
all by himself, faking a slap shot,
moving around
the NU
defenseman, faking another shot,
and dropping a little backhander
through Veisor's legs. Pretty,
pretty goal. 4-2, BC.
The walls then started falling
down as Northeastern started
rushing the BC net with ferocity,
clicking at the four minute mark
as Shields skated down the left
wing boards, pulled up, and
pulled the trigger on a wrister
that sailed over Taylor's glove
hand, pulling NU back to within
one.

Brian Callahan (32) watches the puck from brother Greg's shot
BC managed to hold off NU
We played a great second period
for the next eleven minutes until tonight. These kids need to learn
Jason Melong haphazardly how to win."
This will help.
slapped the puck past a fallen
Taylor during a goalmouth
scramble. Tic game.
The overtime saw teams pracBC will face Harvard Univertical'y murdering each other but
no calls made by the referees in sity tonight in the Beanpot final
order to keep the game even. at 8:00 at Boston Garden.
Harvard, the defending
When a blatant penalty was committed, as was the case when a Beanpot champs, looked like one
Northeastern forward slugged of the best teams in the country
freshman Brian Callahan in the as they made BU look like a high
head, knocking him to the ice, school team. They dominated
the referees would call both playthe bigger Terriers with speed
and a swarming defense. In
ers involved for penalties.
The overtime action was fast tonight's matchup, BC is going
paced and breathless, each team to have its hands full.
On offense, Harvard is very
exchanging rushes. But the
goaltending was keeping both fast, with Steve Martins, a quick
teams in this game as Taylor and
forward and the leading scorer
Veisor shined.
on the team. They also have
BC received some help from a Brian
Farrell and Cory
goal post, as a slapper from the Gustafson, who are one and two
point early in the overtime found in the country for goals per game.
its way past Taylor, hit the post, Look for winger Chris Baird to
and came careening back out set up these snipers.
Last Monday, BC continued
through the goalie's legs. The
shot was so hard and the action to get offensive support from
happened so quickly that the light several players as only one (John
went on behind the net, signalJoyce) of the top five scorers put
ing NU goal. But that was not the puck into the net. They need
the case, and the overtime continued to wind on into the late
evening.
BC dominated the opening
overtime period, outshooting the
Huskies, 8-4. But the second OT
was all NU, as the Huskies used
Taylor as target practice. But the
freshman was cool under pressure, kicking out several shots,
and diving in front of several

go through NU goalie Tom Veisor
GAA) splitting the duties for
to formulate three-on-two's and
two-on-one's in order to break Harvard. Tracy performed well
through Harvard's brick wall of against BU, and then Israel shut
a defense.
down Colgate Friday night, 5-1.
It would appear to be Tracy's
Advantage: Harvard.
Harvard is the most solid deturn in net, but Harvard coach
fensive team in the country. They Ronn Tomassoni may opt to go
have three experienced seniors
with Israel for the second straight
in Scan McCann, Derek Maguire, game because the sophomore is
and Lou Body. Maguire is a the stronger goalie of the two,
and this is a very important game.
superior playmaker and passer,
while McCann is fourth on the
Freshman Greg Taylor stole
team in goals. But it's the
another game for BC last Mon"Crimson's ability to completely day night with his 40-save performance, and he will have to do
shut down opponents thatmakes
them so good. Their size and so again in order for BC to stay
quickness enables them to steal
on par with Harvard. This is
a puck from an opponent at any BC's strongest area and could
time. Just look at the measly 17- help them pull out their first
-shot output by offensive powerBeanpot victory in 11 years.
house BU.
Advantage: Even.
BC's defense will have its
Harvard will probably climb
hands full with the quicker Crimto number two in the rankings
son forwards, so taking it to them
this week, and they play like
at theblueline will be important.
they belong there (unlike BU last
If only BC could incorporate a Monday). So look for the Crimsixth player in order to shut down son to exhibit a swarming defense and a flying offense. TayHarvard.
lor will be the key for BC. If he
Advantage: Harvard.
The two teams have equal could steal another gamefor BC,
the win would be one of the greatgoaltending, with Aaron Israel
est in BC history.
(8-0-1, 2.31 goals-against-average) and Tripp Tracy (6-3-1,3.50
.

more.

With six minutes gone in the
second extra session, BC had not
registered a shot. Brian Callahan
finally got off a little backhander
from the top of the left circle. It
was kicked aside to Jack
Callahan, who pushed the little
pass onto Joyce's stick, who
roofed it for the BC victory.
The final tallies were astounding?4o saves for Taylor, 38 for
the Northeastern duo of Reynolds
and Veisor.
"We needed this one," said a
beaming head coach Steve
Cedorchuk after the exhausting
contest. "We've been playing
like that for the last few games.

HEIGHTS SENIOR

Defenseman
opener.

STAFF PHOTO/ MATTHEW WEST

Joe Harney (7) rides off a Huskies forward in the third period of the Beanpot
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Be a "juice sleuth"
look
real "natural" fruit juice
?

juice concentrate is little more
than sugar water after the processors are done with it.
White grape, apple and pear
juice concentrates are used most
often. They are m products like
"After the Fall" and "Apple &
Eve" juice blends, as well as
some Dole and Tropicana juice
blends.
This does not mean you should
not drink these beverages. It does
mean to consider them a recreational beverage like sparklers,
twisters, juice cocktails, punch
and lemonade; they don't do
much for you, but they are fashionable.
A key to healthy diet is variety. Be sure to include a variety
of fruits, especially citrus, in your
daily diet. Real fruit juice can be
one way of getting some fruit
nutrition.
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Following the advice of the
Food Guide Pyramid, it is recommended that we have at least
two to four servings of fruit a
day.
To some, that may sound easy
to accomplish, yet to the crowd
who never eats anything from
the plant family, it may be a
daunting task. More often than
not, those who are fruit-foes turn
to juice beverages or fruit facsimiles in an attempt to get some
of their missing nutrition.
Can juice count as a serving of
fruit? How much juice is in some
of these beckoning beverages
"made with real fruit?" What
counts as necessary?
Be a Beverage Busybody
Three-quartersof a cup offruit

juice can count as a serving of
fruit. While whole fruit is more
of a nutritional bargain with its
fiber and extra nutrients, juice
can also fit the bill. What you
need to beware of are the fruit
facsimiles out there parading
around as the real juice McCoy.
Learn to be a beverage busybody and stick with beverages
that are all juice and not watered-down, sugared-up versions
without much nutrition.
Recreational Drinks
What about beverage blends
(many "all natural" products)
claiming to be "100 percent
juice" or "no sugar added" that
have their first ingredient as
grape (or other fruit) juice concentrate? Be suspicious.
These products are allowed to
label themselves "100 percent
juice" or "no sugar," but the fruit
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By Sheila Tucker, MA, RD
ADMINISTRATIVE DIETITIAN, BCDS
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MELISSA!
Happy Birthday to our
favorite
whoops, make that
Saint
"no saint" Hilaire

A Simple Formula, But One That Makes A Difference

?

Invest in your future career
by working as a community
health volunteer in Latin
America. Develop leadership,
r
orgamzational and crosscultural communication skills
while focusing on public

?

Many happy returns to a
multi-talented editor!
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health and environmental
projects College credit and
scholarships are available.
Write
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Hi Buddy!
Happy Valentine's Day.
Miss you.
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Application deadline is March 1.

1-800-231-7796
Amigos dc las Americas
5618 Star Lane
Houston, TX 77057

Love Your
T.C.F.E. in Madrid
Amaretto or Sambuca

Murray's Suggests

Bouvet

-?
n t Forget
You Don
Your Valentine

Rose Champagne
i mportedfrom
France

DiAmore

~

Your Choice

I

Coors
Reg
2n

&

Light

»

xjMW

-
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jmimmJs
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\u25a0a iKxt

Ballatore
Spumante
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|

George
Killian

$8-99
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Rolling Rock

Miller
Lite

,

|
Monday, Feb. 14th
New
BUD DRY
Molson Ice
Bar Bottles
*8 "
$12-99
..

iww"'

..

1

934

1550

Rolling Rock
1/4 Barre i

$29.95

Sale Ends Feb. 28
[All Beer Prices Plus Deposit]
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Introducing the
most daring offer
in the history of test prep:
Come to class, do your homework, use the Training Library,
and we're confident your score will go up at least this much:

LSAT + 7 points
GMAT + 50 points

MCAT + 4 points
GRE +150 points

or we'll give you your money back. All of it.

ff

HAPPY
BECKS!

(maybe now you won't have so many problems!)
?

John, Josh & Mike
(and 823 & 824)

,

Fortunately,

we're a lot i
closer than

graduation, l
o

Come into any Metro Boston center and work with a tutor
outside of class at no extra charge. Our teachers will help
you design a study program to meet your personal needs.

For more details, call 1-800-KAP-TEST

ft

KAPLAN
"

Monay-becfcguarantee and tutoring available onlyIn MetropolitanBoston and Providence for June- August *94 test
dates. Other restrictions apply.

Mount Snow is just over the border in Southern
Vermont. Which means in a very short time, you
can be attacking the slopes. We have 127 trails to
keep you busy. And 24 lifts to keep you moving.
As long as you've got your current college 1.D., a
midweek lift ticket is just $26. And you can get the
same rate at our Haystack area on the weekends.
Which makes the five-year plan look pretty good.

ArtountTSnpw
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REVIEW
My Mother's Fleabag delights at the Café
By CLARISSA CRUZ
Heights Review Editor

America's oldest college improv
their usual antics
last Thursday night. My Mother's
Fleabag gave theirfirst performance
of the semester to an appreciative
crowd at the Cafe. They relied on
mostly old favorites, skit-wise, to
break in several new members
(Shawn D'Andrea, Todd Garman,
Michelle Guardino and Don
troupe were up to

Schuerman).

The Fleabag-ers each had their
moments to shine, but some high

points included Hilary Kimbler's
amazingly accurate impression of
E.T., as well as her performance of
a party-goer who is afflicted with
the inability to say the letter T.
Newcomer Don Schuerman was hilariously irreverent as The Benevolent One, himself, Jesus Christ.
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR/MELISSA
Closer to home, Todd Garman had Todd Garman and Don Schuerman of My Mother's Fleabag

BCSO provides

enthralling
performance

By PETER BURLINGHOF
Heights Staff Writer
Had the members of the Boston
College Symphony Orchestra engaged the students and faculty at
Trinity Chapel on Newton Campus
in a snowball fight after therrFebruary 9th evening concert, the musicians would have had the upper
hand due to greater numbers.
Those few patrons who braved
the frosty temperatures and accumulating snow that had kept BC
closed until noon that day were
treated to an excellent performance.
The concert opened with the
powerful and dramatic prelude of
the world conceit premier of The
Silver Chalice, by Franz Waxman.
The symphonic suite arranged from
this Academy-Award-nominated
musical score was powerful, moving and inspiring, in addition to
being cool, pensive and colorful.
Organist John Finney joinedconductor Steven Karidoyanes and the
orchestra to preform Camille SaintSaens' Symphony No. 3, Op. 78.
This dynamic piece of music was
performed with exceptional delicacy and vehement gusto.
Altogether, it was a fine and warming performance by the Boston College Symphony Orchestra, despite
the chilly weather.
The Boston College Symphony
Orchestra's next concert will be held
on Wednesday, April 13th at 8 p.m.
in Gasson Hall. Featured on the
program will be the world premier
of Thomas Oboe Lee's Sinfonietta,
and a performance of Beethoven's
Triple Concerto with the Boston
College Faculty Trio as soloists.

ST.

HILAIRE

the audience rolling as a member of
the infamous Conte Forum Crowd
Control. Perhaps their unique brand
of wacky comedy can be best illustrated by one of their skits which
featured "Super Squirrel, the Rabbit
Fighter from Gastro-intestinalLand."
One of the best things about
Fleabag shows is that no two are
alike. The success of the show depends almost as much on the
audience's participation as it does
on the players' performances. Although they were not quite up to
their usual levels of hilarity, My
Mother's Fleabag did an admirable
job with the material they were
given.
Fleabag's next performance, an
invitational featuring three other
college improv groups, will be February 26 in O'Connell House.
Their big spring shows will be on
April 8 and 9, also in O'Connell
House.

Earnest ends successful run at the Huntington
By EDWARD BARNABY
Heights Editor
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST: Written by Oscar Wilde. Directed by Jacques Canier. Starring
Bill Mondy, Terrence Caza, Fiona
Reid, Kathleen McNenny and Katy
Selverstone. Played at the Huntington Theatere, January 14-February

13
As Freud tells us (although I'm
sure Aristophanes would contest
for primacy), humor is grounded in
the universal truths of human na-

quite appropriate, then,
that inscribed over the stage of the
Huntington Theater is the phrase
"To hold as 'twere the mirror up to
nature." Not only does Wilde
shrewdly illustrate the hypocrisy and
shallowness of the Victorian aristocracy, but also the individual performances in this production are so
self-assured and believable that they
literally give life to the script. This
combination of sarcasm and unaffected performance results in a level
of comedy worthy of the continual
three hours of laughter it received
from the audience.
The players captured the condescending air of tedious aristocratic
boredom underlying the entire
piece, communicating it to the audience with flawless, unwavering British accents.
Fiona Reid, playing the part of
Lady Bracknell, successfully tested
the boundaries of vocal inflection
in her interrogation of Jack Worthing
(played by Terrence Caza) about
his lineage in order to judge his
worthiness of her daughter's hand.
She maintains a polite, shrill, elderly monotone while his answers
about wealth and social status meet
ture. It is

her approval. 'However, when she
discovers that Worthing is an orphan found in a carrying case in the
coatroom of Victoria Station, her
voice dives to the deep, resonating
boom of upper-class indignation,
bellowing "What?" Her parting advice to Worthing, delivered with
absolute confidence in the fashionable respectability of her narrowmindedness, is to "acquire some
relatives as soon as possible."
Bill Mondy, playing the part of
Algernon Moncrieff, drives home
the frivolity of his social class with
an attitude of blase indifference.
Besides his consistent series of
smoothly-delivered, eloquentwitticisms, Moncrieff carries on a noteworthy conversation with Worthing
about their respective relationship
problems. Mondy maintains the
nonchalance and proper British
enunciation of his character, but
taints it perfectly with a begrudgingly betrayed sense of nervous
tension, all of which Mondy conveys clearly despite a mouthful of
muffins and tea cakes.
The polite formalities of Victorian courtship provide ample opportunity for mocking the institution of marriage as an inevitable
social convention. In another of
Lady Bracknell's moments of brilliance, she explains to the young
couples, "In matters of grave importance, style?not sincerity?is priority." Seeminglycrucial discussions
of love and potential relationships
are amusingly smattered with shallow allusions to the "charming
weather."
The thematic center of the play
hinges on the relationships between
Gwendolen Fairfax (played by
Kathleen McNenny) and Worthing,
as well as Cecily Cardew (played by

Katy Selverstone) and Moncrieff.
Each of the girls is romantically
intrigued by the name Earnest. Both
Worthing and Moncrieff lure the
girls into engagement by pretending to be named Earnest. Thus, love
'for the bored aristocracy, at least)
is not based on mutual attraction,
but nomenclature and etiquette.
Even the scenery bolsters the
overall effect of the production,
placing the cast in a mood-inspiring
recreation of its natural milieu. The
players feed off the plush sitting
room in Algernon Moncrieff's
townhouse, the lavish gardens of
Cardew's country estate and the
extravagant sitting room in the
Cardew home. As Act Three opens,
the connection between the scenery in the second and third acts
reinforces the continuity of the story.
Between these acts, Fairfax and
Cardew run inside to the Cardew
living room from their encounter
with Worthing and Moncrieff in the
garden. In the mansion scene, the
garden is visible through a set of
French doors. It is this precise, yet
subtle, attention to detail in the set
design that enhances the realism of
the production.
Thoroughly entertained by the
well-interpretedperformances of the
cast, the insightfully sardonic observations of the playwright and the
carefully plotted technical achievements of the director and designer,
the audience experiences a cathartic resolution of the-conflict. The
final stroke of brilliance which ties
together every aspect of the production, including the very title of
the work, is Jack Worthing's final
line, "Not until now did I fully
understand the importance of being
earnest!"
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New release from Enigma; Greenpeace benefit album
Enigma 2 The Cross of
Changes (Charisma)
The last time we heard from
Enigma was with their relatively
popular New Age rendition of a
Gregorian chant, a favorite on MTV,
WFNX and even some adult contemporary stations. But, Enigma is a
giant in the world of New Age,
sharing the genre with the quasipopular Enya. Basically, the best
way to get a feel for New Age music
is to think of it as a slow dance at a
rave. The slow, pulsating bass and
drum tracks shake the room as
technicolor lights bathe the walls
and ceilings creating a completely
foreign, some might even say creepy,
mood that embracesboth body and
soul. As if this music is not unique
enough, Enigma somehowgoes one
step further, a little bit more "out
there" than the others. They use,
along with other random sounds,
what seem to be wailing Hindu
monks. By combining their synthesized music with both spoken and
sung vocals, samples taken from
the world over and a few guitar
solos, they are able to control the
mood of the listeners to a certain
extent. For instance, in "Silent Warrior," the music slowly builds to a
crescendo, and after five minutes,
the vocalist is bursting with rage as
he begins to scream the lyrics. But,
during the last minute of the song,
the tempo is slowed down to prepare the listener for the next song,
"The Dream of the Dolphin," which
opens with the soothing sounds of
waves and crickets.
Unfortunately, there is one song
that just does rtot fit. "Return to
Innocence" begins with the wailing
monks but then goes downhillfrom
there with a vocalist who sounds
like a cross between Kenny Loggins
and Richard Marx. To make this
track even worse the lyrics sound
like they came from a self help
book, "Don't be too proud to be
strong, just look into your heart my
friend; that will be the return to
yourself." When taken together as a
whole, the songs on Cross of
Changes combine to create an album that is just as intriguing as it is
relaxing.
Shayne Jackson
***?

?

Meat Puppets Too High to Die
(London)
***

EMF appears on Alternative NRG...
water," is another upbeat track that raw energy that could give them an
is sure to get some radio airtime edge. There are no screaming vowith the chorus, "Some things will cals, yet the magic of the guitar
never change/They just stand there solos creates the chance for future

looking" backwards/Half unconscious from the pain." The songs
echo the classic rock era with very
simple chords and typical music
patterns reminiscent of the 19605.
While Curt Kirkwood writes almost all of the songs, it is Cris
Kirkwood's two songs that have a
particular humor to them. "Station"
is reminiscent of They Might Be

able cardboard setup that includes
a rambling egotistically artistic essay as its liner notes. Obviously this
dissertation is designed to scare
success. Regardless, any fan of the some readers, nauseate others and
Meat Puppets will be content.
bore the majority.
Dave Laquidara
It would be easy to write an
entire article on the program beAlternative NRG (Hollywood) hind as well as the packaging for
this album. That is because the
Once again, the music industry music is for the most part dull.
has taken it upon itself to preach the While this album does contain live
overwhelming values of recycling songs from many of the greatest
to the world. Alternative NRG is a
bands performing today, most of
them are uninspired and lacking in
energy (or "NRG" as the case may
be). U2 gives a basically lackluster
rendition of "Until the End of the
World," and R.E.M. (among the great
fascists of the environmental movement) are positively dull with their
performance of "Drive." This is especially odd, considering that they
were giving this performance in
their hometown of Athens, GA.
There are some bright spots on
the album, however. ÜB4O, the leaders of the world-beat/reggaemovement, perform "Sing Our Own Song"
well and with great character. Yothu
Yindi is great with "Yolngu Boy,"
and L 7performs "Shitlist" with a
frenetic energy that ends the album
nicely. 800-Yaa T.R.1.8.E. does
"Fam Bam" with obvious power,
and Neo-Classic rockers James may
finally start to get some good press
time with "Ring The Bells." Most of
the more established, experienced
performers -like Midnight Oil and
EMF don't quite live up to the performances of their younger coun?

***

One would think a band with a
name such as the Meat Puppets is
some type of speed metal, headbanging group of guys whose lyrics
revolve around Satan and 17-yearold girls. On the contrary, this Arizona threesome has been producing "laid back," alternative country
rock for quite a number of years.
Their latest release, Too High to Die, ...So does the Jesus and Mary chain.
maintains this style while proving Giants with lyrics like "Pigs are pun designating a brand new album
that the Meat Puppets are on the sheep and cats are dogs/And by 16 top music stars. Unfortunately,
verge of something great.
thoughts are madeof Lincoln Logs." it is also an exercise in going through
The Meat Puppets' musical sim- The final track, "Comin' Down," the motions required of liberal muplicity borders on a similar structure epitomizes country rock with a hint sicians.
to that of the Lemonheads. Pacified of religious faith mixed in. The
The basic concept of this album
vocals and guitar-driven music is band does throw in a hidden track, is good. Music stars were recorded
the basic formula. The band comes "Lake of Fire," that closely resembles performing live. They wererecorded
bolting out of the gate with their old Soul Asylum.
thanks to a special generator that
first track, "Violet Eyes." The blazThe Meat Puppets have proven converts solar power into actual
ing guitar solos in this song and that they have the talent to write current. The songs were also mixed
throughout the rest of the album are simple, "catchy" songs. Despite this, and produced using so' power.
key standouts. However, most of they are just shy from making it big The result was then packagedwiththe tracks are not as energetic. "Backtime. They lack the emotion and out the usual plastic case, in a fold-

terparts.
Annie Lennox was the only performer on this album who did not
record with solar power, but as the
liner notes explain, she was pregnant and couldn't make the trip to
America. Besides, her performance
was from MTV Llnplugged, so they
saved enough electricity on the
Continued on page 33
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Concrete Blonde

rocks Axis

James entrances,

enthralls at Avalon

audience members sang along with
lead vocalist Tim Booth's sustained,
Heights editors
high-pitched wails.
Other highlights of the show inHundreds got Laid at the James cluded the old hit, "Sit down," from
concert last Thursday at Avalon, as James' self-titled album, the first to
the sold-out crowd was swept away be mass-produced in the United
by almost two hours of pounding States.
"Low, Low, Low," from Laid, a
rhythms and hypnotizing melodies.
started
the
conwhich has become a football
outstanding
song
James
cert with its mesmerizing "Out to (that's soccerfor all the Yankees out
get you," the first track on the there) anthem in England was anband's latest album, Laid. One of other great crowd-pleaser.
the best songs on the disc, "Out to
Despite James' reputation as a
get you" starts out slowly, climaxes, harmonious group whose songs are
and then ebbs to its finish.
easy on the ears, the concert defiThe show illustrated the best el- nitely was neither bland nor soft.
ements of James: brooding, dreamy Rather, James provided hard-edged
melodies and upbeat dance tunes. entertainment or at least the those
Add to the music the meandering, audience members in the mosh pit
psychedelic lighting effects, and the certainly felt that way.
concert was an experience that tanIt was surprising to see gyrating
talized both the eyes and the ears. teens thrashing in front of the stage
The crowd went wild when the of a band known for such brooding
band played the hits, "Laid" (you and chant-like songs as "Dream
may recognize the verse, "She only Thrum" and "One of the Three,"
comes when she's on top"), and from Laid. Both were performed at
"Say Something" from James' latest the concert, so at least the kids got
album, Laid.
a chance to rest.
Like Laid the album, Laid the
By far the crowd favorites, the
band fed on the energy emanating show was exceptional. The songs
from the bowelsof the Avalon dance were masterfully performed by
floor during these tracks to carry Booth and co., and lived up to
the evening to an even higher in- James' potential.
The mellow songs were just meltensity.
The fast-paced "Sometimes" was low enough to make audience members stop moshing and start swaying
yet another exciting crowd-pleasing tune that combined the genius in harmony to the music. Dance
of James Gott on guitar with Booth's tunes were upbeat enough to make
amazing vocal ability to make his audience members jump up and
listeners feel the music in their down like frenzied Mexican Jumps©uls.
ing beans in a hot frying pan.
heights associate photo editor/becky yang
After James' errcore, audience
Devoted fans also recognized
and harder than the studio version. classic James' hits such as "Born of members filed slowly out of Avalon,
Midway through the show, they did Frustration," and "Heavens," from reveling in that certain afterglow
an acoustic set that included "Mexitheir previous album Seven. When one feels when leaving a show that
can Moon." They also performed James played "Born of Frustration," satisfies and fulfills.
"Heal it Up" and"Run Run Run,"
much to the crowd's approval.
The biggest surprise of the night
was the covers of Jimi Hendrix and
Tears For Fears. The crowd sang
along to "Shout" by Tears For Fears
as Johnette soulfully crooned on
vocals. For the encore, they covered Bruce Willis' "Respect Yourself."
Overall, Concrete Blonde gave a
stellar performance. Their interesting choice of songs and the energy
each memberexerted on stage made
the hellacious trip down to
Landsdowne Street well worth it.
The opening act, Oblivion, provided nothing but uninteresting
background music. The guitars and
vocals were buried under the bass,
making any chance of understanding the lyrics impossible.
James
By Emily Hancock and
Brian McBrearity

?

Concrete Blonde

By JASON M. INSALACO
For The Heights
Many Bostonians braved the inclement weather on Friday to see
Concrete Blonde play a capacity
crowd at Axis. Front woman Johnette
Napolitano, who calls herself "a
Catholic school girl gone vampiress,"
gave the audience a two-hour, highenergy set.
Concrete Blonde gave a good
performance because this is the last
time they will ever play in Boston.
According to sources close to the
band, Johnette is calling it quits
after this tour because of her heroin
abuse. However, signs of her drug
problem were not evident as she
sang and banged away at her bass
with the intensity that makes this
band a great live act.
Concrete Blonde played their
popular tunes, as well as some obscure songs that few recognized.
Theyperformed their hit "Joey" faster

Upcoming Concert Dates
February
14 Rod Stewart
15 Tool
17 Wild Chester Butler
17 ÜB4O&US3
24 Boston Symphony
25 Monster Mike Welch
25 Cowboy Junkies

Worcester

Avalon
House of Blues
Orpheum
Symphony Hall
Harpers Ferry
Avalon
a\

27
March
2
2

3
10
11

11/12

Joe Satriani

Avalon

Fishbone
Ace Frehley
Z
Cocteau Twins
The Pogues
Rush

Avalon
Axis

Paradise
Orpheum
Orpheum
Worcester
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The Getaway is a slick, funny action thriller
By

makes me feel all funny inside).
Madsen and his dingbat hostageturned-cohort Jennifer Tilly nearly
steal the show in two twisted, comic
performances (reminiscent of Wild
at Hearts Cage/Dern combo).
Completing the list of stock characters is the film's resident whitecollar villain. Woods is comatose;
this role has been better played by
scores of actors from Dafoe to
Nicholson. Along with some brainless dialogue, these characters fit
the description of your typical action movie players.
The Getaway, though, is not just
characters.That's right, anxious little
sadists, there's action?lots of it,
and not that Steven Segal-esque,
double-flip-kick with a hako-zemi
elbow-bust and throat-extraction
stuff. This time it's real old-fashioned guns-and-bad-guys action,
complete with high-octane chases,
and splosions that blow tanker
trucks (and the art of blowing stuff
up) to prodigious heights.
This is the kind of old-school
violence that continually reminds
you of its cinematic reality-suspension every few minutes. Even the
post :gotcha one-liners are avoided,
giving the movie the same classic
feel that made the original worth
watching.

JACQUES OURY

Heights Staff Writer

THE GETA WA V: A newfilm directed by Roger Donaldson. Starring Alec Baldwin, Kirn Basinger,
Michael Madsen and James Woods.
'"

I suppose we're all used to films
The Getaway, Roger
like
Donaldson's remake of Sam
Peckinpah's 1972 Steve McQueen/

Ali MacGraw film. It's timidly furnished with stock characters, gratuitous violence and plot we've seen
too many times before?much like
Presidential elections.
But think about the film's current
cinematic context: When placed
beside the ambitious and sociallyPhiladelphia,
provocative
Schindler's List and Shadowlands,
this film appears about as artistically valid as last night's WWF Championship bout. Especially around
Oscar-time, every one tries to refrain from paying seven bucks for
an action remake.
Take The Getawayfor what it is,
however?a funny, slick, well-produced action thriller?and seven
bucks isn't such a big deal anymore.
For those who'd rather eat popcorn
and watch stuff explode than be
asked to think, this film is almost
worth it. In a word, it's entertainment.

Baldwin's Carter McCoy is about Alec Baldwin in a scene from The
as convincing as an action character a blonde holding a nickel-plated
can be. That is, he's got his flaws 9mm. Speaking of Ms. Basinger, her
(some ofhis buckshots actually miss
timid Carol McCoy probably won't
their targets), and he's a sucker for be the next La Femme Nikita. But

Given the season's more crucial
and intelligent films, missing The
Getaway
the couple is so, we 11..., watchable. Getaway won't exactly leave you in
Their chemistry is believable in its the clueless corral. If you're looking
own shallow way, (and the way she for a fun picture with classic action,
reloads that shotgun for him kinda The Getaway is your best bet.

My Girl 2 experiences growing pains
By BRIAN

J.

DIMATTIA

Next

Heights Staff Writer
MY GIRL 2. A newfilm directed
by Howard Zieff starring Anna
Chlumsky, Jamie Lee Curtis, Austin
O Brien, A ngelineBall and Richard
Masur.
**

With the end of 1993, one might
have hoped that an end would come
to the poorly done and unnecessary
sequels to earlier successful movies. My Girl 2 quickly and effectively dashes such hopes.
Returning to the screen is young
actress Anna Chlumsky as Vada
Sultenfuss, now a confused and
unfulfilled thirteen-year-old.Vada's
class has been assigned to write
papers on "someone who accomplished something, and whom you
never met." At about the same time,
Vada's stepmother(Jamie Lee Curtis)
is conveniently pregnant. Vada has
discovered boys, and she has been
asked to undergo the traumatic process of moving down the hall to a
new bedroom.
It should be no surprise that Vada
decides to do her paper on her real
mother whom she never knew. It
should be even less a surprise that
since she conveniently has a spring
vacation coming up, Curtis' character urges her to go visit her Uncle
Phil (Richard Masur) in Los Angeles. L.A., conveniently, is where her
mysterious mother grew up. Thus
begins a search of epic proportions
for Vada's mom.
The second part of the film, which
takes place in Los Angeles, is only

Austin O'Brien and Anna Chulmsky inMy Girl 2
slightly better. Masur does a good Monroe.

job as the lovable uncle that maalong with Vada. Austin
O'Brien of Last Action Hero fame is
uncomfortable at best as the inevitable love interest. They are joined
by an bevy of other minor characters, all played by actors who seem
doomedto an eternity of small parts.
The one true bright spot (if it can
be called that) is Angeline Ball who
plays the part of Vada's mother. It is
not determined whether or not this
young actress is related to Lucille
Ball, but she pulls off a short few
scenes as Vada's mother on home
movies seeming almostlike a wholesome, motherly version of Marilyn
tures

Some parts of this film are commendable. The sequel actually tried
to be a complete film in and of itself,
and was only emotional about the
first film once. In the end, these
good intentions don't make up for
poor direction, lousy writing, and
dubbing so poor it isn't even funny.
One closing note for Dan Ackroyd
fans: don't bother. Ackroyd's character in this film combines small
town characterization and stiff paternalism in a way that actually
seems like a cross between his characters in Driving Miss Daisy and
Coneheads. Rent Ghostbusters instead.

Heights
Review
meeting,
Tuesday
5 p.m.
in the
Eagle's
Nest!!!!
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Therapy?'s Troublegum not worth chewing
Continued from page 30

project that way.
This is not a bad album. It has
some tremendous musical talent on
it, as well as some good music.
Furthermore, the proceeds go to
benefit Greenpeace. However, those
who are fans of the first seven
groups on this disc would probably
be better served sending a $10 donation directly to Greenpeace, and
saving themselves a disappointment.
Brian J. DiMattia
?

"Therapy? TROUBLEGUM (A&M
Records)

Starting with an inane title and
ridiculous lyrics, Therapy?'s third
release, Troublegum, can be
summed up by looking at the cover
of the CD (a person vomiting into a
trash can). At least two-thirds of the
tracks have an almost identical
sound, which might not be so bad if
they had any musical quality whatsoever. The lead singer, Andrew
James Cairns, monotonously
screams out most of the lyrics, and
this becomes pretty unbearable by

the end of the album.
The lyrics have hateful and profane undertones, probably to attract
a younger audience. In "Turn," lines
like, "Remember, I know whereyou
live/I may forget/I don't forgive"
leave the listener guessing if these
guys are for real. "Die Laughing" is
a very weak attempt at portraying
insanity with lines like, "I wouldkill
for a good nights sleep." Equally
bad lyrics are found in "Knives": "I
want to crawl up inside you and
die."
On top of all this, a couple of the
tracks are rip-offs of other songs.
The guitar on "Stop It You're Killing
Me" is very similar to Faith No
More's "Woodpecker From Mars,"
and the beginning of "Isolation" is
almost exactly the beginning of
Metallica's "Breadfan."
The only halfway-decent tracks
are "Screamager" and "Nowhere,"
which have original melodies and
good guitar riffs. Other than these
two songs, however, Therapy? will
turn away most heavy metal listeners.
?

Jeff Spear

Therapy?

Dan Rockett performs at the Pub

"Marta talks

about
sensuality,
but I don't
think she'd
know
sensuality
if it bit her
on the ass."
?Deeper

Thoughts
HEIGHTS ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR/MELISSA ST. HILAIRE

Open Casting Call for Role of
Robin in Batman 111

Coming
next

week
reviews
of ßeality
Bites and
?

The filmmakers of Batman 111 will hold an open casting call for a male teen to play the role of Robin in Warner
Bros, upcoming film, Batman 111. Auditions will be held on
Saturday, February 26, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the YMCA
Central Branch, 316 Huntington Avenue (next to Northeastern University) in Boston.
No previous acting experience is necessary, but the
candidates should bring a snapshot of themselves and meet
the following description:
Sexy, streetwise, aged 14 to 20 (to look 16). Great, athletic, tough body 59" or under. Knowledge of martial arts a
plus.

Blue

Chips.
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Police Blotter
an underground electrical fire.
BC electrician responds and
shuts down the appropriate circuit breaker for the area.

Friday, Feb. 4, 1994

11:29 am Officer speaks with a
resident student who has been
harassed by other roommates due
to a previous incident.
-

the area and reports the males
had left the area prior to his arrival. The alcohol is transported
to police headquarters pending

disposal.
9:15 pm

Officer and SGT/EMT
respond to the third floor men's
room of Keyes South on a report
of a student suffering from an
alcohol overdose.
Subject is brought to the infirmary then transported to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital by Waltham
Rescue Ambulance.

5:37 pm Officer confiscates a
quantity of alcohol from an underage student. Property is
brought to BCPD for proper dis-

posal.
Saturday, Feb. 5, 1994

-

1:28 am Resident of 70 More
-

Rd reports an ex-boyfriend of
her roommate is attempting to
force his way into their room.
Officer responds and identifies
the suspect. Suspect is issued a
trespass warning and escorted
from the campus.

10:13 pm Officer speaks with a
resident student who reports that
a-male student punched her in
the face at a dance last evening.

2:27 am Officers respond to a
report of a fight on the third floor
of Walsh Hall. Officers report
that the suspects in the fight had
fled the area prior to their arrival.
3:47 pm Officers respond to a
report of smoke pouring from
the sidewalk by Robsham The-

3:18 am Student calls and reports he put his hand through a
hall door window in Fenwick.
Officer responds and the victim
is transported to St. Elizabeth's
for treatment of lacerations to
his hand.

-

-

-

Sunday, Feb. 6, 1994
12:14 am Security officer in
Walsh lobby reports a group of
teenage males dropped 8 cans of
beer while attempting to enter
Walsh Hall. Officer responds to

-

-

ater.

Officers report it appears to be

The European

3:45 am Edmund's RA reports
males in the lobby of Walsh
checking peoples IDs pretend-

ing to be desk assistants. Officers respond and speak with the
suspects who are visiting a resident of Walsh. The "guests" are
escorted to the room they are
visiting.
During the incident, officer
confiscates a false MA drivers
license from one of the suspects.
Detective to investigate along
with the state police.

*

TRAINING

12:10 am BC police receive a
report of a male subject who got
offtheMßTA trolley at Greycliff
and has passed out in a snow
bank. Boston Police and health
and hospitals are notified. Officer/EMT responds and finds
nothing showing on arrival.
-

Monday, Feb. 7, 1994
4:31 am

Community

-

Officer files a report
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Crossword, page 28

The deadline for applications is March 28, 1994.
Students interested in applying should contact Katherine Hastings,
Assistant to. the Academic Vice President, Bourneuf House, at 552-4779.
For course information, also contact Professors David A. Deese (Political
Science), Jeffery W. Howe (Fine Arts), Robert Murphy (Economics), or
James O'Donohoe (Theology).
OFFICERS'

Friday, Feb. 10, 1994

Sergeant responds and checks
the area for the subject. Boston
Police notified and respond, officers are unable to locate the
subject.

Cultural and Historical Roots of the
European Community
Politics and Institutions of the
European Community
Economics of European Integration
Belgian Art and Architecture

RESERVE

-

area.

Boston College offers a unique three credit course in
Louvain, Belgium focusing on:

*

3:20 pm Headquartersreceives
notification from Brigham and
Womens Hospital that a victim
of a rape has been seen at their
facility. The incident occurred at
an unknown location on campus. The victim and suspect are
known to each other.

-

-

*

Wednesday, Feb. 9, 1994

7:22 pm
Student reports that
there has been a male subject
exposing himself to female students in the Cleveland Circle

BOSTON COLLEGE
SUMMER PROGRAM IN BELGIUM
May 25
June 18, 1994

*

regarding a broken pane of glass
in the interior front door of Voute
Hall. The glass appeared to have
been vandalized.

r

SIBAL'S

'

Hair Salon

Consult With The Experts
?Color Technicians
?Precision Cutting
?Nail & Skin Specialists

CORPS

I MSTOi COLLEGE

25% Off All Nail Care
Highlighting or Perm
With Haircut $45* and up
Cut & Blow-Dry $22*
Manicure $8 (after 3pm)
'New Clients Only

Men's Cut $15
1238 Boylston St 2nd Floor
Chestnut Hill
232-2253
566-8897
Expires May 31, 1993
?
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Have the winter blues got you?
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ARMY ROTC SALUTES OUR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS.
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Every year Army ROTC awards

well as books, lab fees and an allowthousands of merit-based scholar- ance up to $1000/year. But more than
ships to qualified students
Army ROTC is one course
f-eTSire-.. that,
around the country and right f tM
that develops your leadership
here in your school. These
abilities and confidence, qualischolarships pay most tuition, as
ties that lead to success -

*,

THE SMARTESTCOLLEGE
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Garber Travel has the answer!
l owest prices
anywhere, anytime,
guaranteed.

Br

e

TA
3l«.

I

Letour
travel
professionals
\u25a0
treat you to the
rest ar, d relaxation
you deserve!

Go ahead,
take the plunge!

COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.

Contact Captain Buckley
or Sergeant First Class Bryant
at Carney Room 25 or call 552-3230

767 Beacon Street, Newton Center ? 1406 Beacon Street, Brookline
965-2100
734-2100
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The Classifieds
Childcare Needed-Wednesdays 3-7pm
and some Mondays and Fridays 3-spm.
For a ten year old boy in Newton Center,
about one mile from B.C. Call 527-8562.
Responsible, friendly baby-sitter
needed Tues + Thurs afternoon, 1-spm,
for two girls (11 + 6). Car a plus. Call
Beth-969-1164.
We want to be your family. Baby-sitter
needed for 3 year old twins, afternoons,
evenings, some weekend travel. Own
transportation helpful. Call Pam 965-7541.
P/T or F/T Mothers Helper- 2 1/2 and 1
year old boys. Car necessary, Nonsmoker, experienced, Have cat, $6-7.
969-6918 Barbara ASAP
Seeking quiet non-smoker to swap
childcare forbed/bath suite+board. Separate entrance, cable, parking. Short walk
to B.C. 964-9775
Friendly Baby-sitter needed to play
with our 9 month,old boy on Tuesdays &
Thursdays 6pm-Bpm every week. Dependable + caring a must! Should be
comfortable with us being home. Car
Necessary-965-0210.

Baby-sitter Needed- M,W,Th 2:45-4:45
$6/hr Debbie 254-6052-Brighton, walk to

J

Baby-sitter Wanted Tuesday 1-5:30 in

Newton-ville Home for 10 year old and 7
years old. Car useful, not required. Located near Centre St. Campus call 964-5517, leave message.
Baby-sitter needed Tuesday-Thursday,
Friday-flexible afternoon hours, car necessary, Newton Center, Great Kids w/h
references call llene 244-4760 or 738-1820 Possible Summer Employment.
Baby-sitter needed for 3 boys on Friday afternoons at Ipm. Must be punctual, reliable, experienced. Must have
references. On T. Call Cheryl 566-0697
Mornings (7-9am) BABYSITTER
Needed, 2-3 days/weekto help with kids,
walk child to school. Please call 964-3544 eves before 9pm.
Make SSS and have fun doing it! We
have great jobs at terrific pay!! Part-time,
flexible hours. Earn $7-107nour taking
care of children in their homes. If you
have childcare experience, any weekdays free or 3 afternoons from 1:00, call
JOY at Parents in a Pinch, 739-KIDS.
CHILDCARE- 1 Delightful 8 year old boy
needs evening company from an experienced, fun, nonsmoking friend. Must have
car and like Nintendo! Call 964-6986
Full Time Summer Help Wanted for
Chestnut Hill Family with three girls ages
10,7 and 5. Walking distance to B.C.
campus-live in or out-competitive salary.
Contact Cindy 731-5382.
Afterschool babysitter, 2-6 Thursdays
and/or Fridays. 5 minute walk from campus. $6.00/ hr 224-8237 after 6pm.
Babysitter Wanted- Loving, reliable person to care for 7 month old alternate
Thursday mornings. $8/hr. Own transportation. References required. Please
Call 332-3771.

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$2,000-$4,000+/ mo. teachingbasic con-

Tanning Salon

versational English in Japan, Taiwan or
S. Korea. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For information call: (206) 632-11467 ext. J5038
Work-Study Jobs at HMS- The Laboratory for Circadian Medicine is now accepting applications for student volunteers and students with work-study grants
to help investigate the human biological
rhythms of sleep,temperature, hormones,
performance, and memory. Laboratory
technicians needed to work directly with
human research subjects. Training provided. Day, evening, night and weekend
hours available. 10-20 hours/week. For
more information, leave a message for
Dave or Kristen at 278-0368.
Attention Students! Earn extra cash
stuffing envelopes at home. All materials
provided. Send SASE to Home mailing
Program, 1228 Westloop #174, Manhattan, KS 66502. Start Immediately!
$700/wk. Canneries; $4500/mo.
dockhands. Alaska summer fisheries
now hiring. Employment Alaska 1-206-323-2672
Real Estate Rental Agent-Great opportunity with active Brighton/Back Bay Office. Car required. James Reality 267-6655
Sales Assistants-International trade
show company seeks energetic sales
assistants to qualify leads and follows up
on mailings. Must have excellent phone
and organizational skills. Hourly wage.
Close to Green and Orange lines. For
interview please call Mr. Dustin Pons at
617-248-0021.
Newton Orthopedic Office needs parttime with varies paper work. Call Kathy
at 964-4383.
THINK SUMMER NOW! Unique day
camp (ages 4-14) offering professional
experience, staffing for Group Leaders,
Specialists (art, sports, nature, swim). 80
wooded acres,' T accessible. 617-642-8666 for application.
Female Nursing Student needed to
assist handicapped woman for personal
care/lunch preparation. Monday thru
Friday at lunch time. $10 an hour. For
more information call 787-9022.
SALES REP WANTED- Local screen
printing, embroidery co seeks rep to sell
custom sweats, tee s, hats, etc to teams,
clubs, frats, and so on. Contact Matt
Hammond at ATHLETIC DEPT PRODUCTS, 617-312-3980
Earn $500 or more weekly Stuffing envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, dept. W34,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.
EARN HIGH INCOME (S4OOO-$80O0+)
&GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising
in your official student campus telephone
directory. A car is required. Call National
Marketing Director, College pro publishing at 1-800-466-2221.
Looking for a summer job? Odyssey
Cruises is in search of fun, energetic,
team-oriented, waitstaff bus host/hostess, cooks, runners, and dishwashers.
Apply in person/or send resume to: Odyssey Cruises, 88 Broak St. sth floor,
Boston MA 02110 Attn: Mike, Dave or
Roxanne. Positions start April of 94.
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Earn extra

ULTRA-TAN

cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to
Homemailing Program, 1228 Westloop
#174, Manhattan KS 66502. Start imme-

diately!
ATHLETES WANTED: Sports models
needed forTV&Printadvertising projects.
Attractive, accomplished, male & female
athletes wanted. All sports, all ages. Sport
Shots, USA (617) 631-5235.

SUMMER DAY CAMP-Camp Sewataro,
located on 75 wooded acres in Sudbury,
MA seeks energetic and caring individuals. Positionsavailablefor General Counselors, Red Cross Water Saftey Instructors, and activity leaders for archery,
boating, music and tennis. WSI courses
reimbursable. Transportation available
from many areas. Call 508-443-3100.
Your Music on CD! NY label needs
innovative bands for sampler to be marketed. Send demo/DAT by 5/1 to Birdcage Music 28 Melby Lane, Roslyn, NY
11576 or call (617) 629-8433
Students Needed! Earn up to $2,000+/
month working forCßuise Ships or LandTour Companies. World Travel. Summer
and Full-Time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information call: Cruise Employment Services (206) 634-0468 ext.Cso3B.

Greeks & Clubs Earn $50-s2soforyourself plus up to $500 for your club! This
fund-raiser costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now andreceive a free gift. 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
LAST CHANCES! SPRING BREAK
SALE 1994! LOWES I HHICbS IO
FLORIDA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN! ASK
ABOUT SPECIAL RATES TO NEGRIL,
JAMAICA! CALL BUD @ 466-9880
SUNSPLASHTOURS 1-800-426-7710.
SUNNY BEACHES $189R/T Carrib. or
Mexico Europe-$169 AIRHITCH 617-254-2819 Call for program descriptions!
Spring Break- 7 nights from $299 includes: Air, Hotel, I ransters, Parties and
More! Nassau/Paradi6e Island,Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan Organize a small
group- Earn FREE trip plus commissions! 1-800-GET-SUN-1
LOSE WEIGHT-STOP SMOKINGSTOP NAIL BITING-Discoveryour power
to change bad habits through HYPNOSIS. Female therapist who specializes in
eating disorders will help you understand
and stop your negative cycles. Call today! Dr. N. Holiday 566-3323
French Lessons- Sorbonne University
Graduate will teach French conversation
and grammar after 6:oopm or on weekends. Contact Mojan at (508) 653-7086.
after 6:oopm.
SPRING BREAK-7 Nights From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, I ransters, Parties
and More! Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun, Jamaica, San Juan Organize a
small group- Earn FREE trip plus commissions! 1-800-GET-SUN-1

'ATTENTION* SEPTEMBER APART-

MENTS GREENLINE REALTY LOCATED NEXT TO
CITYSIDE
RESTUARANT. 731-5434.
STUDIOS- 1900-2000 BlockComm. Aye
HW floors $575
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
STUDIO- Clev. Circle, modern, clean,
safe, pool $600
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
STUDIO- Dish, Disp. Micro B.C. Shuttle
$600
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
1 BED- Condo Quiet BLDG. $625
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
1 BED-Euro Kit, Micro, Dish Alarm $750
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
1 BED- Split good for 2 $700
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
1 BED- Luxury Hi-rise, pool, views, $915
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BEDS- Close to B.C. from $800
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2BEDS-Clev. Circle. B.C. Building, spacious $1000
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BEDS- Condo W.W. Mod. Kitchen and
Bath. $1000
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
2 BEDS- Reservoir place Dish, Disp,
Pool $1250
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BEDS- NR Chansky s, 8.C., Shuttle, +
T. Spacious all Students. $1075
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
-

IN THE ARMY

NURSES AREN'T JUST INDEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

find

one.

But if you're

f~fi~~l

)

with your level of experience. As

an Army officer, you'll command the

a

ing student who wants to be in

res Pect you

command of your own career, consider
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as
a competent professional, given your own
patients and responsibilitiescommensurate

NActA\
|IM\
l»£si>
Vx
»

deserve. And with the added

benefits only the Army can offer?a $5000
s 'gnm g

bonus, housing allowances and 4

weeks paid vacation?you'll be well in

mand'ofyour life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Wolff System

10 VISITS FOR $29
Take advantage of this coupon and deduct 50%
off any hair service

373 Harvard St., Brookline
open seven days

566-1111
close to Green Line
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must show BCID

"Careers in Human
Service Management11

°90T)

(

BETTER IN JAMAICA!! )

//P

You are cordially invited to attend a
presentation and discussion to learn
about The Heller School's 15 month
management degree program
at Brandeis University
WHY:
It's the perfect step for

WHERE:
WHEN:

Boston College graduates
The Heller School Lounge
Brandeis University
Waltham, MA
Thursday, February 17
Begins at 6:30 p.m.
R.S.V.P. (617) 736-3810

Master's Program begins June 1, 1994

coin-

Cancun from 369!!!
Call for Details
1(800) 426-7710

"*\\
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3 BEDS- Good for 5, NR B.C. M.A. s
$1650
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BEDS- Town estates, pool, parking 2
baths $1300-$l4OO
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BEDS- Modem Condo, Dish, H.W.
Floors Fresh Paint, Pool, Ldry $1400
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BEDS- NR Shuttle Shops, Clev. Cir
11/2 Baths $1350
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
3 BEDS- Victorian House. Close to B.C.
Porch, parking. $1550
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BEDS- Claridge House, spacious,
clean, dish, disp, on the shuttle+Tsl6oo-1800
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
4 BEDS- Luxury unit ultra modem kit. +
bath, laundry $2300
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
5 BEDS- Nr Chansky s, great apts. All
B.C. student building porch. $1500
GREENLINE REALTY 731-5434
8 BEDS- Charming Victorian fireplaces.
Off Beacon St. Near Clev. Circle, parking. $3400

Because we re the oldest, most established realty office specialization in B.C.
off-campus housing, we have all the best

+

apartments!!

Perfect fora variety of B.C. studentneeds.
Available off Lake Street, Cleveland
Circle, and Upper Comm Aye.
Two Beds $700 & up-all desirable locations-good for 2-4 people. Mod. 2 bd off
Lake St., pool, pkg. near pond $750-850
htd. Two Bed, Upper Comm Aye, sunny,
renovated, great view $1,200 htd.. Two
bed in Clev. Clr., good for four, huge
rooms $1000 htd. Mod. 2 bed near
Chansky s $800 htd., good for four
ThreeBed: Cleve. Cir.: 3 bed with $1,350

+

htd.,3bdnearChansky sGREATDEAL

$1075 HTD., Huge Renovated Immaculate 31 /2 BD, UPPER COMM.AYE, 2 full
baths, pkg. $1550 htd. Also beautiful,
large, mod. 3 bd, $1295 htd. The most
gorgeous, mod. three bed, d/d, beam
ceilings, South Street $1600 htd., good
for 4-5, luxury 3 beds atTowne Estates,
off Lake St., w/w, a/c, d/d, 2 pools,
security, pkg. $1300 htd. Many mod 3
beds near Chansky s $1275 htd, good
for 5. Claridge House, 3-4 beds, gorgeous mod., 1 1/2 baths, refin. firs., fireplace, pkg., huge, good for 6, $1,375.
Call or stop by our office soon for best
selection!
Four Beds: Cleve.Cir. Must see 4-bed
$2100 heated, D&D. Ultra modern Duplex D&D, Parking, Porch On Shuttle
$2200. On Comm. Aye modem apartmentwith D&Dand parking $1800. Great
4-bed on Comm. Aye, new floors, porch,
on shuttle $1450 heated.
Low fees & best deals! Some no fee! We
are located at 27A Comm. Aye across
from main campus near White Mountain

MANY MORE AVAILABLE
Greenline Realty
1956 Beacon Street
731-5434
Next to Cityside Restaurant
WHY DID THE EAGLE CROSS THE
STREET?
TO GET THE BEST
APARTMENTS IN TOWN. APARTMENTS NEAR BC AVAILABLE IN SEPTEMBER

Creamery.

THE NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
So make your next move-The Next Move

Realty.

borhood. Hardwood floors, 2 modem
baths, 2 modem kitchens, Jacuzzis, parking $350-$375 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
NINE BED Extraordinary exclusive in
Cleveland Circle! One-of-a kind fabulous
Victorian House, 3 gourmet kitchens, 5
bathrooms, 3 living rooms, 5 fireplaces,
hardwoc-1 floors, wall to wall carpet,
marble floors, all marble master bath with
Jacuzzi, parking for 4cars, washer/dryer,
skylights,track lighting, etc. etc. Only for
those who want the absolute best!! $425-$575 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
EIGHT BED Walk to B.C. Big apartments in a 2 family house. El cheapo per
person-$250-$295 each. With this deal
of a house there will be plenty of $$ left
over for lunch money!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
EIGHT BED
A quick walk to B.C. for
those who are authentically inclined! Like
fraternity
a
house-although wall bashers
are strongly discouraged-$275-$295
each!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
SIX BED Exclusive! Wonderful Back
Bay style townhouse on quiet street near
Bluestone Bistro, 3 floors, 2 kitchens, 3
baths, fireplace, brick patio with yard,

Brighton Septemberapartmentsare

in!! Great locations. 1657-1800Comm.,
1945-1947 Comm,. Sutherland Rd.,
Cleveland Circle, 1900 s Beacon, Foster
St., South ST., Chriswick Rd., Euston
Rd., and many others. 19 years of student rentals, call All-Bright Realty 783-9151
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
NOW FOR 1994! GREAT PLACES REALTY HAS MANYGREATPLACESFOR
ALL YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
NEEDS! GREAT PLACES REALTY
RENTS GREAT HOUSES, GREAT
APARTMENTS AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS!! CALL US NOW FOR BEST
SELECTION OF HOUSES!!
TWELVE BED
Great value for the
dollar! Walk to B.C. shuttle @ Chansky s
12-bed,
from this
3 kitchens, 3 living
rooms, 3 bathrooms, porches, plenty of
parking, great location house. $350+ each
per person.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TEN BED Exclusive! One of the best
houses off-campus! Completely renovated, two brand new kitchens, 3 baths,
2fi replaces, loft, hardwood floors, washer/
dryer, parking, $400-$450 each. Good
tenants only!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TEN BED Great house located near
Bluestone Bistro-walk to B.C. Shuttle
and T. Great Condition-available for
good tenants. Two new kitchens, 4 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, hardwood floors
and carpet, plenty of parking. $375-

garage,washer/dryer. Goodtenantsonly!
Very uniquetownhouse, completely reno-

vated! On BC shuttle T. $385-$425
each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
SIX BED Exclusive! Wonderfully stunning skylighted loft duplex in pristine
house off 1700 block Comm. Aye, designer kitchen and 2 baths, living room,
dining room, fireplace, yard, parking, laundry and much more. High on the hill, just
like a Swiss Chalet! Guaranteed to make
Mom and Dad happy! $425-$465 each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
SIX BED Huge apartment in brick mansion, hardwood floors, 2 baths, modern
kitchen, parking, porches, fabulous location, close toeverything, alarmed, $3500+
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
SIX BED Exclusive! Five minute walk
to B.C. main Gates. Located in the heart
of Chestnut Hill. Beautiful duplex in a 2
family, huge modern kitchen, 2 baths,
fireplace, washer, dryer, plenty of parking-quiet tenants only! $2600+
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED Exclusive turn of the century Edwardian manor house, ballroom,
2 beautiful bathrooms. 20 ft ceilings,
European kitchen with balcony, fireplace,
skylighted loft bedroom w/ spiral staircase, quiet tenants only! $2850.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVEBED Best location! Beacon Street
@ Cleveland Circle, 5 bed, 1 1/2 baths,
modern kitchen, washer/dryer, hardwood
floors, $2200 takes it away!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
+

-s42s+each

GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
NINEBED Located near Chansky sin
a two family brownstone in quiet neigh-

Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.75 GPA and up=sl,soo Scholarship

3.50 GPA and up=sl,ooo Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available.

Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites in
Florence, Italy
London, England
Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain
Strasbourg, France
SU credit \u25a0 Reid trips/Traveling seminars \u25a0 Internships \u25a0 Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught in English and in host country language

Syracuse University
Division

of International Programs

Abroad \u25a0 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 \u25a0 315-443-3471

7-NIGHTS AIR
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HOTEL

$359!

At New York'sConcord
Resort Hotel
7 Day 6 Night Package Includes:

NON-STOP FROM BOSTON
MARCH 6-13 ? ONE DATE LEFT!
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Package Price Includes:
Round -Trip Airfare
7 Nights Hotel
?

*

VACATIONS IN<?

Free Concerts:
Lemonheads, Run DMC,
Fishbone, Violent Femmes,
Wide Spread Panic,
Mighty Mighty Bosstones,
They Might Be Giants

*****

?

?

FIVE BED Off Sutherland Road, mint
condition, townhouse near Chansky s,
Quiet neighborhood, great value $2100
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FIVE BED 1800 block Comm. Aye!
Great Condo with 2 baths, huge amounts
of space, like having yours own house,
parking, etc.. $2200.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Exclusive! Off Comm. Aye,
beautiful house, alarmed, new floors,
beautifully modern kitchen and bath, fireplace, yard, porch, parking, laundry, very
sunny, exquisite $2300.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to B.C. in 10 minutes! Near Greycliff dorm. Hardwood
Floors, living room, dining room, fireplace, modem kitchen and bath, laundry,
parking, Jacuzzi $2300.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Near Chansky sin brick
townhouse, all modern, hardwood floors,
$1700.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED 1700 block Comm. Aye.
Many apartments available for groups, 1
1/2 baths, modern kitchen $360-$375
each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Exclusive! Off Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modem kitchens and 2 baths, fun and funky, unique
condo, great steal of a deal $1600.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to Chansky s! Brand
new apartments in good condition, good
size bedrooms, hardwood floors, porches
and parking $1400
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Near Chansky s, cheap
steal of a deal! Newly renovated, huge
apartments, two baths, parking, all student building! $1400
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Very cute, very modem
small condo near Bluestone Bistro, top
floor, very sunny, parking, laundry $1400.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
FOUR BED Walk to 8.C., huge and
spacious apartmentinhouse, greatvalue,
$1100-$l3OO.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Designer living in charming brick Back Bay style townhouse, on
B.C. shuttle and T, exposed brick, 2
baths, gourmet designer kitchen, yard
with patio, garage, living room, dining
room, fireplaces, very cozy and unique!
$2600.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Exclusive! Extraordinary,
unique, sumptuous and luxurious, three
apartments available in Cleveland Circle
mini mansion. Architectural Digest Living in the most luxurious apartments
anywhere! Beautiful and exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur! Great
location, Cleveland Circle! $450-$475
each.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Huge Victorian condos in
popularstudent buildings nearChanskys,
biggest living rooms anywhere, alarmed,
modern kitchen and bath, hardwood
floors, deeded parking, a deal! $325-$375 each.

-

Airport Transfers
About Our Special Party Pak
for Spring
Break
c
°

Call Your Local Travel Agent or Our Toil-Free Reservation Line

Sports:
Sand Volleyball, Tennis, In Line Skating,

7 Day Ski Lift Pass and more..
Fun Stuff:
Crazy Pool Parties, Tanning

Beds,

Night Clubs and more...

Food:
3 gourmet meals

a day
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GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Walktoß.C.greatapartment in house, living room, dining room,
eat-in kitchen, porch, modem bath, parking $1475+.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREEBED Exclusive! Two blocks to
8.C.! lovely top floor of house, living
room, dining room, fireplace, kitchen,
porch, laundry, parking and attic space
for storage. Good tenants only! $1525.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Great apartment in 2000
block Comm. Aye! Modem kitchen+bath,
hardwood floors, porch+laundry in apartment! Walk to school! $1600
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Exclusive! Charming
Chriswick Road ultra luxurious condo!
Wall to wall, modern kitchen and bath, a/
c, laundry in kitchen, parking $1550.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Ultra luxurious! Duplex
in condo bldg. nearChansky s. Alarmed,
Jacuzzi, two baths, central a/c, laundry,
fireplace, wall to wall, etc. etc. $1800.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Popular Circle location!
Look at Mary Anne sfromyourbedroom!
1 1/2 baths, all student buildings, need
we say more! $1295.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED For those on a budget!
NearChansky s, all renovated, hardwood
floors, all student buildings, parking available, Cheap, Cheap, Cheap $1075.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED Off Lake Street, country
setting on pond, luxury condos, a/c, modern kitchen, two baths, parkingand pool!
$1400-$l5OO
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THREE BED 200- block Comm. Aye.
great condo in mint condition! Perfect for
3! $950.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Exclusive! All newly renovated condo in luxury building in Cleveland Circle, elevator building, pool, great
views, watch the action at Cityside from
this condo-perfect for 4! $1350.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED
Exclusive! Lovely
townhouse, with hardwood floors, modbath,
ern kitchen
near Bluestone Bistro! $1225.
GREAT PLACES REALTY

$1100.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Beautiful condo near B.C!
Top floor, very sunny, porch, new K+B,
laundry in building, $900.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Exclusive! Charming older
Tudorbuilding near B.C. $550!
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR
OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER OF
1994. CALL US NOW TO SELECT
YOUR NEW HOMEFOR SEPTEMBER
BEFORE SCHOOL SEMESTERENDS.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST B.C. STAFF
ANYWHERE! WERE LOCATED 2
BLOCKS WEST OF THE B.C. MAIN
GATE AT THE CORNER OF MANET
ROAD AND COMM. AYE.
CALL US NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT!

964-8900
TWOBED Walktoß.ClElevatorbuilding, laundry, live-in superintendent, very
convenient location $275-$325 each.
GREATPLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Cleveland Circle! Popular
B.C. building on shuttle T, across from
Mary Anne s, $995
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWOBED Near 8.C., all B.C. building,
large modern kitchens, living room, hardwood floors, $900-$llOO.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
TWO BED Near B.C. 2000 block
Comm. Aye, great deal for the $$$! $850.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
ONE BED Ultra modem condo building near Chansky s! Alarmed, a/c, two
floors, washer/dryer, new, new, new!
+
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GREAT PLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
CHESTNUT HILL
964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-9800

SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS!APARTMENTS SEPTEMBER! NEED AN
APARTMENT FOR SEPTMEBER 94?
AT HOME REALTY IS B.C. s#l APARTMENTS SOURCE! SPECIALIZING IN
GREAT APARTMENTS & HOUSES
FOR LARGE GROUPS!!! CALL TODAY FOR THE BEST SELECTION!
WE LL PICK YOU UP AND DROP YOU
OFF! WEVE GOT YOUR HOUSE!
READ ON FOR A SAMPLE OF OUR
GREAT B.C. APTS....
13 beds...Victorian mansion! 2 full modern kitchens, pkg, washer/dryers, multi
baths cream of the crop!... Call 736-1820

I

10 beds...Strathmore Rd, 4 parking, 2
kitchens, recent renovations, mod-

ern...s36oo

738-1820
9bed...Gorgeous, x-tra dean townhouse,
dish & disp, large bedrooms, fire-

place...s36so

738-1820
7 beds.-.Beautiful multi-level townhouse,
100% modem! 3baths,2parking...s36oo
738-1820
7 beds.Jarge 2 fam house 2 baths,
porch, laundry in the apartment!..s33oo
738-1820
6 beds...extra large unit in the heart of
Cleveland Cir, Ultra mod kitchen...s22oo
738-1820
6 beds...walk to campus! Whole house
with 6 pkg spaces, huge r00m5...53800
738-1820
5 beds...Mint cond, large townhouses,
mod eat-in-kitch, porce.fireplace..s2loo
738-1820

ROOMMATES NEEDED I
FOR 94-95 SCHOOL YEAR:
Group of eight undergrads needs two
additional, male roommates to fill
two 1600-block apartments
on Commonwealth Aye.
For information, please call 558-9975

FINANCIAL
AID.

+

Customer Service
Reps
Full Time, Part Time
and Flexible On-Call
Hours Available, No
Telemarketing. We're
MASCO Services, Inc.
We provide roundthe-clock Customer
Service to the
Medical and Academic

community in Longwood
Medical Area. We're
looking for energetic
individuals to answer/
route calls and take
messages. Typing skills

Only the GE Classic MasterCard offers students
this unequaled package of benefits.

of3SWPM
required. We are
accessible by the "T" and
have free on-sight
parking for evening and
weekend shifts. Starting
salary of $7.25/hr. plus
shift differentials.

WQ/

The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
you'll find on campus 9.9%* variable APR
for the first year with a low 16.9% variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

/0
APR

NO ANNUAL FEE!

COME TO OUK

While other credit cards charge annual fees of$20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet.

JOB FAIR

THURSDAY,
FEB. 17,1994
IPM-SPM
MASCO Services Inc,
375 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
sth Floor

-

This

offer could only come from
Card Services and
«\u25a0
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
[
)0f one 0f
financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.
great

a :eam

'*- c

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.

As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entided to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues?** program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.

The GE Classic MasterCard* An educated choice*
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
And get the financial aid every student needs.

*APR's shown as of 1/1/94 9.9% variable APR apples for
',? ;-.

the first 12 billing cycles; after that a variable APR. which as of 1/1/9-4 was 16.9%, will apply to all exrstingand new balances. At any
wih increase to a variable
which as of l/S/94 was 19.9%, based on your delinquency. A minimum Finance Charge of $.50 will appV at all times. A cash advance fee of Z5% of the advance
$2 and maximum $20) will be charged for each cash advance.
.-.-:..
-'
MasterValues is a product offered by MasterCard which is subject to change and may be discontinued at any time. Certain terms.and conditions appty.

""COLLEGE

"\u25a0?"'.

rate

(minimum
?'

.
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Domino's Pizza Announces:

f

BOSTON COLLEGE

2 beds-Sutherland Road, best deal out
there!...sBso
738-1820
TOO MANY 2 BEDS TO LIST! STUDIOS* 1 BEOS, TOOI 738-1820 THESE
ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR GREAT
APTS FOR SEPTEMBER 94! HUNDREDS MORE! ALL AREAS! ALL
SIZES ALL PRICE RANGES! CALL
TODAY FOR THE BEST SELECTION!
WE LL COME AND PICK YOU UP! AT
HOME REALTY 1212-B COMM AYE
738-1820
We Have A Large Selection Of Apartments. All apartments located on or near
bus line or walking distance to BC. Studios 450+ some with alcoves. ! bedrooms, some modem, many splitable,
goodfor2or3people,67s+. 2bedrooms
starting as low as 625 to 1000. Sunny
views w/balconies. Many 2,3,4,5 and 6
bedroom houses. Call for choice. We
have excellent values. All types, many
different prices. Weekly specials are
available. Call Now, James Reality 267-6655. Apartments also available in Boston-Back Bay-South End.
Best House-Gerald Rd. Beautiful, 2+
parking living room, dining room, designer bath with 2 petastal sinks, fireplace, laundry, d/d, up to 6 people 383
per person, NO FEE! HEAT INCLUDED!
Owners Mark 730-3663, Walter 734-0922.
Bay Realty Group- No Fee Top floor
4 bed room condominium. Great for 4-5-6 people. Dishwasher, large rooms,
sunny, parking included. 2,100 heatedAddress: 1661 Comm. Aye. top floor.
Please contact owner: Perry Stolberg,
782-6666 No Fee.
Bay Realty Group, Inc.-Save money $$
after the RUSH.
Studio s, near Chestnut Hill Aye $550
1 Bedroom: Great for 2 $700
1 Bedroom: Very Lux, a TEN $800
2 Bedroom: Great for walk to B.C. $900-1000
Large 2 Beds: Washer/Dryer $1000-1200
3 Beds: Chriswick Rd. Parking $1300-1400
3 Beds: Study, fireplace, parking$1400-1500
4 Beds: Plenty still remain, call. $1500-1800
Call for our brochure 782-6666 Open

5 beds...Off Comm Aye, walk to school!
2 parking...sllso
738-1820
Too many houses to list!
4 beds...Ultra mod! Luxury unit, new
gourmetkitchen, wash/dryer,pkg...52300
738-1820
4 beds...duplex townhouse, 2 baths,
unique loft bedroom X-tra large &

SPECIALS!

m0d!...52400

738-1820
4 bed 5...100% new! gigantic, sunny, 2
baths, laundry, pkg one of the

best!...slBoo

738-1820
4 beds...The Claridge House, dish &
disp, X-tra spacious, parking, reno-

vated...sl6oo

738-1820
4 beds... Renovated 3 unit house near

Chansky s, porch parking, nice!...51350
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738-1820
4 beds...Off 2000 Comm., semi mod,
large bedrooms, porch, pkgavail...sl2oo
738-1820
3 beds...Ultra mod house! luxury! cathedral ceilings! all x-tras, Clev Cir...52000
738-1820
3 beds... In house, walk to class, dish &

YOUR CHOICE:
?

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA!

m

~

disp, parking, large bedrooms...slBoo

&

get twisty bread for only

738-1820
3 beds...Luxury in a house, gorgeous
and huge...51675
738-1820
3 beds.-.Victorian rehab, x-tra sunny, on
the shuttle parking inc!...51400
738-1820
3 beds...Pristine house off Comm, 100%

99c mores

m0d...51400

738-1820
3 beds...Off Comm Aye, 2 baths, huge

r00m5...51300

/Jk Mm

YOUR CHOICE:
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3of your favorite toppings for pick-up or delivery to
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ANY LARGE PIZZA!
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GET TWISTY BREAD FOR ONLY 99c MORE!
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738-1820
3 beds...Large, clean units on Sutherland
Rd, m0d...51200
738-1820
2 beds...Luxury townhouse, modem &
clean $1200
738-1820
2 beds...Renovated, X-tra large & el-

egant...sloso

everyday.

738-1820
2 beds...Ultra mod with eurokitch, health

/

Sublet Spacious Corner Apartment
for Summer! June 1 Sept 1; 2 mm from
campus on b line; E.1.K., H/H, HWFLRS,
Sunny, Plentyroom for 2! Call 731-4216.
Looking for 4th roommate, $213 per
month, own full bath, free parking, month
to month lease. Call Garth or Jon at 782-5087.
ATTENTION STUDENTS- specializing
in rentals for all of B.C.
Studios- located on Comm. Aye, and at
circle from $500
One Beds- near CHANSKY s, split $650
Two Bedrooms-walk to B.C. good for 3-4 $900
Three Bedrooms- SUTHERLAND,
COMM. AYE. Some two baths from
$1050
Four/Five Beds- Many in houses, all
near B.C. good for 5-6 people From
-

c1b..5975

/

738-1820
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""MRTY IN THE SNOW!
$209
Iff.
CAUDA

$1400

Six/Eight Beds Also Avail.

WHS,

CALL FOR TODAYS SPECIALS
NEW ENGLAND REALTY
164 HARVARD AVENUE
ALLSTON OPEN & DAYS
787-5511

IJUST ACROSS THE VERMONTBORDER)

Sponsor* tndufc:
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MOUON

TICKET

40 SLOPES. 3 MOUNTAINS
FOR ALL LEVELS
1800FOOT VERTICALDROP

MIGHTS LODGING,
LUXURY
CONDO
FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN,

SPRING BREAK SALE! The hottest
destinations for 1994! Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida starting at
$109 Book now and save $$$! Organize
small group travel free!! Sun Splash
Tours 1-800-426-7710
SCARE OF ATTACKER!! Order your
multi-functional Distress Alarm today. T3O
Screaming Decibels sends would be attackers running. For more INFO, write;
Personal Systems P.O. box 158
Needham, MA. 02194-0002
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INTERCOLLEGIATE
PARTIES, RACES *
ACTIVITIES.
legal age
»

note: the

consume alcohol is

to
18.

TO REN:
HAPPY VALENTINESDAY, CHICHIE!
LOVE YA,
MOM, PINKY & RENAT
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The Heights September 13,1993

UGBC Communicator UGBC Communicator
Your Key

To UGBC
UGBC Lecture Series presents:

Edward James Olmos
7:30pm Thursday, February 17
Lyons Cafeteria
y

==

Edward James Olmos is a leading spokesperson for Hispanic-Americans, successful actor (star of "Stand and Deliver") and humanitarian, will be speaking on
the importance of education and the future of the Hispanic community in this
country.
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Meeting every Monday at 6:3opm
for more information
call

Rosina Giuliante
558-9001
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February 14,1994 THE

ADVERTISEMENT

HEIGHTS

HEY SENIORS!!
Do you know what time it is??

94 DAYS...until

graduation
...the fundraiser to support a great Senior Week!!!

WHEN: Wednesday, February 23, 1994
WHERE: Avalon
TIME: 8 pm 12 am
-

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT MCELROY
TICKET BOOTH
$10 per

ticket

If you're serious about Graduate School, then prep with the best Our course
guarantees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors,
not tapes or computers. For dates of upcoming courses, CALL TODAY.

REMEMBER TO BRING A VALID ID ALONG WITH
YOUR BC ID!! (over 21 only)

Courses are starting soon!

Buses are mandatory to the Event!!

617/ CCO IQIQ
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BUSES DEPART AT BPM
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(at the circle between Conte' Forum and the Chemistry Bldg.)
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Alsofor LSAT,GMAT and GRE

Boston College
Bookstore
Did You Know...
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Quest America, a nationwide telecommunications organization,
is seeking energetic individuals with excellentcommunications
skills and a positive attitude.

*\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

...This week lucky contest winner
Sam Diffeo(SOM '95) was
presented a brand new mountain
bike by Bookstore Director
Tom McKenna
*l

Happy Trails Sam!!

'

Quest America's management style emphasizes an exciting
and enthusiastic learning atmosphere with a strong team
approach. We are looking for team players!
We have convenient and flexible schedules at our 10 Post
Office Square location. Base hourly salary plus bonuses for
excellence in customer service and sales. Opportunities to move
into full-time employment at your own pace Perks include: positive
atmosphere, supportive management, business skills enrichment and weekly social activities.
Find out more by calling:
Jeffrey S. Wolfsberg
UEST
Director of Inside Sales
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